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Introduction ” 

,. ,: ,..‘, ., I, ,% ..,‘.“, 
Purpose’ of the’ . . ,’ ; The primary :purpose of the Administrative Professional and; Support 

Performah% ‘, :. I 
Staff (APSS) appraisaLsystem is. to provide a systematic and uniform 
method to:evahtate job performance of GAO’s General Schedule 

Appraisal System j 4 (GS)and :Wage System CWS) staff on the basis of job-related criteria. 
,, ‘, _, ,.. The appraisal is an’integral part of the performance management 

,’ .. ‘cycle and..should be ‘used to 
‘, I,,, ). L ,I : 

’ ’ 4 help employees understand their responsibilities and how their work .’ 
supports GA& core values and contributes to GAO’s strategic 
objectives and goals; 

l . prepare honest performance assessments based on accurate and 
.’ consistent application of the performance standards; 

‘,i., 
l provide’candid and specific feedback to employees on how well they 

are meeting expectations and on ways,to improve performance; 

l help supervisors and managers recognize and deal with performance 
problems; and 

l provide a basis for performance-based actions. 

Description of the 
System 

Within the APSS appraisal system, there are three separate perfor- 
mance dimension subsystems. Each of the APSS job series has been 
assigned to one of the following three performance dimension 
subsystems: 

l GS positions, excluding Secretary GS-318 and Office Automation 
Clerk/Assistant GS-326. 

l Secretary GS-318 and Office Automation Clerk/Assistant GS-326. 

l WS positions. 

The dimensions in each section of chapter 3 are valid only for the 
job series covered by that chapter. Raters must use the appropriate 
section and performance dimensions when appraising ratees. Rat- 
ers may not add performance dimensions from other sections to a 
rating. 
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Introduction 

”  

Coritelcits of This This manual describes the performance management cycle at GAO, 

Manugl 
sets forth GAO pohcies ,and procedures for providing performance 

1 appraisals, and provides guidance for assessing employees and 
.“I completing the appraisal forms. Very importam@ this manual 

,advises employees about the dimensions and performance standards .- 
that will be used to ‘assess their performance. All employees should:, 
carefully read the relevant dimensions and standards for their 

I ’ posjtion as set.forth in chapter 3. An employee who does not under- ,’ 
., ., stand any aspect of, the. dimensions and standards should request. 

clarification from his/her. supervisor or manager. 

Supersession This manual supersedes the Performance Appraisal System for 
Administrative Professional and Support Staff, dated October 
1997. 



.Chapter 1 

The Performance Management Cycle 

The performance management cycle includes selecting dimensions, ” 
setting and, commun@ating expectations, monitoring performance 

,_. and providing~ feedback, and preparing and delivering the perfor-, 
..mance appraisal. 

” 

Selecting i ’ 
Dimensions g 

A fundamental step in the APSS performance management cycle is 
the selection of dimensions on which each ratee will be rated during 
the appraisal year. The APSS appraisal system consists of menus of 
performance dimensions for each subsystem, which allow the rater 
to tailor the performance appraisal to each ratee’s position. Each 
subsystem of the APSS appraisal system contains three.requ.ired 
dimensions. In addition, if a ratee has supervisory responsibilities, 
the supervisory dimension is also required, and should be selected 
on the appraisal form. Each rater selects specific, additional dimen- 
sions on which to rate each ratee based on the ratee’s key duties. 
The rater should also solicit and consider ratee input about appropri- 
ate performance dimensions. Raters must use only the performance 
dimensions from the applicable section of chapter 3 because the 
performance dimensions~ are valid only for the positions covered in 
that section. These dimensions and the accompanying standards are 
the basis for the ratee’s performance expectations. 

Careful thought should be given to the number of dimensions se- 
lected. , The rater should select only those dimensions that are most 
relevant to the subject position. All selected performance dimen- 
sions are considered critical-that is, of sufficient importance that 
unacceptable performance in that component constitutes unaccept- 
able performance of the job and may be the basis for reduction in 
grade or removal. 

Setting and 
Communicating 

Performance expectations include what a ratee will do, when the 
r&tee will do it, and how well it should be done. 

Expectations What the ratee will do and when it is done are determined by 
assigned work. How well a ratee performs is measured by written 
performance standards set forth in this performance appraisal 
manual for each APSS subsystem. (See chapter 3.) 

When setting expectations, the rater should specifically explain how 
the ratee’s work supports GAO’s core values and contributes to 
strategic objectives and goals. Oftentimes, objectives, time frames, 
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Chapter 1 
The Performance Management; C$zle ‘, ! 

‘i. J’. 

outcomesi and products may not be fully known at the beginning of 
the appraisal. cycle. When this occurs, expectations should be 

.’ revised .or, ,clarified as more-information is obtained or when circum- 
stances negate or substantially ,modify prior agreements. 

,Expectations should be set at-the .beginning.&the .ratmg cycle. 
ExpectationSFsetting discussions should occur at an agreed upon‘ ‘.‘” ._ 

., , meeting time. ,JVhile the rater has the ultimate responsibility to i 
determine ratee expectations, expectation discussions should be a 
dialogue. The rater should.sohcit input from the ratee, and the ratee 
is responsible for seeking,,clar@cation of any matters that are not 

‘. understood. 
, :.-ii , . 

Three tjpes ‘of information should. be discussed during the expecta- 
:. ,, t@setting session: (1) project/assignment information and responsi- 

bilities, (2) performance standards, and (3) contributions to GAO’s 

1 core values, strategic objectives, and goals. The level of detail 
,, appropriate for the expectation-setting discussion will depend on the 

ratee’s prior knowledge concerning the project or assignment, the 
ratee’s experience level,.and the information available to the rater 
about the project or assignment., 

Project/Assignment Informatioh and ResponMilitie& : The 

rater should provide as much assignment-specific, information 
‘, I as available, such as the ratee’s responsibilities, tasks, project/  ̂

assignment .objectives, anticipated products, and time frames. 
It is expected that the rater wilI amplify and clarify initial ,’ 
expectations -during subsequent on-the-job discussions with the 
ratee. Further meetings to clarify expectations should be held 
when changes .have been so substantial as to constitute a new 
assignment. 

4, 
Performance Standards. Each ratee must know the p’erfor- 
mance standards and critical elements of, his or her position. A 
critical. element is a job dimension that is of sufficient impor- 
tance that unacceptable performance in that component. consti- 
tutes unacceptable performance of the job and may be the basis 
for reduction in grade or removal. If a ratee does not under- 
stand’the standards, he or she is responsible for seeking clarifi- 
cation from the rater. During expectation setting the rater 
should confirm that the ratee understands: 

‘. 
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Chapter 1 
The Performance Management Cycle 

,/. 
l the dimensions on which he or she will be assessed,’ ; 

l that all dimensions being assessed are critical, and, 

. that his or her performance will be assessed based on the 
standards set forth in this performance appraisal manual. 

., ,, :/, ’ I. ., ,,_ 3 
,1 

Contributiok to GAO’s. Cqke Values, Strategic Objectives, 

),! , and Goals. In additmn’to the individual assignment responsi- 
bilities, the rater shot&remind the ratee how his or her work 
supports GAO’s core values and contributes to GAO’s strategic 
objectives and goals. To the extent possible, the rater should 
specify by example how a ratee’s work could directly affect unit 
teamwork, matrix management, communications, work prod- 
ucts, and timeliness, as well as quality and customer satisfac- 

‘. tion. 

: 
The’ rater and ratee should initial’ blocks 6 and 7 on GAO Form 247, 
247a, or .247b, as appropriate, to indicate that the rater has commu- 
nicated expectations to the ratee. 

M&$,oring : 
Performance ,.and 
Providing Feeflbtick 

Once expectations are established, the rater should monitor perfor- 
mance and hrovide candid and specific feedback to the ratee on his 
or her performance. Honest and relevant feedback can reinforce _ 
good performance or help. the employee improve performance that is 
below expectations. ,Feedback should facilitate the ratee’s under- 
standing of current strengths and developmental needs and how his 

: or her performance could, be improved. However, feedback is not 
solely the responsibility ,of ,the rater. The ratee is responsible for 
actively seeking and receiving feedback. 

At least one formal progress review of expectations should be held 
about midway through the appraisal period unless circumstances 
dictate otherwise. 

When monitoring performance, the rater is encouraged to keep brief 
notes on the ratee’s performance. that reflect both positive accom- 
plishments and instances where developmental needs are present. 
This facilitates more accurate and complete performance apprais- 
als. 
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Chapter 1 
The Performance Management Cycle 

Preparing. and ‘2’ ‘I ,’ 

Delivering the ” : , , , .  

Appraisal : .’ 
; *,, ,:..,:9, I 

Rating Performance As the rating period nears completion, the ratee may choose to 
,, )/ ! : provide a statement of contributions. The ratee statement of contri- 

:. ,..I’ butions ,provides an opportunity for the ratee to highlight examples 
.I of his or her performance, v&k products or accomplishments or any 

’ ‘other mformation that he or she believes the rater should consider. . . 
A ;ratee statement of contributions is optional. 

Using the appropriate performance standards, the rater evaluates 
8’ 

,.. the ratee’s performance in’ the relevant job dimensions, using the 
five-level rating scale. (See .chapter 3 for more detailed information 
on job performance dimensions, performance standards, and the 
five-level rating scale.) In rating performance, the rater should 

2, consider aJl relevant information, including: (1) the dimension 
.I. performance. standards; (2) the ‘optional employee statement of 

contributions, if submitted; (3),any supervisory notes; and (4) his or 
her knoiledge of the ratee’s performance and accomplishments. 

For each of the chosen dimensions, the rater should check the ,b,ox.m 
Part C of GAO Form 247, 247a, or 247b, as appropriate,. that corre- 
sponds with the, performance standard most nearly exemplifying ‘the 
ratee’s predominant performance,, or overall work behavior, during 

‘: the appraisal period. The performance ;$andards, are not ,a&inclu- 
sive. A ratee tieed not perform ‘all of the activities ‘or the exact 
activities described in the standards to be rated at a certain level. ;, 

The performance standards ‘apply’to positions without regard to 
level of responsibility or complexity of work. Rating performance 
using these standards assumes that assigned duties and responsibili- 
ties are appropriate to the position’s responsibilities. Rating em- 
ployee performance always requires some judgement by the rater. 

The rater is required to prepare a summary narrative and 
dimension-specific narrative for all dimensions rated other 
than “Meets Expectations.” The summary narrative should 
describe the overall predominant performance and major accom- 
plishments. The dimension-specific narrative should provide spe- 
cific and relevant examples of individual accomplishments that 
demonstrate the level of performance. Narratives should not merely 
restate the assignment and expectations information, the perfor- 
mance dimension definitions, or the standards. 
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Chapter 1 
The Performance Management Cycie 

; ,. 
An “Unacceptable” rating requires additional documentation, to ,’ 
support an opportunity period notice or a performance-based action. 
.See GAO Order 2432.1, “Dealing: with Unacceptable Performance;” 

,,” 
I : The rater enters the narrative in block B2 of the form and then signs 

. the form in Part A block 10a. ,’ 
, ‘: ./ ,‘, ,I , 8’. 

, 
Retiewing the Appraisal Except when the rater. is the unit head, the appraisal must be re- 

viewed, approved, and signed by a reviewing official before it is 
presented to the ratee. The reviewing official is designated by GAO 
and/or unit management’and must be a higher grade level than the 
ratee. The reviewing official’s duties include: 

! ,, ” 

,: : i Ensuring that the performance appraisal standards are accurately 
.. and consistently applied. 

,* .Reviewing the performance ratings, the narrative prepared by the 
;. rater, and the standards for each .of the dimensions on which the 

employee is rated. ’ 
l Ensuring that the narrative supports the assessment and provides 

specific and relevant examples of performance for each dimension 
on which the employee was rated “outstanding,” “exceeds expecta- 
tions, ” “below expectations,” or “unacceptable.” 

l Discussing comments with the rater and when appropriate, providing 
: the rater with perspectives based on personal knowledge of the 

employee’s performance. 

When a disagreement cannot be resolved, the reviewer may assume 
responsibility for the rating on the dimension(s) where there is 
disagreement. In such instances, the reviewer (1) obtains approval 
from the next higher responsible official (if the reviewer is not the 
unit head) and’documents the reasons for the change, and (2) 
changes the appraisal. The appraisal form presented to the ratee 
will only include the ratings approved by the reviewer. 
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Chapter 1 
ThePerformanceManageniFnt Cycle 

Appraisal Session ” After the appraisal is completed by the rater and reviewed and 
’ ‘signed by the designated reviewer, the rater must provide a copy of 

I’ the appraisal tothe:ratee and hold a formal appraisal session with 
the ratee to discuss the completed appraisal. Appraisal discussions 

, .’ .’ should ,include ,the basis for the ‘ratings. ,Raters, should provide , 
honest and relevant feedback, to. the ratee on his or her performance. 
This feedback should facilitate the ratee’s understanding of currem 
strengths and developmental needs and how his-or her performance 

.’ could be improved. _, ’ !, ,, .1, ‘, .,* 
’ ‘/’ 

At or after the appraisal session, the ratee signs and dates the 
appraisal form. By signing, the ratee does not necessarily indicate 
agreement with the appraisal but acknowledges that he or she has 
received and ‘read it. The ratee may submit comments within 5 
calendar days’after the appraisal session. These comments are not 
limited to the space on the,form. Ratee comments become a perma- 

,, nent part of the aP;praisal. The appraisal becomes final 5 calendar 
days after the appraisal session, unless the rater extends the com- 
ment period. If’the comment period is extended, the appraisal is 
final at’ the time ,the comments are due. 

I ’ 

i 
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Chapter 2 

Policies and Resp,onsibiliti& 

. . )  

‘_ i ‘, : This chapter ‘describes who should be appraised, when appraisals :‘, 
1. j are due, who prepares ,and reviews the appraisals, and grievance ’ 

:, ,., ” ‘( ,’ ., : procedures for ratees who are, dissatisfied v&h’ their appraisals. 
i, __ 1 ,, j _’ ,‘! I ,: .‘, *. L : ,.,_ 

Are Due 

Generally; appraisals. are to ,be prepared annually, with the appraisal 
period-beginning October 1 and ending September 30. If an em- 
ployee has,been on duty at lea& 30 staff days during the annual 
appraisal period, then the employee generally should be appraised. 
Exceptions to an annual appraisal include the follq-g: ,: ,/” * 

.’ 
i ‘, : l In cases of permanent reassignment of the ratee, the ratee receives 

a performance appraisal as of the date of the reassignment. The 
., (. i . I’ ratee is appraised against the- existing selected dimensions.. .A new- 

I appraisal period begins on the date of the reassignment. At this 
point,,,dimensions ,should be reviewed and a new set of dimensions 

j selected as necessary. ‘The rating period continues until the next 
date of reassignment or the end,of the appraisal year, whichever 
comes first. 

_’ i, 

l If unit management believes it., is appropriate, appraisals’may be 
prepared when there is, a change. in rater during the appraisal ‘year. 
For, more guidance, see the, section entitled “More than One Super+ 
sor During a Rating Period.“, ’ : ; ; 

l Appraisals may be prepared whenever supervisors and/or managers 
have performance concerns. See GAO Order 2432.1, “Dealing with 
Unacceptable Performance,” for guidance as to when this is appropri- 
ate. 

;  

: ;  

Who Prepares the Usually, the rating should be prepared by the ratee’s immediate 

Appraisal 
supervisor- the same person who sets expectations and assigns and 
reviews work. However, there may be circumstances which make it 
more appropriate or desirable for another person to assume the 
rating responsibility. The designation of a rater other than the 
immediate supervisor should be done at the beginning of an assign- 
ment. 
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Chapter 2 
Policies’anf ReqjonsibilitieB : j ; r : ,, : 

., 

More Thati One If a ratee has worked for more than one supervisor during the ap- 
‘i 

Supervisor During ‘praisal year, then the supervisors should decide who will prepare the 

the Rating Period 
rating. The rating preparation should be a collaborative process 
with ‘each supervisor providing input on the ratee’s performance. In ,I 
cases when a rater ha& worked with the ratee for such a short 
period of time that he or she does not have a.basis for assessing the 

‘I : ‘: ratee’s performance, the rating should be prepared based on the 
I assessment of the other rater. ,,“. ;.. , I’, ,:. 

./ 
.’ $,“, 

Who Reviews the, Except when the rater is the unit head, the appraisal must be re- ’ 

Performance viewed, approved, and signed by a reviewing official before it is 

Appraisal 
presented-to the ratee. The reviewing official is designated by GAO 
and/or unit management and must be a higher grade level than the 
ratee. The reviewing official should ensure that the rater understands 
the performance appraisal system, knows how to properly prepare 
performance appraisals, and is knowledgeable about applicable 
performance standards. 

Role of In-Line 
Managers I 

Managers with in-line responsibilities who are not the off&4 raters 
or reviewers still have an important role to ‘piay in the p&forin&ii’ce 
appraisal process. These managers such as Unit Directors, ,Deputy 
Directors, Branch ‘Managers/Chiefs, or other group/unit managers 
are encouraged to provide input to the rater and reviewer concern- 
ing their perspectives of the employee’s performance relative to the 
standards. This input should be provided before the rating is pre- 

’ sented to the employee. 

Grievance 
Procedures ‘for 
Performance 
Appraisals 

Rate& who are dissatisfied with their performance appraisal may 
file a formal grievance as per GAO Order 2771.1, “Administrative 
Grievance Procedure.” 
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Chapter 3 

Performance Dimensions. tifid Standards 

‘. 

There ‘are three, basic elements of each appraisal: (1) performance 
dimensions, (2) performance standards, and ‘(3) the five-level rating 

.’ .I scale: ‘This chapter identifies the performance dimensions to be. I 

. . 
./ 

rated, specifies detailed standards against which performance will 
be evaluated, and provides guidance to assist raters in determining 
the appropriate performance level. 

i,; Dimensions .~ i ~” 

oped based on extensive job analyses and input from managers and 
staff. 

The dimensions for each APSS subsystem (GS, Secretary and Office 
Automation ClerWkssistant, and WS) are located at the end of this 
chapter. The dimensions in each section are valid only for the job 
series covered by that section. Raters must use the appropriate 
section of performance dimensions when appraising ratees. Raters 
may not add performance dimensions from other sections to ,a rating. 

Performance Performance standards are statements that describe behaviors, 

Standards 
outputs, .or results that are typical of various levels of performance. 

: 

Complete sets of standards for each of the three APSS subsystems 
(GS, Secretary and Office Automation Clerk/Assistant, and WS) are 
located at the end of this chapter. 

In FY 2000, the standards were updated to incorporate GAO-wide 
guidance and policy changes. The standards have been reviewed 
and approved by the Comptroller General, the Principal Assistant 
Comptroller General, and the Assistant Comptroller General for 
Quality and Risk Management. Additionally, a cross section of 
managers and staff reviewed and provided comments on the stan- 
dards. 

Five-Level Rating Scale The five rating levels are as follows 
1 

1 = Unacceptable 
2 = Below Expectations 
3 = Meets Expectations 
4 = Exceeds Expectations 
5 = Outstanding 
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Chapter 3 
Perfor+ance Dir$ensions and Stydards ‘, :‘ 

.:, 
. 

Detailed standards have been developed for three performance 
levels - ,Outstanding, .Meets Expectations, and Unacceptable. 
The, standards for each of the: various performance levels are listed 

-. in columns ‘directly below those. performance levels in accordance 
with the,. following format. : i 

’ 

An Unacceptkble (1) rating is warranted when in the judgement of 
the rater an individual’s performance is frequently characterized by 
behaviors, outputs, an@or results described in the standards listed 
under Unacceptable. Ingeneral, frequently is defined as happening 
“on,,numerous occasions.” ,In some cases, however, the behavior or 
result could be so egregious and potentially harmful to the product, 
wor$ environment,, or.’ agency reputation that relatively few instances 
would be sufficient to warrant this rating. An Unacceptable rating 
meti the ratee’s performance was so deficient as to warrant re- 
moval from the position or GAO. 

A Meets Ejrpectations (3) rating is earned when in the judgement 
of the rater an individual’s performance usually is characterized by 
behaviors, outputs and/or, results described in the standards listed 
under Meets Expectations. In general, usually is defined as hap- 
pening regularly and routinely or happening much more often than 
not. Meets Expectations means that the ratee has performed at a 
fully successful manner at his/her grade level according to GAO 
standards. ;, 

An OutstFnding (5) rating is justified when in the judgement of the 
rater an individual’s performance almost always is characterized 
by behaviors, outputs, and/or results described in the standards 
listed under Outstanding. In general, almost always is defined as 
happening nearly all the time or invariably. Outstanding means that 
the ratee’s performance almost always far exceeded expectations. 

Ratings at the Below Expectations (2) and Exceeds Expecta- 
tions (4) levels are warranted when in the judgement of the rater 
an employee’s performance is characterized by a mix of behaviors, 
outputs, and/or results described in the standards listed under more 
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Chapter 3 

Performance Appraisal Materials for General *.:, .,.. 
Schedule (,GS) Positions (Excluding Secretary 
GS-3 18 and Office Automation Clerk/Assistant 
GS-326) 
Require-d All employees must be rated on these dimensions: ‘! 

Performance 1. Teamwork and Interpersonal Behavior 
Dimensions .. .‘. 2. ’ Service Orientation :’ 

3. Individual Work Productivity 
: 

All supervisory employees must also be rated on this dimension: 

4. Coaching and Motivating 

All employees whose bse of a computer is a critical work activity 
should be rated on this dimension: 

5. Applying Computer Capabilities 

Menu of 1. Teamwork and Interpersonal Behavior 

Performance 
2. Service Orientation 
3. Individual Work Productivity 

Dimensions 4. Coaching and Motivating 
5. Applying Computer Capabilities 
6. Acquiring and Applying Specialized Knowledge 
7. Gathering Information 
8. Collecting Evidence 
9. Analysis and Review 
10. Analyzing Information Statistically 
11. Communicating Orally 
12. writing 
13. Message Design and Communication 
14. Substantive Editing 
15. Copy Editing 
16. Intervention 
17. Representing GAO 
18. Checking, Examining, and Recording 
19. Inspecting 
20. Handling and Processing Materials and Mail 
2 1. Managing 
22. Developing and Managing Projects, Programs, and Systems 
23. Administrative Scheduling and Coordinating 
24; Technological Systems Design and Analysis 
2 5. Designing Training Courses 
26. Developing Functional and Aesthetic Products and Spaces 
27. Maintaining Security 
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Chapter 3 
Performance Appraisal Materials .for General Schedule 
(GS) Positions (Excluding Secretary GSb18 and Office 
Automation ClerM+ssistant (38-326) 

28. Human, Capital Operations 
29. Developing and Implementing Human Capital Programs, 

Policies, and Pro,cedures 
30. Preparing an(l .$hluating Budget Proposals 
3 1. Preparing Financial Records/Accounts 
32. Soliciting, Negotiating, Writing, and Monitoring Procurement 

Instruments , 8. 
33. Developing and Maintaining Inform&on Resources 
34. Filing +d Organizing 
35. Typing/Word Processing 
36. Accessing.and Updating Computer Files 
37. Computer Programming .- 
38. Operating, Testing, and Maintaining Systems and Equipment 



.; .Teamwork and Interpersonal Behavior : 
_I,,.. 

Establishing constructive and so/id interpersonal relationships with customers, both internal and 
external, and coworkers; treating others with courtesy, tact, and ‘respect; contributing to a work 
environment that encourages open and constructive communication, working cooperatively and 
effective/y with others; working to resolve disagreements, attempting to persuade others and 
reach consensus; abiding by and supporting group decisions; collaborating with customers and/ 
or coworkers; facilitating team interaction and maintaining focus on group goals. 

Treats customers and/orcoworkers 
with discourtesy or disrespect; acts 
in a condescending manner; does 
not maintain confidences; is intol- 
erant of others’ needs, perspectives, 
duties, or responsibilities. Does’not 
support Equal Employment Oppor- 
tunity. 

Displays demanding, rigid, hostile, 
or overly deferential behavior when 
dealing with customers and/or co- 
workers; reacts angrily in difficult, 
frustrating, or provocative situations; 
is unable to resolve disagreements. 

Fails to attend or postpones meet- 
ings or group discussions; when at- 
tending, does not accept input from 
others or make constructive con- 
tributions; refuses to focus on overall 
goals or resolve disagreements. 

Treats customers andlor‘coworkers 
with,courtesy’-an,d respecti is disi 
creet when discussing‘confidential 
matters; supports Equal Employ- 
ment Opportunity. 

Treats custd’merd and/or~cow&keis 
with dignityi’seeks to understand 
and de,monstrate respect for oth- 
ers’, needs, per.spectives,.:an,d’re- 
sponsibilitjes; maintains confi- 
dehces; develops constructive work- 
ing relationships with others; furthers 

.- ‘, 

Works well with customers and/or 
coworkers; adjusts to different work- 
ing styles, approaches, and per- 
spectives; expresses own views as 
appropriate. 

Equal Employment Opportunity., 

Is patient and courteous when dealihg 
with customers’and/or coworkers 
even in frustrating’, difficult, or pio- 
vocativ’e situatilons; anticipates 
potential conflicts and addresses 
them directly and effectively; is gr& 
cious, yet asserts own views wheh 
dealing with others. 

Leads or participates in group meet- 
ings and conferences; is success- 
ful in incorporating own ideas into 
the group agenda; offers construc- 
tive input when asked or shares 
useful opinions with individuals later. 

When leading or participating in 
meetings or group discussions, 
helps keep group focused; discusses 
and resolves issues in a produc- 
tive and organized fashion; motivates 
others to contribute opinions and 
suggestions; presents creative al- 
ternatives; ends conversations or 
meetings on a constructive and posi- 
tive note. 
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1. Teamwork and .Interpersonal Behavior (Continued) 

t&i&s in an unproductjve mann,er 
.by.refusing,to exchange informa- 
tion’; belittling’the’ suggestions of 
others,, or failing to abi,de by group 
decisfons; ~has difficulty recogniz- 
ing role .as a team player. Does 
not perform fair share of team’s,work. 

Does not‘contribute to a work en- 
vironment that supports open com- 
,m,un’ication. Criticizes others with 
no substantive basis or construc- 
tive suggestions for change or’im- 
provement; offers criticism or un- 
solicited advice that is tactless or 
inappropriate. 

). 

putes/ abides by group decision or 
final authority;.acts as> a team player; 
demonstrates a dedicatedeffort to 
the team’s work. 

Contributes to a work environment 
that encourages open and construc- 
tive communication. Offers valid and 
constructively-worded criticism. 

‘information;.successfully negotiates 
or mediates.‘di~agreements,,,reaches 
‘coiihensus; and SubportS group de- 
cisions; is a model team pl,ayer, set- 
ting an example of maturity, fair- 
ness, and support.. : 

/ ,. 

Leads by example in creating and 
maintaining a work environment that 
encourages open and honest com- 
munication. Acknowledges others’ 
v/ewpoints while tactfufly and per- 
suasively guiding them toward well- 
grounded and incisive perspectives, 
recommendations, conclusions, etc.; 
offers criticism coupled with com- 
pelling rationale for,change. 

.. 
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‘, 

I ,, 9: Service Orientation, I I 

Eliciting and attending to job-related needs, requests, feedback, and concerns of customers, 
both internal and external; clarifying requests for service; demonstrating commitment to GAO’s 
core values (i.e., Accountability: cartying out tasks and assignments efficiently, effective/H and 
economically; /ntegrity:ensuring that work products and services are professional, objective, 
fact-based, fair, and balanced; Reliability: providing products and services that ‘are time/x 
accurate, useful, and cle~~);qp:o\~ pwra$ thwwgh~, .:~,b~~~y~, :q@ -prorn~t,;.infp~~a~~~nl, ‘,,, ,‘: :, L~),:L, 

_” “;, -a’p@&t$ “&$/;i&@~$ :or, r~~erra!si~~,~,.;iqth~~~~:-b;ifijtl~~~9:::’~h,e n&e,& ‘of, ~f$;q&stdi$~ $ao’d; .-the :;:‘,! $,, i, z:j 
,,1:: 

8 : 
!&brk $roLjlj br, oi&&.za tiob; i~forrn~~~~,:ot~~~s,~:ol’~~e:;ita tii&$ their re&,@t$$$ tici@@@ ~r&&$& i;:,,,‘:‘i,!j’ ,-,,. I’.’ 9:: : .,,(, ij:;: !‘-, I, :,;r , ,, ‘.joo’ :&$p’edit6 th’e p&&i& ;, op:$&i&&:( “tiei@ ,,,~iespons,ve ,and,, B+&ib,e* : I ,y :‘:: ,i,,i,. .-‘,,; C’! f..~,m,‘: : 

*,jp .,r: ” ,: 

, .  . ,  , . ‘ I , .  

Is unwilling or ihaccessible when 
asked to provide explanations, ser- 
vice, or advice to others; does not 
volunteer to provide information or 
referrals, even when the customer 
is faced with an obvious difficulty. 

Willingly provides explanations and 
service to others; when necessary, 
makes appropriate referrals. 

Does not clarify requests .for infor- 
mation or service or negotiate how 
needs can best be served given 
practical constraints on time and 
staff availability. 

‘,, 

Questions customers to clarify their 
specificneeds and negotiates how 
these needs can best be met. 

. 

Demonstrates a lack of understanding Demonstrates a solid understand- 
or commitment to GAO’s core val- ing and support of GAO’s core val- 
ues when responding to requests for ues when responding to requests 
services or information. for service or information. 

Provides information, products, or 
assistance that is inaccurate, in- 
complete, or outdated. 

Provides information, products, and/ 
or assistance that is complete and 
correct; seeks to ensure that the 
customer understands the informa- 
tion provided or obtains the service 
and/or products needed. 

Conveys full accessibility; willingly 
providing explanations, service, and 
advice to others, even when busy; 
when necessary,‘refers customers 
to those:who can provide the most 
prompt,and knowledgeable response. 

.’ I : : ,. 
Is especially helpful in carefully clan- 
fying the request and negotiating a 
variety of ‘alternative: solutions; 4s 
keenly aware of constraints on time, 
cost,‘and staff availability; 

,’ 
,‘, 

Demonstrates a dedicated and ear- 
nest commitment to GAO’s core values 
in providing services or information. 

Provides accurate, thorough, bal- 
anced, and prompt information and 
assistance to others; provides re- 
quested products and/or superior 
service, conscientiously taking extra 
steps to ensure that the customer 
fully understands the information 
provided or obtains the service and/ 
or products needed. 
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2. Service,Orientatibn (Continued) 

,,, : ,( ',' '> 
,j& :hot &+lay~ &&lpi+ drlr$$i 
,di~l-Cttii-d,~~~?~ils to calm or re,as- ,’ 
sd~~~onfuse,~,f~ustr~tedj~r demand- 
ing customers; demonstrates a 
negative or unhelpful attitude. 

. . ; . .  

.  
,’ 

.,‘, / . . :  

" 

,’ ‘. knowledging their concerns and frus- 
tration and assuring~custdmers that $.r’nee~~ h.ill b& &d~t~&06d; p&gbs 

by example by setting and encour- 
aging a positive attitude., 

Acts promptly and proactively to 
expedite requests or .secvices;, is 
keenly aware of the,time constraints 
and other special requirements of’ 
the customer and,persiStently,,foI- 
lows up to ensure that they are:met. 

., .’ 
.: 

Is insensitive to the time constraints 
or other special requirements of cus- 
tomers; does not providelinformaT 
tion, products, and/or assistance 
promptly; fails to ensure that oth- 
ers receiverequested information,’ 
products, and/or services. 

2,’ 
Fails to consider human capital 
matters, products, and services. 

‘.: 
‘, 

!  

‘_ 

Provides’information, products, and/ 
or service in a timely manner; fol- 
lows up to ensure that others re- 
ceive requested information, prod- 
ucts, ‘,and/or services, Bafances 
people, products, and,services ap- 
propriately. j 

Appropriately considers human capi- 
tal matters, products, and services. 

Balances human capital. matters, 
products, and services,‘such that 
burden or stress is minimal. 

/ 

; 
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3: lndi~idual Work.Produ’ctivity. : 

Organizing and prioritizing own work logically and efficient/y using current technology, where 
applicable; completing assigned tasks thorough/y and on time; he/ping coworkers, even when 
busy; keeping others up-to-date on work status; seeking challenging assignments or added 
responsibilities when these efforts contribute to overall goals; understanding and supporting 
GAO’s core values (Accountability: carrying out tasks and assignments efficient/x effectl’vely, 
and economically; Integrity: e?suring that work ptoducts and services are professional, objective, 

,:. fact+ased, ,fqi<, a?!, txlanc$ Rel[ability: providing p(o+cts ,a?dyqeKvicqq #at e-/;e t&lx ,acTura te,, 
.I,,, 

,,: : .,~, 
” “:: $$&& and c/&); pr@@hg ~~@$&/$~,:,&r~ &d& ti&.& &&$& &ns@i&; ‘responding! tb ,; ’ ..,: ,’ ;, i ,. 

; ,,(,I, ” ‘, Wit&$‘n ~constr~ctiv$y;, adhering. t~:‘~c;licies,,,ijrdC~~ure~~~~~nd regulations: 
,’ i’ -,‘;*!,,;. ’ .;i: ;f ,:; :,, 

j : _‘.a, .!, 

$ 

j,.,.:, ‘,f::‘,:‘;,-* y !, ‘~’ /., ,,,, “,’ .; “’ ,,, :“’ :” 

5 

‘“,,,:: iI “. >..,:, ) .,, ,-, 
I 1,’ ‘, :;;‘:I’ ..:,,;:, 

‘.: ! ;,: 

,I 
” 0, 

‘7 I ‘$ 

/  
. ,  . :  

In carryi& out work demb;nstt&es 
a lack of commitmen; to GAO’s core’ 
values., 

, ., 
U’nderestiGates the time require+ 
or spen,ds more time than. is nec- 
essary td complete tasks; .places 
less important tasksbefore high- 
priority work; ..does not complete 
important tasks and fails to meet. 
deadlines; allows work. to become 
backlogged; will not use new and 
more efficient procedures or tech: 
nologies, where applicable. 

‘>. 

Demonstrates a solid understand- 
ing and support of GAO’s core val- 
ues in. carrying qut assignments., 

Manages OWR work effectively; works 
on most important ot-urgept t+s,.ks 
first, completing work. in ,a tiye.ly, 
manner; uses new and mor,e:effi-. 1. ,( 
cient proced.uyes. or: technolggy,i 
where applicable. 

Fails to keep supervisor or cdwork- Keeps supervisors and coworkers 
ers informed about work status or informed about work status and 
planned absences; interrupts others consults them on problems; gives 
with unimportant questions; refuses supervisor sufficient notice of 
to delegate tasks, when necessary; planned absences; attends staff 
shows up late or misses staff meet- meetings on time; requires minimal 
ings; requires excessive supervision. supervision. 

Is reluctant or refuses to take on 
additional work or help coworkers, 
even when not busy; relies exces- 
sively on assistance from others. 

Accepts additional work assign- 
ments and helps coworkers, when 
possible carries a fair share of the 
workload; de,monstrates a dedicated 
effort. 

Demonstrates a dedicated and ear- 
nest commitment to GAO’s core 
values in all~aspects of work.. ( 

Prioritizes oin:workload,‘eifective$i 
performing&rtan+ging multi$$&ks, 
to accomplish high-prio$ty,as$iQn-. 
ments; handles urgent work with 
unusual speed and efficiency; sets 
and meets challenging timb frames; 
works diligently to develop new and 
more effective waysto accotnplish, 
work, and implement new uses of 
current procedures and, technology, 
where applicable. ,, ., 

Discusses work status and prob- 
lems with supervisor and relevant 
coworkers; makes complete ah-ange- 
ments for accomplishing duties 
during absences, anticipating all 
possible obstacles; conscientiously 
communicates up and down to all 
involved/affected parties; attends 
and participates enthusiastically in 
staff meetings; requires minimal, if 
any, supervision. 

Actively pursues additional respon- 
sibilities, requesting challenging, 
novel, or unusual assignments; vol- 
untarily helps coworkers, even when 
busy; carries a substantial workload; 
leads by example, both demonstrat- 
ing and fostering a dedicated effort. 
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3. individual Work’hodtictivity (Continued) 

.% 1, , : ” I!,‘, ,‘, I,! ,., <L/,., : i’ 1 ,’ : .’ 

,’ , ‘,’ ‘i _! ,‘,\ ..) 

easily distractedor faiis to remove i 
self from distract,ions; leaves,tasks, 
$&$f+jI&f$3,{; ,,; : * ! ,;.::,‘7i,IJ:;;,f, I :i. .,/? _ : y 

I .I ‘, 
,. .‘. I. : 

Reacts ,to constructive~ feedback 
with hostility or defensiveness; at- 
tempts to shift,blame or‘responsi- 
bilityfor?$istakes~ disco’urages’oben 
communication. : ,; ,. ,, 

I’ 
‘: ‘. 

Is lax about following important @Ii- 
ties or procedures’; inappropriately 
ignores poltcies or procedures with- 
out consultrng the supervisor. 

:,.through on assigned tasks. ti 

,,,,,T ,’ ),.I.> 

.”  ‘. 

Accepts constructive’ criticism; t-e: 
sponds positively to suggestions for 
improve’ment; acknowledges otin 
mistakes and takes corrective ac- 
tion,; contributes to a work environ- 
ment~ that encourages open and 
constructive communication. 

Follows policies and procedures; 
checks withsupervisor to ensure 
adherence to appropriate guidance. 

‘. 

, .  

, ensuring timely, high-quality prod- 
ucts,yd se,,~i~~~;concentr~~es y$ 
v\iijljlcs :p~rslsteat!y:ori,:t~~:‘~~~lgn~, 
ment at hand, even if interru.bted 
frequehtly.“’ _, 

.‘( 

Is highly responsive and open’to 
feedback, encouraging others to 
provide’ suggestions ‘for imp’rove- 
ment; takesresponsibility foroWn 
mistakes and diligently ‘avoids re- 
currence; actively promotes a work 
environment that encourages open 
and constructive communication. 

Is’well-versed in and ,follows’ perti- 
nent policies and procedures rigor- 
ously; exercises good judgement and 
obtains supervisory approval when 
departing from standard procedures. 

,,’ 

: 

. I  ‘. 



., ,‘.. 4. Coaching and Motivating 1 

Assigning and delegating tasks clearly and equitably while taking account of subordinates’ interests 
and abilities as well as the priorities, policies, and goals of GAO; setting clear performance 
standards and specific goals with others; motivating others through feedback, goal setting, 
recognition, awards, and promotions; encouraging open and honest communication; observing 
and appraising others fairly, objectively and in accordance with performance standards; 
recognizing individual and team efforts; taking disciplinary action,;when appropriate; planning or 

,- .- 
I /.. ,. 

I op@+?ing ; developmen@! tr@ing ;,activit@s ,, .with others; dissemlna ting necessary iqfF:rna tion; 
.i ,-/eadrng,‘by extirnp/& 

, : : 
_ ,~ ., ., : I’\_ :_ : 

“; ,, ;: ;‘. ‘1;‘: ‘.’ :, 
,- , (‘/ ,A’ 

,’ ./, ,:., ,’ , ” 
:..I ,..:. ,., . ,‘,’ 

I ;‘,_,’ ‘. 
‘5 

:‘: ‘. ,. ‘;., X,,;;l:?,‘;” : 

,,“..; .; ,: ,‘I. y2; ,‘; ‘, . .-. ,‘. .’ ‘. : ‘:, .’ ,_ .- .,‘O ‘_ :, ‘.., 

5 5 

Provides minimai background infor- 
mation on work assignments; fails 
to explain project objectives; pro- 
vides little task direclion or vague, 
unclear information about perfor- 
mance expectations, leaving staff 
with marry questions; is inacces- 
sible to,staff. 

‘,. 

Does not delegate work effectively, 
giving assignments. to individuals 
who lack required experience or train- 
ing, or failing to give skilled em- 
ployees important tasks; makes 
work assignments in a random or 
biased fashion; fails to monitor del- 
egated tasks. 

Does not deal constructively with 
employee performance or motiva- 
tional problems; threatens or ridi- 
cules employees; provides little feed- 
back or provides feedback that is 
vague, negative, or untimely; fails 
to recognize or reward extra effort 
or high-quality work; gives orders 
without support or explanation; cor- 
rects employees’ work without ex- 
plaining what went wrong or how to 
improve. 

Sets work priorities and goals for 
employees; provides written or oral 
job expectations to staff; holds group 
or individual meetings; ‘accepts in- 
put from staff;, is available for em- 
ployees: questions. 

Delegates work appropriately; fully 
utilizes staff; keeps track of,progress 
on delegated tasks. 

Deals with employees in a profes- 
sional manner; rewards good per- 
formance; creates and maintains a 
work environment that encourages 
open and honest communication; 
provides adequate feedback on how 
to perform tasks correctly; deals 
effectively with most employees. 

Establishes and explains work 6x- 
pectations, standards, and priori- 
ties concisely and clearly; provides 
timely an,d sound advice and coach- 
ing; ensures staff is well informed, 
hqlding informative and,productive 
group and individual meetings; is 
accessible to staff and actively gathl 
ers and implements suggestions 
from employees. 

Effectively delegates work, consid- 
ering GAO’s needs and employees’ 
capabilities, interests, and devel- 
opmental needs; fully and effectively 
utilizes staff; oversees delegated 
tasks to monitor work progression, 
identify potential problems, intervene 
appropriately, and reassign workand 
realign priorities to ensure timely 
and effective goal accomplishment: 

Deals with employees in an open, 
professional manner; inspires oth- 
ers; rewards good performance with 
recognition; provides constructiva, 
specific, and timely feedback on 
performance and work products; 
effectively counsels and encourages 
employees who have motivational 
or performance problems; develops 
esprit de corps so adeptly that nearly 
all feel a sense of commitment to 
and ownership of work. 
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4. Cdaching And Motivating (Continued) 

.  .  _I, ,‘/,_’ .m 

i ,._,; 
:  :  

.,:‘,, 
d..,.,. : . ,  . I .  

‘, .  

hp$ys. disinte’<&$;, in -~;rails to’ 
become’appropriately involved’with 
staff problems, difficult interpersonal 
situations, or troubled employees; 
does not help othersaddress these 
issues. 

Makes performance evaluations that 
are not supported by examples of 
performance or tied to performance 
standards; appraises and disciplines 
unfairly, and/or untim,ely with no 
advice for improvement; focuses on 
the negatives and fails to mention 
the positives during performance 
reviews. 

Does not participate in staff capac- 
ity’ building efforts; leaves training 
and developmental activities strictly 
to the initiat/ve of employees; does 
not identify training deficiencies or 
needs of staff; fails to advise em- 
ployees on training options or pro- 
vide appropriate training opportuni- 
ties; views time spent in training as 
“shirking”job responsibilities, ignoring 
potential merits of training. 

Does not adhere to equa!, opportu- 
nity and merit systems principles 
in making decisions regardingstaff 
and does not take steps to ensure 
staff have adequate opportunities 
to demonstrate capabilities. 

, . :  :  ‘Y,* , .  : :  ,‘, :  , I ,  

PrqpB~iy.deaL’:~ith staff ‘problems difficirif i&g;p&fs~~al sittaf;gi?v, an; 

troubled employees; advises oth- 
ers when they are addressing these 
issues. ,:, I’ ,’ .: ,I 

Observes performance and timely 
and accurately appraises, perfor- 
mance with full adherence to’per- 
formance standards; identifies per- 
formance examples to justify rat? 
ings; takes disciplinary,or adverse 
action when necessary; conducts 
performance reviews openly, listen- 
ing to employees’ points of .view at-rd 
providing balanced feedback. 

Participates in staff capacity building 
efforts (hiring, promoting, training, 
succession planning, and team- 
building); informs employees of 
available training programs and helps 
employees plan ways to meet per- 
formance improvement goals; en- 
courages staff to develop individual 
training plans. I’ 

Adheres to equal opportunity and 
merit systems principles in mak- 
ing decisions regarding staff and 
in taking steps to ensure that all 
staff have the opportunity to dem- 
onstrate capabilities. 

‘,/ .’ ,. ‘:. 
’ . ’ , 

i ‘q.‘$.,” (; , ,,;, ‘. !.,f. ,-’ 

Enslj~s’$~r;y,;idehtif~catioli ~df&if 
prdble&, s&&~ful coi;f&&iAn 

and resolution of difficult interper- 
sonal situations, and prompt, refer- 
r&f employees to.counselitig~tihen 
appropriate; willingly works with oth- 
ers to successfully accomplish 
these activities. 

Evaluates job performance accir- 
rately, ti.mely, and objectively based 
on performance standards; supports 
evaluations with relevant examples 
of performance; skillfully discusses 
performance evaluation with employ- 
ees, identifying strengths and ar- 
eas .needing improvement; deals 
directly and objectively with perfor; 
mance’problems;, maintains a help- 
ful, constructive attitude; establishing 
two-way communication.’ 

Leads and fosters.,staff capacity 
building efforts; is proactive in iden- 
tifying training and career develop- 
ment opportunities for staff, skill- 
fully tailoring development plans, ea- 
gerly discussing career advance- 
ment and developmental experiences. 

s_ 
I’ 

Leads by example, championing and 
complying with equal opportunity 
principles in making merit based de- 
cisions regarding staff; demonstrates 
added effort in ensuring that all staff 
have ample opportunities to dem- 
onstrate capabilities. 
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5. ,Applying Computer Capabilities 

Setting up tasks to use computer: functions efficient/y, using computers to manipulate,. summarize, 
or prepare presentations of information; selecting and using appropriate software for ‘task 
accomplishment, combining computer’functions or software creatively and effectively to enhance 
task quality and timeliness; using computer networks/groupware or other emergent capabilities 
to streamline work productivity. 

Avoids*learning,and using’tho corn-, 
puter technology implemsnted by 
GAO; fails to refer to manuals ,to 
learn or answer questionsabout 
computer equipment or software; 
requires excessive assistance from 
others. 

Uses computer functions or soft- 
ware packages ineffectively orin- 
efficiently; lacks knowledge of avail- 
able software, overly relying on one 
software package for all work or 
performing tasks manually; is un- 
able; to use the computer to share 
information electronically, perform 
job tasks, or generate alternative 
ways to present information; fails 
to set up tasks in a way that uti- 
lizes computer functions effectively. 

Learns and us& cori-rputer technol- 
ogy implemented by GAO; refers 
to the appropriate mahuals, attends 
training courses, and practices new 
skills. 

Uses computer functions and soft- 
ware packages effectively; devel- 
ops practical ways to use computer 
capabilities to get the job done; is 
knowledgeable about and adept with 
the suite of software used in GAO; 
sets up tasks to utilize computer 
functions properly. 

Adapts readily and strives to’rtias- 
ter computer technology as. soon 
as possible after implementation-by 
GAO;refers to the appropriate manu- 
als and seeks training to hone skills 
and learn new features provided by 
the technology. 

Adeptly applies computer functions 
and software’packages in ways that 
minimize assistance needs, save 
time, and enhance efficiency; de- 
velops innovative ways to use com- 
puter capabilities to enhance work 
quality and imp’rove productivity; 
actively seeks to apply advances 
in computer technology,to existing 
methods and procedures; capital- 
izes on the strengths of different 
software packages, integrating dif- 
ferent packages to ensure that the 
final product is of the highest qual- 
ity; sets up tasks to utilize com- 
puter functions efficiently. 
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6. Acquiring’and Applying Specialized Knowledge 

Keeping current in job-related area ,of specialization or responsibility; ,applying knowledge 
effectively to enhance job performance and products; providing ,souhd advice and consultation; 
bringing know/edge to bear in the exercise of competent judgment; adhering to <the standards 
of one’s profession or job. 

Demonstrates a lack of knowledge 
and fails to keep up with changes, 
in policies; procedures, regulations, 
or legislation that apply to area’ of 
specialization or responsibility; fails 
to recognize how changes in poli- 
cies, procedures, regulations, or leg- 
islation affect area of specializa- 
tion or responsibility and therefore 
is unable to help GAO respond ap,- 
propriately. 

Is know1edgeabj.e about and,aware 
of changes to polic,ies? proced,ures, 
regutations, and legislationthat apply 
directly to area of specialization or 
responsibility. 

. 

Makes little or no effort to increase Attends training courses and par- 
own knowledge and skills; ignores ticipates in other developmental 
training opportunities and develop- activities to maintain special knowl- 
mental activities; relies excessively edge and skills and tracks key 
on others to keep informed in area sources to keep abreast of devel- 
of specialization. : opments in area of specialization. 

Lacks knowledge or understanding 
in area of specialization or respon- 
sibility; applies principles inappro- 
priately or overlooks important tech- 
nical considerations when making 
decisions, exercising judgment, or 
responding to questions; is not sought 
for job-related advice; fails to ad- 
here to the standards of own job or 
profession. 

Provides advice or consultation that 
is too technical, impractical, super- 
ficial, inaccurate, or misleading; al- 
lows personal views, interests, or 
biases to influence judgment; is un- 
able to recognize even major flaws 
in the reasoning or arguments of others 
when specialty area is’ involved. 

Appropriately applies knowledge 
relevant to area of specialization or 
responsibility; makes decisions, ex- 
ercises judgment, and responds to 
questions in ways that are techni- 
cally correct; is recognized as knowl- 
edgeable in specialty area; adheres 
to the standards of job or profes- 
sion. 

Provides advice or consultation that 
is accurate, objective, and appro- 
priate for the situation; recognizes 
flaws in the reasoning or arguments 
of others when own. specialty area 
is involved. 

! ,  ,  ‘, ‘, 

I  .  i., 

Is knowledge,abte about all policies, 
pro,cedures; regulations, and legis-. 
lation that apply,directly, as ,well as 
indirectly, to own area .of special- 
ization, or, responsibility; stays 
abreast of and quickly and accu- 
rately recognizes how changes in 
policies, procedures, regulations, 
and legislation affect own area of 
responsibility or specialization, and 
acts to ensure that GAO responds 
appropriately. 

,, 
Actively pursues opportunities,.to 
enhance own knowledge and skjlls; 
seeks addrtronal, training and re- 
quests challenging assignments; 
reads numerous documents, con- 
tacts sources outside GAO, and 
attends professional development 
activities (e.g., seminars, conven- 
tions) to remain high,ly informed in 
area of specialization. 

Demonstrates exceptional depth and 
breadth of knowledge in area of 
specialization or responsibility; 
makes decisions, exercises judg- 
ment, and responds to questions 
in ways that illustrate solid concep- 
tual and practical understanding of 
a specialized topic; is recognized 
as an expert in specialty area and 
is sought for job-related advice; leads 
by example ensurjng that standards’ 
are upheld. 

Provides advice or consultation that 
is sound, technically accurate, sen- 
sitive to practical constraints, and 
free from personal bias; is an ef- 
fective change agent; recognizes 
even subtle flaws in the reasoning 
or arguments of others when own 
specialty area is involved. 
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7. Gatheri.ng !nformatiqn 

Determining -the kind, of information required, ,fo[ a project, aqsignment, or case and the. strategy 
for obtaining it; identifying ,missing or, ambiguous-information; iobt?in[ng’ ,$/.,esSenti@ information; 
identifying- and developing key information ,sources; researchipg.:relevAnt sources or using. other 
fact-finding methods, to gather or. clarify. information; ensuring that iliformation .is both current 
and accurate; overcoming obstacles to obtaining information.. ~ 

-. - 
(’ .,, . y:r, Yi-, q:, ‘.., ;, 4~;’ ;.;::.t..r. i.. >,.T:, ;, 

Gathers information that>@ incorn- 
blate, inaccurate, outdated;‘orm~s- 
reading; raraly identifies additional 
information; does not persist in iden- 
tifying missing, ‘obscure; or difficult 
to locate materia!;does’not gather 
information within necessary time 
frames. 

Fails’ to limit the amount and kind 
of information to be gathered, thus 
includes irralevant information; does 
not specify the deadline for the- 
material to be gathered; does not 
develop a strategy to pinpoint the 
most essential data. ,, < 

Fails to conduct or does not pre- 
pare adequately for information-gath- 
ering interviews; because interviews 
ara poorly prepared or organized, 
important data are not elicited. 

Does not know which database to 
search or accesses inappropriate 
databases when searching for in- 
formation; is unable to locate ,re- 
quired information’(e.g., uses ,incor- 
rect code words). 

Relies on a limited number of readily 
available information or reference 
sources; does not ensure that the most 
current information is obtained. 

Designs forms, questionnaires, etc., 
such that essential information is 
lost, misrepresented, or difficult to 
interpret. 

, + , . - I . - .  1 il*, . , r  < - -  . , l , .  , ,~I_ 
; ( , l .  , ,  : , , , .  ‘y&:-’ 3: ‘: s “’ yy ; :  : ; : : i  ;  . $ I  ‘,‘:. > : ; t  . : y  

Gathers accurate, comptete”anb 
cu:~ignt”iinforl;riafl’n, usinga variety 
of sources; obtains In~formatioh in 
a ti,mely manner: : ‘; ‘I : -, 

Gathers useful information and 
weeds out irrelevant or’inapbropri- 
at6 material;‘considers the time% 
which information must be gathered. ,, 

Interviews others and gathers nec- 
essary information; is prepared for 
information-gathering interviews. ” :. 

Is knowledgeable about relevant elec- 
tronic sources and databases’to 
search for, retrieve, and access in- 
formation effectively; uses search 
methods properly. 

lvlaintains a list of important and cur- 
rent information and reference sources 
as an aid in data gathering. 

Designs effective forms, question- 
naires, etc., to collect information. 

’ .  ’ ,  

. ) . ,  ‘f’+.” :  ..‘,,,,a ; ,  *‘:‘,$’ ,i’: “,‘Iy’: >,T[,’ p<. ‘ji , f  . :  . ;  

Gathers accurate, complete, and 
current information Indtimely man- 
n&!,gathers informationthoroughly; 
re&urcefully overcomes obstacles’ 
w’h% ‘gathering’missing;! obscu,re,, 
or diffi,cult&Ylocate,material. 

: ‘., ‘., ” 

&curately’defines ‘limits on’ the 
a,m;ount and ,kin’d,of information’tb 
be gathered, pinpointingtho most 
useful and~relevant ,matorials; de- 
te,rmin& appropriate time frame,s 
and gathers information accorditigty; 
develops’strategies to idantifyahd 
highligtit’pertinant data $i themost 
expeditious manner. 

Expertly elicits complete informa- 
tion from others, tactfully probing, 
foressential data; is thoroughly pre- 
bared and well organized forinfor- 
mation-gathering interviews. 

Searches for, retrieves, and ac- 
cess& all requested electronic in- 
formation with expert speed, effi- 
ciency, and accuracy; is skilled in 
using a number of search methods 
to locate needed information. 

Develops key information and refer- 
ence sources through research, pro- 
fessional’organizations, conferences, 
and personal contacts; compiles and 
rqutinely updates a complete list of 
these sources for future reference; 
reviews information and reference 
sources to ensure the most current 
information is obtai,ned. 

Designs forms, questionnaires, etc., 
that focus precisely on the data gath- 
ering need and maximize ,efficient 
use of respondent’s time. 
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8. Collecting,Evidknce 

Collecting evidence to objectiVe/y prove’ or disprove ; allega tions of kimihal ‘or admiriistra titie’ 
violations, of’ laws or regulations; takihg .depositions dr sworn statements; eliciting case-relevant 
informatidn from others ‘in hostile &‘well as cooperative .environments; maihtaining cover :during 
surveillance, and handling surveillahce equipment appropriately; obtaining evidence that is 
germane to the allegations Andy will; be admissible in court; ensuring adherence to rules of 
evidence, rules of discovery, GAO core values, and GAO authority. 

ls’lax about foiiowing GAQ author- 
ity, rules of evidence~,rules of di’s- 
covery, ethical standards, or GAO 
core values when conducting inves- 
tigative procedures; produces evi- 
dence that is inadmissible. 

Does not appropriately investigate 
criminal or administrative allegations; 
conducts cursory research on th,e ne& 
essary provisions of IaWs or regula- 
tions; when conducting background 
investigations, research, or other 
checks,, fails to obtain’ all requjsite 
information or to verify information 
adequately; does not obtain the re- 
quired evidence. : : ‘,. 

Pails to locate or interview key wit- 
nesses; does not probe for additional 
information from hostile or vague’ 
witnesses; intentionally misleads 
witnesses to gather negative infor- 
mation; has only limited access to 
sources of sensitive information; 
loses objectivity while conducting 
an investigation. 

Conducts searches carelessly or 
without adequate explanation to 
those involved, creating.disruption. 
and failing to obtain useful evidence. 

‘i 

Poil~o$s GAQauii.l,oriiy;‘yules!qf evi- 
dence, rules of ,dk@very,‘.ethical 
standards, and GAO core values in 
conducting investigative’procedures. 

Investigates criminal and adminis- 
trative allegations completely; re- 
searches pertinent provisions of lays 
and regutations; conducts background 
investigations, research, and other 
checks, verifying information ob- 
tained; obtains the required evidence; 
assures that data collected is pro- 
fessional, objective, fact-based, fair, 
and balanced. 

Locates’ and interview,s pertinent 
witnesses: interviews witnesses in 
hostile aswell as cooperative en- 
vironments; asks for clarification 
when needed; respects sources of 
sensitjve information; remains ob- 
jective. 

Properly conducts searches, treating 
those involved with respect and 
courtesy. 

;.. .. ,,’ ., % ,.,,.,, :, ,” ‘.,: ,,,_ ; ., ,.,,,’ 

Conscientiously compli+ bkh GAO: 
author@, rulesof evidence, rules of 
discovery, ethical standards, arid 
GAO’s core values; ensures that ih- 
vestigative procedures alti.ays”result 
in evidence that is admissible. ! 

Conducts probing investigations into 
allegations of criminal and admin- 
istrative contraventi,dns of laws or 
regulations; thor0ughly’r.edearche.s 
afl necessary pio$sions’of iaws and 
regulations;‘metfculously conducts 
background investrgations, research, 
and other checks, carefully verify: 
ing all information; obtains all nec- 
essary evidence; assures that data 
collected,is professional; objective, 
fact-based, fair, and balanced. 

Can be counted on’to locate and 
interview all tijtnedses; skillfully~ in- 
terviews witnesses, listening for 
suggestions of conflicting informa- 
tion or undue influence; is espe- 
cially adept at probing hostile or 
evasive witnesses to obtain clari- 
fication of vague or’meaningless 
responses; develops and gains the 
confidence of sources of sensitive 
information; maintains complete ob- 
jectivity. 

Conducts searches purposefully, sys- 
tematically, and professionally, mini- 
mizing disruption and maximizing the 
collection of useful evidence. 
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.8. Collecting Evidence (Continued) 

Fails to. prepare a~surveillance &an 
or conducts limited surveillance; is 
detected during surveillance;~mis- 
handles surveillance equipment. 

Prepares~asurveillanceplah;.main- ,*. 
tains cover during surve.ilfance for’ 

D&i&&effective and efficiet@ur~ 

the prescribed~‘peridd of?ime;Spro- 
veillan~c,e;p!anp; m,aintains cover dur- 

,, 
vides timely surveillance memos; 

~.ing’surverltance even, for exte$ded 

handles surveillance equipment ap-’ 
periods of time; conducts surveil- 

propriately. 7 
lance that yields exceptionally thor- 
ough information; ide.ntifiessurveil- 
lance equipment that’will best meet 
the needs of the situation, ensures 
that equipment is ready for use, and 
handles it expertly. 

. . 
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: :: I ‘. ‘9.-Analyskand, Review ! ‘, ” 

Interpreting and evaluating information to pinpoint relevant issues and recommend viable options 
that resolve a problem or determine a course of action; assessing ambiguous or novel situations 
to develop workable solutions; analyzing evidence to determine whether a violation of law, 
regulation, or GAO standard has occurred, synthesizing diverse types or large amounts of 
informatitin; identifying problems and suggesting revisions and improvements in another’s work 
products;‘.choosing and apljlying appropriate ahalytical methodologies; formulating, evaluating, 

., . . . :’ 
jr: 

or; re$sing po~i~ies’;and::p~o~~,~~~~~~,tq.;pe ~consi$x$ with :ap$cable.; @tutFry,’ r~g~l$or~L and : , 1;: 
(I . . 

’ 
;i , 

~Alo-~t?~~~~ds~‘:~~s~s~/ng :work p~od~~~~-ifo~~~~si~le~.cdnflicts tiiih -GAO pqlicji“&td co& vaIli&, II ,,. ,,:I). :f; 
4,. . . I, ,’ ‘,. 

r&in~i?hditi~;jleti ‘directibns th&“iix&’ bolti “&$%.~ &d future needs.: ‘, i ~ ::’ S i’:: ; ;; ; ;f ,,: ,’ :,. ; ! :,’ :: ,:,.,-;: :;I;, ‘: :; “I j ,...,, .‘, :,,’ . -,:: ,,*, .,;*,, ;,!,,J, ,‘, ,, ., .;: ,: ,,; ‘:,’ : .‘,.,S, ;, .!,., : a’,/, I,.., ., . . 

.  ,.’ .,‘,, . :  m’)‘,:; i“,,:,,’ 

Does not demonstrate an understand- 
ing of the question; assignmeht, 
project, or case;,fails to identify the 
key issues; overlooks obvious omis- 
s/ens, inconsistencies; errors; or 
conflicts with GAO policy in others’ 
work products; has’ di.ff iculty main- 
taining focus on essential matters; 
is unable to draw analogies or make 
appropriate distinctions. 

Consolidates information poorly, pre- 
senting a disjointed picture; fails 
to provide an accurate or complete 
assessment of a situation; presents 
a limited number of options or 
makes recommendations that are 
not fully supported by fact or con- 
sistent with available guidance; 
lacks creativity in analysis; fails 
to apply the correct analytical meth- 
odology. 

Fails to give appropriate consider- 
ation to findings of fact, weight of 
evidence, laws, reg’ulations, GAO 
standards, or GAO core values when 
drawing conclusions, resulting in 
extensive discussion and revision; 
draws conclusions based on incom- 
plete, inaccurate or outdated infor- 
mation; is poorly prepared for chal- 
lenges. 

Demonstrates a’solid understand- 
ing of ‘the question, assi’gnment; 
project, or ‘case; identifies the, im- 
portant issues; identifies problems 
requiring correction in others’ work 
products; focuses on relevant mat- 
ters; is able to draw proper analo- 
gies and make distinctions. 

Appropriately consolidates informa- 
tion; provides a complete and ac- 
curate assessment of a situation; 
chooses an appropriate analytical 
methodology; conducts solid analy- 
ses and makes prudent recommen- 
dations; assures that GAO products 
are professional, objective, fact- 
based, fair, and balanced. 

Integrates facts, evidence, laws, 
regulations, GAO standards, and 
GAO core values to draw sound 
conclusions based on appropriate 
and up-to-date information. 

Demonstrates an exceptional un- 
derstanding of the question, assigh- 
ment, project, or case; expertly pin- 
points the key issues; identifies all 
omissions, inconsistencies, errors,, 
and potential confiicts with GAO 
policy in others’ work products; main- 
tains focus on the, most relevant 
matters; adeptly draws analogies and 
makes precise distinctions. 

Skillfully consolidates information 
from a variety of sources; provides 
an accurate and complete assess- 
ment of a situation; presents op- 
tions, weighs alternatives, and makes 
creative recommendations supported 
by fact, consistent with available 
guidance, and presented in the most 
relevant terms and form; chooses 
and applies the correct analytical 
methodology, accompanied with a 
persuasive rationale for its use; 
assures that GAO products are pro- 
fessional, objective, fact-based, fair, 
and balanced 

Uses highly competent judgment in 
integrating findings of fact, weight 
of evidence, laws, regulations, GAO 
standards, and GAO core values 
to arrive at conclusions that can with- 
stand rigorous scrutiny; draws sound 
conclusions based on accurate, thor- 
ough, and current information; pre- 
pares for possible challenges. 
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9. Andlysis and Review .(Continued) 

:l?&k+sesproprietary or ‘sensitive ini 
for,mation inapp;iofMitely. ” i 
.,( I ./’ c. ..” ,, 

,; 1.. ,‘., : ‘. 
. ,  

Evaluates, formulates, or revises 
policies and procedures incompletely, 
inconsistently, inaccurately, or with, 
out consultation; mirrors previous 
policies or !procedures without re- 
gard for new or,changing demands 
or suggests options that are imrjrac- 
tical; fai(s to question policies or 
procedures ttiat appear inapprop,r/- 
ate; lacks a broad perspective. 

‘. 

/’ 

:;.,~~~~,~~~i’nform8tion.r,equests,,~d~-~ ‘, ‘. , ,\” .,;:,,,:’ (, .y 3;, , 1 I : 
nyrng tnapp‘ropnate;access;~o pro- 
: ,prlefary:oi,.s:ensitive, information. .i ; : , 

’ ,r’ .I. ,I# 

.Evaluates,, formulates, ,or- revises 
policies,and procedures to be con- 
sistent with available guidance; que- 
ries policies and procedures that’are 
clearly in conflict with existing stan- 
dards and GAO core values; is aware 
of intended consequences of a 
change’in policy or-procedure. 

4 ~~~;~!Yz~~ i~??llm~~!itip?,recluests,,~:~n- 
-screntkiusly,:ensunng th,eapproorj- 
r ate release of all ,proprietary ‘or,sen+ 
’ sjtive i‘nformation. i ’ :. ’ 

Meiiculously.evaluates, formulates, 
or revises’poficied and procedures 
to be consistent with applicable stat- 
utes, regulations, standards,, ‘and 
GAO core values; queries policies 
and procedures that may be in con- 
flict with existing guidance or ap- 
p,ear inappropriate; anticipates both 
intended and unintended conse- 
quences of a change in policy or 
procedure. ,, 

I ,’ 
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10. A?aly@ng, jnformation, @itistically 

Interpreting information that, requires knowledge of statistical procedures such. as descriptive 
summaries, group compArisons, correlatiqn, forecastin& significance testing, etc.;, coy@ctly and 
appropriately analyzing data in accordancq with statistical principles and theories; summariiing, 
organizing, and describing results. in a 1 clear and useful manner to aid decision-making. 

khooses an’ inappropriate’research 
methodology, data-analysis; or,soft- 
ware package; offers no justifica- 
tion for or is unable to justify these 
decisions; makes errors in’statisti- 
cal computation; overlooks mistakes 
when checking data. 

Interprets, summarizes, or reports 
statistical analyses incompletely, 
incorrectly, or in a confusing man: 
ner; presents data in, a format that 
isnot pertinent to the needs of the 
organization. 

,.., .:. ., _. : 
. 

Selects a research” methodology, 
data analysis, or-software p,ackage 
appropriate to the task; explains the 
rationale for these decisions;, per- 
forms statistical procedures prop- 
erly and accurately,; corrects errors 
in analyses tiheri checking data. 

Accurately’interprets, summarizes, 
or reports statistical analyses; pre- 
sents data in an understandable fash- 
ion that satisfies the needs of the 
organization. 

,. . .I __’ 

:’ “.’ .’ 
. ., 

Identifies the most appropriate,re- 
search methodology; selects tech- 
nica)ly sound, efficient data ana&- 
sesand ‘provides a convincing ra- 
tionale forthe decision; uses sfa- 
tistical software packages expertly; 
accurately performs analyses ‘result- 
ing in descri’btive summaries;group 
comparisons, correlations, forecast- 
ing; significance tests, etc.; rigor- 
ously checks all analyses to en- 
su’re the, data are correct. : 5 

Interprets statistical material expertly; 
summarizes and reports statistical 
analyses,clearly and completely; pro- 
vides data in a format that is espe- 
cially relevant and ,meaningful to.the 
organization. 
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‘11’. C6miiWic&ing Orally’ 

Speaking Clearly and’ ‘Concisely in ~;rn&inQs, donf&kences, .formai and informal ,trdining, and/ 
or one-on-one, communictitionls; dis&ssinQ issues and responding to ‘questions ?rticulately’ and 
persua&tiely; explaining’ cdmplicated br technical information in an organized and ‘.easy” to 
under&and manner; tailorinS; oi-al communications to, the audience; using visual aids and briefirig 
materials effective/y. 

Has difficulty’establishing two-way 
communication; does not ask for or 
actively itsten to others’ viewpoints; 
is n’ot aware of or attentive to own 
orothers’ non-verbal behavior; fails 
to ask questions to clarify under- 
standing. 

Participates in one-on-one commu- 
nication by effectively listening to 
others and following-up with appro- 
priate questions. 

Lacks organization, focus, clarity, 
or; conciseness when speaking in 
impromptu or planned. situations; 
does not impart necessary or cor- 
rect’information; conveys informa- 
tionin a’vague or confusing man- 
ner so that the message‘is difficult 
to understand; has difficulty respond- 
ing appropriately to unanticipated 
questions or comments. 

Speaks in an organized and infor- 
mative manner, conveying a clear 
and understandable message; re- 
sponds appropriately to unanticipated 
questions andcomments. 

” 
.’ 

Uses terms difficult for the listener Tailors language effectively to the 
to comprehend; loses listener at- listener; maintains.listener atten- 
tention and interest; is ineffective tion and interest; elicits listener in- 
in eliciting listener involvement. volvement. 

Delivers presentations poorly, in a 
style that is inappropriate for the 
purpose, tistener, or time require- 
ments; may read an entire presen- 
tation; makes poor use of demon- 
stration techniques, audio-visual aids, 
or sample/briefing materials; be- 
comes so nervous when speaking 
to large or small groups that the lis- 
tener is distracted and inattentive 
to the content. 

Delivers a quality presentation suit- 
able for the purpose, listener, and time 
requirements; uses demonstration 
techniques, audio-visual aids, or 
sample/briefing materials properly ; 
is comfortable in verbal interactions 
with large and small groups; refers 
to notes appropriately. 

‘Encourages an exchange of ideas 
in one-on-one communications by in- 
viting others’ perspectives and ac- 
tively listening to others; demonstrates 
openness and interest via,appropri- 
ate non-verbal behaviors; paraphrases 
and asks questions to clarify and fa- 
cilitate understanding. 

Is well organized, articulate, and 
concise when speaking in impromptu 
or planned situations; highlights key 
points and leads the listener, se- 
quentially, to an exceptional level 
of understanding, maintains empha- 
sis and focus, even in stressful 
situations; responds quickly and 
accurately to unanticipated ques- 
tions and comments. 

Is highly skilled at explaining even 
difficult or technical concepts to 
those unfamiliar with them; devel- 
ops and sustains listener attention 
and interest; is highly effective in 
,eliciting listener involvement. 

ljas an exceptional presentation 
style, carefully tailored to the con- 
cerns andtime requirements of the 
listener; is polished and poised in 
verbal interactions with any type, 
level, or size of audience; uses dem- 
onstration techniques, audio-visual 
aids, or sample/briefing materials 
expertly; presents information with- 
out overreliance on notes. 
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12. Writing., 

Writing. materials that at-e logical, well-organize& and tailored to the intenc(eq ,audience and 
purpose; ensuring that, materials are thorough, clea,r, cogcise, and accurate; adapting ..{o 
specialized, innovative, or unexpected requirements in style, focus, or emphasis; il&trating 
data,ygraphic@y when appropriate; ,,using the correct form and punctuation, and checking all 
citatibns for thoroughness and accuracy 

.- 

$ f .’ :$ 

, ,  . I  

““ ‘ .  :  :  i :  

Writes materials that are poorly or- 
ganized, illogical, or fail to highlight 
keyconceptsj does not obtain .edi: 
torial, proofreading,.or production 
asSistance,when required, materi- 
als ,are provided late: 

Failsto write materials appropriately 
for the. intended purpose or audi- 
ence; materials lack clarity, gener- 
ating many additional questions; 
does not specify to whom questions 
or other feedback may be directed; 
is frequently unable to rewrite drafts 
to meet editorial standards ,or re- 
view requirements. 

Uses incorrect grammar, format, 
punctuation, etc.; includes unclear, 
inaccurate, incomplete, or out-of- 
date citations, reference materials, 
att,achments, or enclosures; fails to 
customize material or conform ,to 
any,special requirements; fails to 
use graphic illustrations or examples 
or includes them in a mannerthat 
detracts from or fails to support the 
text. 

:. 
‘. 

Writes well-organized, logical mate- 
rials that cover essential topics; ob- 
tains editorial, proofre,ading, and pro- 
duction assistance as required; pro-, 
vides materials in.a timely manner. 

‘_ 

Writes materials that are appropri- 
ate for the .intended purpose and 
audience; written materials are clear, 
generating few additional questions; 
specifies to whom questions or other 
feedback may be directed; rewrites 
drafts, meeting editorial standards 
and review requirements. 

Uses correct grammar, punctuation, 
format, etc., and includes an ac- 
curate and current list of citations, 
reference materials, attachments, 
and enclosures; customizes mate- 
rial and conformsto special require- 
ments; includes graphic illustrations 
or examples that support text. i 

Writes materials that discuss relevant 
issues thoroughly,and are well-or- 

.,gan,ized,~,lpgical; concise; como]ete, 
current, and accurate; effectively con- 
solidates aSvariety of perspectives 
into a cohesive whole; obtains,edi- 
torial, proofreading, and production 
assistance as necessary, en.suring 
a professional product; provides 
materials ahead of time. 

;’ 
Writes materials using the appropri- 
ate language, tone, and emphasis; 
tailors materials to the intended pur- 
pose and audience, leading to ex- 
ceptional understanding; specifies to 
whom questions or other feedback 
may be directed; rewrites drafts quickly 
and completely, meeting editorial 
standards and review requirements. 

Writes materials that incorporate 
correct grammar, punctuation, for- 
mat, etc., using accurate, current, 
and most relevant citations, refer- 
ence materials, attachments, and 
enclosures; customizes material and 
conforms to allspecial requirements; 
selects; organizes, and illustrates 
data graphically or by examplewhen 
their inclusion supports and’en- 
hances the text. 

,. 
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13. Message Design And Communication 

Providing early assistance in report confekences or other team sessions, to effectively outline 
and structure the message to be conveyed in written or visual communications; conveying 
information in a form appropriate for target audiences or ‘wide distribution; communicating 
complex, technical, ‘sensitive, or ctintroversial material in a compelling, mantikr; designin& 
drafting, editing, or producing documents, publications, or visual communications that effective/y, 
c/ear/x and fair/y convey the message to the target audience in a sty/e or structure suitable 
for the .purpose; q?syring that GAO products are, professional, objective, fact-based, non-partisan, 
non-id&oiogical, fair, .and balanced, 

” ,i ‘,’ 

/‘., ,.: $ ‘, 

Fails to understand the. message or 
structure.of the written or visual com- 
munication, adding little or no value 
to report conferences or other team 
sessions; is not able to envision the 
product as a consolidated whole or 
effectively convey abstract concepts 
in a workable and polished form. 

: .  , ,  

Provides early assistance in r&ori 
conferences and other team ses- 
sions to structure and outljne the 
message of a written or visual com- 
munication; is able to envision a logi- 
cal and cohesive end-product; con- 
veys abstract concepts in a work- 
able form. 

Has limited interaction,with the au- Works collaboratively with the au- 
thor, client, or other involved.staff; thor, client, and other involved staff; 
fails to query clients about the struc- effectively queries clients about the 
ture, emphasis, or tone of the mes- structure, emphasis, and tone of the 
sage; is unable to provide sound message; provides technical advice 
technical advice. when asked. 

Designs, drafts, or edits written or 
visual communications based on lim- 
ited analysis resulting in products 
not clearly related to the message, 
conclusions, or recommendations; 
fails to provide or consider sugges- 
tions for improvement. 

Designs, .drafts, or edits written or 
visual communications effectively; 
provides and considers suggestions 
for improvement. 

Ineffectively tailors or adapts GAO 
communications to the intended 
audience(s); presentation or visual 
form of the communication is inap- 
propriate for the target audience. 

Effectively tailors or adapts GAO 
communications to the intended 
audience(s); ensures appropriate pre- 
sentation or visual fqrm. 

Uses conceptual and a@ytical skills 
to provide early and capable assis- 
tance in outlining the structure and 
message to be conveyed in a writ- 
ten or visual communication; grasps 
the overall picture clearly and sug- 
gests effective means to commu- 
nicate abstract or complicated con- 
cepts in a meaningful, workable,, and 
polished form: 

Works collaboratively and inten- 
sively with the author, client, and 
other involved staff; asks insight- 
ful questions to clarify the struc- 
ture, emphasis, and tone of the mes- 
sage; provides expert technical ad- 
vice on the communication of highly 
complex, sensitive, or controversial 
material. 

Designs, ,drafts, or edits written or 
visual communications that, evi- 
dence in-depth analysis and supe- 
rior craftsmanship; carefully provides 
and considers suggestions for im- 
provement and skillfully incorporates 
them when appropriate. 

Expertly tailors and adapts GAO 
communications to the intended 
audience(s); ensures highly profes- 
sional presentation or visual form. 
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13. Message Design and Communication (Continued) 

fair,, and balanced) when drafting, 
syntli$kzjng;~ or r+Vritifig:GAQ:(eY 

dards of qUality or cot-6 values. 
pprts and other special documents 
for Con@ess, the Executive. Bl’anch, 
or the highest levels of GAO man: 

expertly applies GAO standards of 
quality and core values (accurate, 

agemeht. objective, fact-based, coniple‘t~, 
cjear, fair, and,bal&nced). --!, 

i 

,‘. 

*, 
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14. Substantive Editing 

Editing or recommendino- revisions in written documents for logic, focuS, effective organizatioit, 
c/aritK relevance of material; strength of evidence, persuasiveness, length, and overall tone 
and balance; revising documents to’ ,Wsure eicceknce in ‘the coinmunication’ ,of a position. 

Reviews,. edits, or recommends re- 
vis,ions to written documents in a 
manner tliat.makes little, ifany, im- 
provement to the substance of the 
document or is editorially incorrect; 
makes editorial changes that may 
altar the technical accuracy of the 
document; provides, minimal edit-, 
ing or copy edits a document that 
requires substantial’revision. 

Fails to communicate with the au- 
thor during the editing process; 
makes revisions that are ambigu- 
ous, lack clarity, or are based pri- 
marily on personal style preference; 
provides no guidance when the au- 
thor is handling a major rewrite on 
his/her own; presents little or no ra- 
tionale for recommended changes, 
impeding collaboration, acceptance, 
or learning. ‘. 

Reviews, edits, ‘or recommends re- 
visions. to written documents’in’a 
manner that improves their quality 
(e.g., organization, clarity, overall 
tone,, focus) and is editorially cor- 
rect; ensures that editorial changes 
do not alter technical accuracy; edits 
at the level required. 

Communicates with the author regu- 
larly throughout the editing process; 
presents the author with an expla- 
nation for suggested revisions. 

Exercises.expertjudgment ‘in re- 
viewing,‘editing;‘or recommending 
revisions.to written” documents; 
makes suggestions that significantly 
improve the’final product; ensures 
that editorialchanges enhance but 
do not alter the technical accuracy 
of the document; performs an edit 
at the level required. 

Discusses with the author the ex- 
tent of the edit required at the out- 
set of the project and throughout 
the editing process; honors; the 
author’s validirvritin’g style; tactfully 
and,persuasively presents the au- 
thor with rationale for suggested 
revisions, facilitating collaboration, 
acceptance, and learning. 
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15. Copy: Editing ” 

Copy editing, written documents 1 in, accordance with .appropiiate : editorial style; meticulqusly 
checking grammar, syntax, : punctuation,, citations, format, etc.; to. ensure professional editorial 
and ,publication. standards ,,for: written products; constructing -style. sheets to. aid in the, editing 
process; annotating drafts clear/x ensuring consistency in printed’ work. 

Hastily, copy edits written: docu- 
ments, missing error@ ,grammar, 
syntax, spelling, punctuation,cita- 
tions, or format; when. corrections 
are made;does not amend all ,rel- 
evant ,material,s affected by the 
changes. 

Fails to identify written documents 
that do not conform to appropriate 
editorial style .or publication -stan- 
dards; lacks knowledge of editorial 
style or p,ublication standards an.d 
does not consult editorial style manu- 
als when editing; makes unclear cor- 
rections on draft copies; fails to use 
appropriate editorial style when an- 
notating drafts. 

Prepares style sheets that are so 
disorganized or lacking in detail that 
they.are useless as guides to other 
editors; fails to use aids such as 
style sheets, resulting in written 
documents that are often internally 
inconsistent. 

.* .,., 

Carefully copy:adits:wrhtendocuL 
merits,, correcting errors in .gram,- 
mar, syntax; spelling, punctuation, 
citations, and format; when correc 
tions are .made,: ensures that rel- 
evant materials are amended. 

,‘. ,’ 

Identifies written documents that do 
not conform to appropriate editorial 
style and publication standards; ap- 
plies knowledge of editorial style and 
publication standards, to editing 
tasks, reviewing editorial style 
manuals as necessary; makes clear 
corrections on draft copies. 

Prepares appropriate editing aids 
such as style sheets that guide other 
editors and ensure consistency 
within a written document. 

’ . ’ ., 

., .1 

Promptly~and~meticulously.copy.ed- 
itswritten documents,.correcting~all 
error+ grammar; syntax,spelfingi 
punctuation, citations;:and fortnat, 
even . . under time pressure; when 
corrections,are made; ensures:that 
all relevant matarials are amended 
and all appropriate people mare in- 
formed; chooses an effective copy 
editing method;after considering the 
importance of the document, time 
constraints, and availability of other 
personnel. :: 

: 
f&ti,culously. identifies all written 
documents that do not conform to 
appropriate editorial style and pub,- 
lication standards; proficiently ap- 
plies extensive knowledge of edi- 
tonal style and publication standards 
to editing tasks, conscientiously c,on- 
sulting ,editorial style manual,s be- 
fore and during editing tasks; makes 
clear corrections on draft copies, 
using appropriate editorial style. 

Adeptly prepares and uses aids 
such as style sheets to enhance 
the quality of edit Work, thus en- 
suring consistency within written 
documents and skillfully guiding 
the efforts of other editors; when 
asked to take over an editing task, 
locates and uses style sheets pre- 
pared by the original editor so 
editing is consistent throughout the 
document and there is no dupli- 
cation of effort; incorporates an 
author’s use of unconventional 
wording or style into a style sheet, 
after asking the author to verify 
that the usage is intentional. 
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-.16; Intervention 

Using diagnostic intervention, to,. implement ?he: appropriate ,treatinent,. individual ‘:or ,group 
counkeling method, referral; ‘. or psycho-educational approach needed to, remedy or resolve 
employee difficulties; he/pit@ supervisors .recognize staff problems, : confront, difficult .interper- 
sonal situations, or refer <troubled employees to counselirig when necessary; maintaining 
confidentiality and abiding by ethical standards. 

8 

3 ‘I 3 ‘I 

Uses emp!oyee$tima Roorly, makes. 
employees wait, faifing to c&&d& 
their job duties and,responsibilifies; 
does not listen welland thus does 
not,co!lsct. all necessary,diagnos- 
tic Information; fails to put employ- 
&es at ease. I 

Has difficulty combining, various 
assessment data to arrive at,a re- 
aiistic picture of employees’ present- 
ing,problems; 

,’ 

Chooses anineffective counseling 
approach or makes an inappropri- 
ate referral; has difficulty gaining 
the consent of employees to par- 
ticipate in suggested treatments.‘ 

Does not effectively implement coun- 
seling theories ortechniquas; becomes 
visibly upset when employees show 
a lack of progress or become .dis- 
couraged; fails to recognize problems 
that are best handled outside the GAO 
counseling community. 

/ 

Displays disinterest in helping super- 
visors become.more actively involved 
in staff counseling and referral. 

.’ 

Keepa:schedul~~~l?pointments;tIis- 
tens to omljloyees and Coll’ects’n”ec- 
essarydiagnostic. information; puts 
employees at ease. 

: 
., 

Uses diagnostic assessment tools 
appropriately to determine the na- 
ture of employees’ problems. 

Chooses treatments or referrals that 
are appropriate for the employees’ 
difficulties and in which employees 
agree to partic,ipate. 

Effectively implements counseling 
thebries and techniques; makes’ef- 
fective referrals; is aware of which 
problems are properly managed within 
the GAO counseling community. 

Effectively helps supervisors deal with 
staff problems, difficult interpersonal 
situations, and troubled employees. 

Makgsthe best-possi,b.la.use of 
emPlo’4ie~sl aide; ~~~iv~l~ listens ~0 

employees’ dis,cussion of cars,er.or 
person,at, problems;.skijlfully probas 
foressenti,al and,enlightening diag- 
nostic information whilo.‘maintain- 
ing a relaxed atmosphere; 

Expertly combines information from 
interviews, behavioral observation, 
standardized tests, and other sources 
to arrive at a professional assess- 
ment of the nature and extent of am-, 
ployees’ personal or career problems,, 
even in the most difficult and com- 
plex diagnostic situations. 

Applies competent, ‘profession’al 
judgment,to choose a highly effec- 
tive treatment, counseling method, 
referral, or psycho-educationatap- 
preach to remedy employees’ diffi- 
culties; tactfully and ,persuasively 
convinces employees to participate, 
in the chosen approach. ,’ 

Expertly applies innovative and state- 
of-the-art counseling theories and 
techniques that ameliorate employ- 
ees’ presenting problems; recognizes 
situations that require immediate and 
professional crisis intervention; iden- 
tifies problems outside the scope of 
GAO’s area of expertise and makes 
referrals based on a thorough review 
of the treatment community. 

Willingly works with supervisors to 
ensure early identification of staff 
problems, successful confrontation 
and resolution of difficult interper- 
sonal situations, and prompt refer- 
ral of troubled employees to coun- 
seling when appropriate. 
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17;‘Representing GAO : ” ‘. 

Dealing effective/y and efficiently with other government agencies, business. .and professional 
groups, colleges and universities, ,etc.;: demonstrating con?mitment !to GAO’s core’ ,values 
(Accountability: carrying out assignments and tasks .efficient/g ,effective/y, and ‘economically; 
Integrity: ensuring- that work produck and services are professional, objective, fact-based,. fair 
and balanced; Reliability: providing products and services that are time/K accurate, useful, and 
clear); demonstrating professionalism in all contacts, both official and unofficial;, providing 
convincing support for, a point of view within the GA(z c?m~u$y., i ,, ,“,. s ., 

Displays’an uncooperative ‘or dis- 
interested ‘attitude it-t professional 
relationshibs; is’s poor advocate for 
GAO’s interests. 

Serves as an ineffective represen- 
tative of GAO,in’dealings with gov- 
ernment, ,business, professional. 
groups, colleges and universities, 
or the media. ,’ 

Doesnot contribute to the exchatige 
of information or exchanges inap- 
propriate information when attend- 
ing meetings or conferences, cre- 
ating an unfavorable impression of 
GAO. 

:  

Builds professional reiationships both 
within and outside of ,GAO; advo- 
cates GAO’s interests and core 
values. 

Effectively represents GAO in in- 
teractions with government, busi- 
ness, professional groups, colleges 
and universities, or the media; as- 
sures thatall products and services 
are professional, objective, fact- 
based, fa,ir, and balanced. 

Actively and appropriately partici- 
pates in meetings and conferences 
when representing GAO. 

Sets tin’example; of professional& 
ism,:excellence, and integrity as a 
representative of GAO;’ skillfully 
builds rapport and,develops posi- 
tive professional relationships both 
within and outside of GAO; persua? 
sively advocates GAO’s interests 
and core values. 

: ; 

Is highly credible, polished; and pre- 
pared when dealing with government, 
business, professional groups, col- 
leges and universities, or the me- 
dia, enhancing ‘GAO’s reputation; 
assures that all products and ser- 
vices are professional,’ objective, 
fact-based;fair, and,balanced: 

Adeptly, affects the outcome of 
meetings and conferences by .ex- 
changing data, discussing common 
problems, suggesting initiatives, etc.; 
successfully promotes GAO’s public, 
image. 



18. Checking, Examining, an’d’Recording 

Selecting and comljleting forms ;accurately ,and completely;. carefully examining,. recording, 
verifying; checking, and proofing information to. ensure accuracy and completeness; correcting 
errors and problems; updating logs, records, and ‘files regularly, .obtaining needed approval. 6r 
signatures.. 

: 

‘$5,;~. .:.,. .,. 

Overlpoks or misses errors, even 
; ,. 

when there,is little time pressure; 
Detects and corrects errors; fo,&ards 
or processes forms, records, and 

forwards or pr,ocesses inaccurate 
forms‘, records, documents, etc. 

documentsaccurately and inlatimely 
manner. .’ 

. ”  

“  

. , ,  

Completes forms slowly or, care-. 
lessly; selects an inappropriate form 
for the situation; does not double- 
check work; overlooks important in- 
fo.rmation on paperwork; fails to re- 
spond to forms,orders, or advances 
that require i,mmediate attention; 

Omits appropriate or obtains.inap- 
propriate information, signatures; or 
approvals; forwards materials without 
verifying that critical information i,s. 
present or accurate. - ‘ 

Fails to take action to correct’errors 
or problems; corrects, errors only in’ 
the material at hand, making no at- 
tempt to correct the problem in other 
areas that may also be affected. 

Allows Idgs, records, or files to be- 
come outdated, making retrieval and 
tracking of accurate information dif- 
ficult or impossible; fails to note im- 
portant change-of-status information. 

Makes computation errors and fails 
to catch these mistakes; does not 
question or notice figures that “look 
wrong:’ 

Selects and completes forms ap- 
propriately and correctly; attends to 
important information on paperwork, 
making sure that action is taken .in 
a timely manner. 

.’ 

Checks forms for appropriate infor-, 
mation, signatures, and aljprovals, 
obtaining additional tnformation when 
needed,. .’ 

Takes action to correct errors and prob- 
lems identified in forms, records, and 
documents; attempts to correct errors 
and problems in affected areas. 

Updates logs and records accurately 
and regularly. 

Makes calculations properly and 
catches mistakes. 

‘. ,.“., .’ ‘.; 

tjas’a’go.od~.“eyefor.detail;‘! detects 
‘and corrects, ail errors,‘even under 
tjme’pressure; ~notices errors or it-ii’ 
consistencies that’ others have 
missed; is proactive and anticipates 
need for forms, records, and docut 
ments and forwards or. processes 
them without being asked. : 

Selects and completes appropriate 
forms quickly and carefully; double- 
checks work, processing paperwork 
that is virtualfy error-free; attends 
to,and follows through on important 
information;in paperwork, ensuring 
that any needed action ‘is taken 
quickly; expedites forms, orders,.& 
advances that require immediate 
attention. 

Obtains all appropriate information, 
signatures, and approvals promptly; 
conscientiously verifies that all in; 
formation is present and.accurate 
before forwarding materials. 

Takes prompt, thorough ,action .to 
correct any errors and problems iden- 
tified in forms, records; and docu- 
ments; goes to extraordinary lengths 
to ensure ttiat important errors and 
broblems are corrected in all areas 
that could be affected. 

Keeps logs, records, and files that 
are so accurate and up to date that 
information is readily available at 
any point in time; updates logs, files, 
and records, noting every important 
change-of-status. 

Ensures that all calculations are error- 
free, questioning and recalculating 
figures that “look wrong;” double- 
checks calculations, identifying and 
correcting all errors. 
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,_ ,_ . “ , ,  .i 
u $9..lnspecting :;ii .., ,;. ‘, : 

Thoroughly inspecting property equipment, and work ‘space , quality; identifying present or 
potential defects, ,faults, and, hazards and following up to. ensure correction; ensuring procedures 
are followed to meet. ,alh safety standards. and codes, ” ,. : ,’ 

.,._ -,,, . 
.i, . . 

only c,ursory inspections 
Ignoring or overlooking aroas’thatata& 
inconvenient;to’access;~failsto~r& 
vie? background information’on’ar- 
eas to ‘be inspected, and, is there? 
for& uninformed about potential prob- 
lams. ” ‘8 

.’ :  

does not conduct physical inven- 
tories or performs only a,quick “v&& 
through” inspection; fails to note 
missing itams or items inpoor con: 
dition. 

Properly performs physical inven- 
tories, noting r-hissing itams and 
item&n poor working condition. 

Is unobservant, overlooking or ig- 
noring aspects.of the workplace that 
may present safety hazards or code 
violations; lacks knowledge of safety 
codes or standards so is unable to 
rectify present or potential hazards 
or violations. 

Is alert to safety hazards and code 
violations; appropriately applies knoll- 
edgo of safety codes and’sta:ndards 
to search for, correct, or remove pd- 
tential hazards or violations. 

Makes littie ,or no attempt to en- 
s,ure that the workpface ‘conforms 

Ensures thatthe workplace conforms 

to applicable safety codes or Stan: 
to applicable safety codes and stan- 

dards; fails to correct safety tiaz- 
dards; takes action to correct safety 
hazards and code violations; follows 

ards or code violation& does not 
follow up to ensure that hazards or 

up to ensure that hazardstand vio- 
lations have been corrected. 

violations have been corrected. 

f . ““ ,”  ‘;‘” 
3, 

‘J,.. ,‘.‘,., .  . , : , ($;. : : .  y ‘.’ / ,  I .  _: . :  ‘.Jp-piy,T 

Effactively, conducts inspections,4 
checking ‘are~s’d~r~~lillj;;‘~~~~ks 
background information on a’reas to’ b&sbA~fed;b’&fb’6re &~qd(dtlP$‘t~e 

inspection tour. /, ,..‘I 

Conducts jnspections tho,roug,hl:y; 
accessing and examining.evan out-. 
of-reach areas; tak&Aiatever‘&$ps 
are necessary for tliorbu’gh ii-&p&3 
tion;.performiing physically awkward, 
unpleasant, or strenuous activities; 
is aware of all potential problems, 
gathering background information on 
the area to be inspected; carefully 
checks for potential problems, 
throughout the inspection. :” 1 

Is exceptionally thorough and ac- 
curate, when, conducting physical 
inventorios; carefully inspects’and 
notas,conditjon of all office‘equip- 
ment, furmture; machinery, etc.; 
promptly takes action to locate, re- 
pair, or replace inventory items that 
are missing, broken, or worn out. 

Id kaanly. attuned to’all aspects of 
the workplace that may pre,sent 
safety hazards and code violations, 
even those that are not readily no- 
ticeable; uses extensive knowledge 
of safety codes and standards to 
rectify existing’and potential haz- 
ards’or violations. 

Ensures that the workplace conforms 
to applicable safety codes andystan- 
dards;.mathodically notes all equip- 
ment, material, workspace, etc., that 
violate safety codes and standards; 
takes immediate action to correct 
or remove safety hazards and code 
violations; proactively corrects or 
removes potential hazards and vio- 
lations, following up to ensure that 
they are corrected promptly. 
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:  20. Handling and Pro’cessing’,MateriaIs and Mail’ 

Operating office equipment ,and handling GAO materials safely and efficiently; maintaining and 
providing an ,adequate store of supplies; handling all incoming and outgoing mail and materials 
to ensure proper packaging and distribution. ’ 

Keeps‘an excessive amount,of unl 
needed’supplies and runs~shottof 
critical su’pplies: ., ‘. . ,,: 

‘. 
” 
. 

Fails to make -timely mail deljver- 
ies or delivers mail to the wrong 
location; gets so far behind,sched- 
ule on maWruns,that important let- 
ters or’ packages miss- mailing or 
delivery deadlines; does not obtain 
proper signatures on special’mail. 

Makes’ photocopying or collating 
errors; prepares documents that look 
unprofessional (e.g. not aligned, 
pages out’of order); spends inordi- 
nate.amounts of time on photocopy- 
ing requests; fails to refill the’pho- 
tocopier. 

Fails to destroy or uses improper 
methods to destroy sensitive ma- 
terial; fails to interrupt destruct,ion 
of lower priority materials in order 
to destroy more important materi- 
als; is inattentive or careless when 
using shredding machines. 

Allows office equipment to fall into 
disrepair; is unable or unwilling to 
perform even simple equipment 
maintenance when needed (e.g., re- 
moving jammed paper from print- 
ers or copiers); fails to call for ser- 
vice promptly when office equipment 
breaks down. 

Keepstrack,of typical.supplycn’deds; 
orders supp’lies faronough in&d- 
Vance to,ensuie an adequato4tore 
of supplies, ,’ .’ .a 

‘. ,/ ,c, 

Makes timely delivery of mail to the 
appropriate location; makes regu- 
lar mail runs so that mail is sent 
and delivered in a timely manner; 
obtains required signatures on spe- 
cial mail. 

Completes photocopying and col- 
lating assignments quickly and ac- 
curately; refills the photocopier when 
supplies are depleted. 

Follows correct. procedures to de- 
stroy sensitive materials; uses 
shredding equipment properly. 

Keeps office equipment in working 
order; cleans and conducts routine 
maintenance on most office equip- 
ment as needed; calls for service 
when off ice equipment breaks down. 

‘Maintains’a.complete’, but not exl 
cessivo’; store of,supplies; incjud- 
ing extra amountsof any.‘criiical, sup- 
pties; anticipates u@comlng needs, 
thus ,,is able to fill unusual orders; 
requ/siti.ons supplies far enough in 
advance so that they arrive,before 
existing stores are depleted. 

, 

Conscientiously delivers mail quickly 
and to the correct location; is highly 
knowledgeable about GAO’s physi- 
cal layout and mail stops; stays on 
schedule, ensuring that important 
pieces of mail are sent out and 
delivered promptly; obtains signa- 
tures from the authorized persons 
onspecial mail items. ,’ 

Completes all photocopying and col- 
lating assignments in a highly ef- 
fective and efficient manner, double; 
checking page sequencing and align- 
ment; refills photocopier with paper 
and toner so that photocopier is 
ready for use. 

Is highly conscientious about fol- 
lowing correct procedures to destroy 
sensitive material; destroys the 
most’ important material first, de- 
stroying less important material later; 
uses shredding equipment carefully, 
taking steps to avoid personal, in- 
jury. 

Meticulously maintains office equip- 
ment in the best possible working 
condition; cleans and conducts rou- 
tine maintenance on equipment be- 
tween professional service calls; 
promptly calls for service when of- 
fice equipment breaks down and fol- 
lows up to ensure correction. 
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20. Handling and Processing Materials and,Mail (Continued) 

,  ‘, , ,  

Weighs, sorts; orcounts ,niail.!or 
materials slowly or inaccurately; fails 
to verify. packing lists; uses,inap-, 
propriate mailing methods, failing 
Ito consider both!cost and time re- 
quirements;.wraps, packs, or crates 
materials ineffectively or ineffi- 
ciently; marks, stamps, or labels 
mail or materials slowly or inaccu- 
rately. 

Handles heavy objects carelessly, 
overlooking safer ways to move ma- 
terial; damages objects or injures 
self. 

Weighs; s&or.counts m,ajl or ma- 
terials promptly a.nd correctjy; checks 
packing.lists;,uses the appropriate 
mailing method, wraps, packs, or 
crates’materials securely; marks, 
stamps, or labels mail or materials 
promptly and-properly. 

Handles heavy objects safely and 
carefully. 

: :: / ,/ “/.. , L 
,’ :. 

ts‘unusually quick and a&rat&when 
c weigHin$;~sortfng,~or cquntkig mail 

or materials; systematically verifies 
a!l,packing lists to be..certain out- 
going mail .conbains .the, correct 
materials, objects, forms, etc.; takes 
both tjme requirements and cost 
considerations into account when 
selectinng the’most approp‘riate mail- 
ing method; wraps, packs, orcrates 
materials effectively and efficiently; 
marks, stamps, or labels mail and 
materials so correctly and carefully 
that all mail is processed in a highly 
efficient manner. 

Is highly conscientious and safety- 
minded when’ handling heavy ob- 
jects; takes extra st,eps to avoid 
damage to material and’personal 
injury. 
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:  
/ ,  I  21. Managing 

Managing an organizational unit or, work group in support of its overall mission, policies, 
procedures, regulations, and core values; forecasting, organizing, budgeting, and using current 
technoloiy and other resources to achieve operating goals; employing matrix management 
approaches (determining and applying integrated solutions to complex problems; crossing 
organizational lines to staff or partner projects; working as an integrated team); fully utilizing 
staff; bal&cing human capital, products, and services; balancing competing demand? or points 

I/ I(. ,. li I%. of,. view,. anticip+!pg, obstacles, [eal!gning: priorities, ,:a?d @king “F,::: ;: 
.’ ;; 

: , ,;;‘@@cted~ &t~at@s; .Qr, lhe lo+: df- important’ r+ourCes; 
‘;;;:. .:;:a~cj,~,merit’.principles. ., . > . 
: ,: i. . . ‘,” : , j _;, ,;r I.’ ’ 

. k$, ,“,’ ,, >, 
‘_ ‘..,’ ‘.:; ,,‘I 

,, .>>,,, ,.’ .: 
_. ‘,, .L.i.,:. ‘, ” 

5 ’ I’ 

Develops. resource plans’that are 
vague and/or.unrealistic; fails to ac- 
curatefy estimate needs or.identify 
resource,‘.needs promptly, teaving 
insufficient time for action; ignores 
matrix managoment’approaches. 

Plans o.r applies work procedures, 
policies, and/or technology that are 
out-of-date, unresponsive t,o office 
needs,,or inconsistent with estab- 
lished guidance or GAO core val- 
ues. 

Does not define or poorly defines 
priorities; establishes priorities that 
are unworkable, given needs of af- 
fected offices and divisions; favors 
completion of certain projects at 
the expense of higher-priority work; 
distributes work or allocates re- 
sources inefficiently. 

Develops reasonable resource plans, 
employing matrix management ap- 
proaches; identifies resource needs 
in sufficient time to take action. 

Plans and applies work procedures, 
poficies, and/or technologies that 
meet office needs, support the over- 
all mission, and are consistent with 
established gujdance and GAO core 
values. 

Defines priorities, allocates and re- 
allocates resources practically and 
balances people, products, and ser- 
vices, such that assignments are 
completed on schedule and within 
cost; checks with affected units to 
ensure priorities are reasonable. 

Forecasts long-range resource needs 
insightfully; promptly formulates re- 
source plans that are fully supported 
by information about past perfor- 
mance, current and anticipated 
trends, and strategic projecti,ons; 
skilffully employs matrix manage- 
ment approaches in planning and 
carrying out assignments. 

Proactively plans and implements 
work procedures, policies and/or 
technologies that significantly en- 
hance work accomplishment, facili- 
tate transition during periods of 
change, ensure mission accomplish- 
ment, and are consistent with es- 
tablished guidance and GAO core 
values. 

Defines priorities clearly and effi- 
ciently on the basis of urgency, sen- 
sitivity, complexity, and anticipated 
work’requirements; expertly balances 
and realigns resources, products, 
and services to ensure smooth ac- 
complishment of competing priori- 
ties; coordinates priorities with af- 
fected units; makes assignments 
that maximize efficient and cost- 
effective use of all available re- 
sources. 
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21. Managing (Continued). ,: ~ 

does not attend to obstacles, prob- 
lems, or emergencies promptly. 

p,,, .. 

Neglects to carry out or ineffectively 
carries out staff capacity building 
responsibilities. 

Ignores equal opportunity and merit 
system principles in making deci- 
sions regarding hiring, promoting; 
training, and rewarding staff; does 
not provide opportunities for. staff 
to demonstrate their potential. 

plishment; takes timely action to 
resolve,emergencies or problems. I :. ,; ,,’ cj;* ,, . L . . ,- , ‘. 

Is attentive to the full range of staff 
capacity building responsibilities- 
hiring, promoting, succession plan- 
ning, and team building. 

Adheres’ to equal opportunity and 
merit system principles in making 
decisions regarding hiring, promot- 
ing, training, and rewarding staff and 
in taking steps to ensure ttiat all staff 
members have the opportunity ‘to 
demonstrate their capabilities. 

to-day progress against work scheb- 
ules; establishes, internal controls 
to,~ysiern~t~tic~~ly~~~~i~o.~q,~~~~~ and 
work volume to immediately iden- 
tify waste, delay,‘and substandard 
work; anticipates emergencies’& 
Ijroblems and generates effective 
strategies to remedy them. 

/ 

Diligently carries out thefulfrange 
of staff‘capacity building respbnsi- 
bilities~hiring, promoting, succession 
planning, and team building. 

Gives due diligence in applying equal 
opportunity and merit system prin- 
ciples in ma.king decisions regard- 
ing hiring, promoting,‘training; and 
rewarding staff; assures’that all staff 
members have the opportunity to 
develop and,demonstrate their full 
potential. 
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22. Developing and Managing Projects, Programs; and Systems h, 

Ensuring that projects, programs, and systems are developed, implemented, and administered, 
giving appropriate consideration to all applicable guidance and GAO’s core values; planning 
and monitoring objectives, goals, and timelines to ensure continuity in task accomplishment; 
making adjustments in plans or assignments to deal with changing circumstances and balancing 
human capital matters, products, and services; delivering products and services which are 
high-quality,’ professional, objective, fair, and balanced within established time frames; ensuring 

: ,;-: all, documentation 2. s@ficiel$ a@ prec!se;, ,.working prqa.+@y, to, apply r@t+ maF?gen?ent,,. : , .:rr .,, 
,-.,Y;~ : ,/, appro@es and.‘.‘ne@ or existing Y&hri$ogy. to a$$e+ current needs: ‘of ,:futlire ~eMancl$. : “” /’ . ; ,,.,.. ,:’ ‘>. 

/*. ., ,: : ; .;‘: ‘, ,. ‘. I ‘. .t ’ : ;:. ,; 
.’ _I i ., ‘T : ;.;- ,’ 

.;: .’ ,‘, ._ _.. ‘. / ‘; ,, .‘. .r _,, _ . :. ,... ,4. , ., ,” , ,‘, “, ,$‘I’ ,\.’ c , 

I t 
1 “I ‘.,, 

.’ .  .  .  

Develops planti that are vague, it’& 
biguous,, iticomplete, unreali+, 
unresppnsive to required objectives, 
oy technically inadequate; fails to 
recognize signif/cant obstacles likely 
to be encountered; develops plans 
that require significant modification 
or must be reworked qompletel$ 

Fails to apply applicable guidance 
or GAO’s core values; fails to col- 
lect appropriate input or collects input 
but is not responsive to suggestions; 
over-accommodates individual pref- 
erence to the extent that quality is 
compromised; ignores or -avoids 
matrix management approaches in 
planning and carrying out work. 

Fails to consult involved offices or 
individuals on plans or problems, 
resulting in duplication of effort or 
insufficient resolution of the prob- 
lem; gives key offices or individu- 
als insufficient notice or inaccurate 
information. 

Develops plans that effectiv& rec- 
ognize obstacles and address sa- 
lient points in a realistic time frame; 
develops plans that require minima! 
revision for management accep- 
tance. 

/  

Gives appropriate consideration to 
all applicable guidance and GAO’s 
core values; appropriately collects 
and reviews input from others on 
plans and activities; uses matrix 
management principles in developing 
and delivering products and services. 

Works cooperatively, coordinating 
activities and events with involved 
offices and individuals, providing 
sufficient notice and explaining rel- 
evant details. 

Prepares detailbd plans that addre& 
needs and goals compietely and 
economically, specifying needed re- 
spurces and ways of obtaining them; 
outlines anticipated obStacles and 
strateg,ies fb overcoming them; item- 
izes and pribritizes, activities and 
key events, setting realistic mile- 
stones and timelines; develops plans 
that irk so logical and thc&-ough that 
management accebtance is readily 
gained. 

Assurgs the inclusion qf all appli- 
cable guidance.and GAO core val- 
ues in planning and executing work; 
elicits information, feedback, and 
suggestions from key offices and 
individuals, expertly applying ma- 
trix management approaches; as- 
sesses needs, integrates ideas, and 
negotiates competing points of view 
to ensure products and services are 
high quality, professional, objective, 
fair, and balanced. 

Coordinates activities and events 
with involved offices and individu- 
als, working intensively and 
collaboratively with them on plans 
and concerns; proficiently incorpo- 
rates their input and addresses their 
‘needs; gives detailed, complete, and 
accurate information and sufficient 
notice about project planning and 
implementation. 
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22. Developing and Managing Prbjects, Programs, and Systems,(Continued) 

‘, 

‘9 
Makes’~ork.assignmenXs that are 
unreasonable,uneven, or inefficient 
given staff time and,resource con- 
strai.nts; fails to keep,team me,m- 
bers apprised of ‘broject-related in- 
formation or to promote open com- 
munication. .’ 

ing staff informed and involved and 
fostering open and constructive com- 
munication. 

Fails to monitor progress; allows 
major issues to go unnoticed for an 
excessive amount of time; does not 
take prompt corrective action when 
problems arise, causing disruption 
and delays in work; fails to track 
actions and decisions or inform man- 
agement of significant events. 

Regularly checks to ensure timely 
goal accomplishment; when ob- 
stacles arise, takes action to en- 
sure minimal disruption; keeps track 
of actions and decisions and informs 
management of progress. 

Monitors progress closely, taking 
immediate corrective action when 
problems arise; skillfully focuses and 
reatigns resources to ensure timely 
goal accomplishment; fully docu- 
ments all actions and decisions and 
keeps management well apprised 
of progress; brings all phases to clo- 
sure: leads by example. 
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: ,23.:Administrative Scheduling. and Coordinating, 

Schedulihg, tracking, and veiifying cohfer&ce$, meetirigb, training, ” travel; etc.; making 
. 

arrangements ,that &re ebonomrcal, w&II .boordinatbd, and synchronized, taking all irifo+matiori 
into account when scheduling and makiqg ,arrangements; infbrming others of a// arrangements 
or required changes. 

$ I I’. I’ 

Makes artangements that fail to 
meetthe requirementsof the situ- 
ation; overlooks significant aspects 
of arrangements; requires excessive, 
supervision to ensure all ,arrange- 
ments are handled. I 

Makes arrangements thatmeatre- 
quirements of the. situation effec- 
tively and timely. : I 

/ 

Makes arrangements without regard 
to others’ schedules or time com- 
mitments; fails to inform others or 
gives them insufficient notice or in- 
accurate information about arrange; 
merits;, fails to supply others with 
needed materials; as a result, oth- 
ers may be inconvenienced ‘or un- 
able to participate. 

Checks others’ work schedules and 
plans to ensure availability; informs 
others of arrangements; supplies 
them with needed materials and ex- 
plains relevant details. 

Fails to make or confirm arrange- Confirms arrangements; identifies 
ments; does not identify problems, and resolves problems in schedul- 
glitches, or obstacles or take prompt ing and arrangements in a timely 
corrective action when they arise. manner. 

Makesarrangements,that fuffiffZ all 
requirements as afficigntlyand eco-; 
nom&ally as possibfe; .handl.a,s all 
aspects otarrange.ments thoroughly 
and completely with lit.tle or no su-. 
pet-vision; ties up all loose ends,,even 
when there are many details to man- 
age and arrangements are complex. 

Is highly responsive to the sched- 
ules of others affected by arrange- 
ments; informs others of all arrange- 
ments, giving them, detailed; corn-’ 
plete, and.accurate informati.on;-en- 
sures that others, receive needed 
materials in ample time for prepa- 
ration; follows up well in advance 
to ensure all arrangements are 
clearly understood and accepted. 

Takes extra steps to verify all ar- 
rangements; immediately recognizes 
problems, generates highly effec- 
tive alternatives, and takes imme- 
diate corrective action. 
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24.Technological.Systems Design dnd,Analysis 

/de$fying t@vx3/ogica/. system requirements and designing systems to meet those needs; 
deye(o@ng. applic#ons of new or’ existing, methods, or !er$nolbg(e+; ensuring that, prbgiam or 
system, designs. sat&y user requirements; coordinating the coritinuiti Jjetween system ‘corn- 
ponents and’ ensuring day-to-day system intebriti; oribnting users to new or unusual system 
applications. 

I ./ $ 
I.,.‘ ,’ ” ,,, 

F&s :to, collect user’itiputor col- 
,lacts. input but ,is’notresponsive to 
needs or requirements; over-accom- 
modatss,‘rndividual preferon& tothe 
extent that system quality,is com- 
promised., “, ; ., 

,,” 

Makes recommendations that are 
unresponsive to user needs, objec- 
tives, or requirements, are imprac- 
tical given resource constraints, or 
lack technical adequacy 0.r analy- 
sis of options; develops designs that 
require significant modification or 
must be reworked completely. .,. 

Fails to plan for system acquisition 
or implementation or makes plans 
that are vague, incomplete, or un- 
realistic; fails to recognize or plan 
for obstacles likely to be encoun- 
tered. 

Gives users inaccurate information 
or,insufficient notice about system 
design or implementation plans; fails 
to‘consult key offices or individu- 
als on plans or problems. 

Collacts ~n’d’reviews’Gystem-relafeb, 
inputfrom users on needs, require- 
m’ents, plans, and activities; apprb- 
priatelv documants user ‘reauire- 

Makes recommendations that are 
technically sound, defining speci- 
fications clearly to ensure system 
continuity, efficiency, security, or 
acceptance; develops designs that 
require minimal revision for accep- 
tance. 

Plans for system acquisition and 
implementation effectively, allowing 
a reasonable time for accomplish- 
ment; considers roadblocks or ob- 
stacles that might arise. 

Keeps users informed about sys- 
tem design and implementation ac- 
tivities and events; explains new or 
unusual system applications,; 
promptly responds to user questions 
as they arise. 

Elicits:ahd clarifies informationtihd 
re,quirsments~from usersina liiglily 
professional’~manner; adeptly -pin- 
poki@ie’eds, integrates require- 
ments; and’prioritizes objectives to 
ensure high quality and user accep- 
tance; expertly documents user re- 
quirements; prepares illustrative 
samples or expertly demonstrates 
operational functions of prototypes 
to stimulate discussion. 

Formulates recommandations that 
address user needs completely;,as- 
sesses competing systems, tech- 
nologies, and options thoroughly and 
adeptly; provides continuity between 
new and existing components with 
maximum economy and efficiency 
and defines specifications accu- 
rately; develops designs that are so’ 
well-integrated, thorough, secure, 
and responsive that acceptance is 
readily gained. 

Develops detailed system acquisi- 
tion and implementation plans; item- 
izes and prioritizes activities and 
key events completely and economi- 
cally, identifying all required re- 
sources; anticipates potential road- 
blocks and creates contingency 
plans; sets ambitious, but obtain- 
able, milestones and time frames 
for goal accomplishment. 

Expertly provides ongoing user sup- 
port and consultation; carefully co- 
ordinates system design and imple- 
mentation activities with users, pro- 
viding detailed, complete, and ac- 
curate information; anticipates, ac- 
knowledges, and addresses user 
problems and concerns throughout 
each phase of the project. 
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24.Technological Systems Design Bnd AnaIysis,(Continued) 

FaiIs~~,:~~onitor.syste~~a~,~L!jsiti,on,,, 
implementatibn,. ‘or peiform’ance; 
does not note, resolve, ortake prompt 
corrective action ‘when problems 
arise, causing disruption and delay. 

,~~eps.informe.d,about~syst,emlac: . .‘;a:; ::, ;* ,.. . oi’r; ‘i <2p:; j*,: h. , /( , “i / ., ;, 
qui’sitron, rmplementatron, and,per- 
formance status; periodically makes 
qual/ty,,checks on syste.m per-for7 
mance;takes steps to resolve,prob- 
lems within a reasonable time frame. 

Applies_technica!~~~~~~t,ise:~!?d judg: &#tg&+& svste.baequi~dvii; 

implementation and’perfo$madce, 
e<nsuring systemintegrity and.a high 
level,ofuser satisfaction,; when prob- 
lemsarise, takes immediate car: 
rective action, minimizing’or’eiimi”- 
nating disruption and delay. 

., 

, . ,  .’ I>., ,_ ‘, 

, , I  : ,  ,,,,‘I’. 

.  .  /  :  
:‘,:’ 

, ; -  , ,  ‘,, ’ ;  j: 

, :  : : :  

i ,‘< (i,,,, 

,_ ‘., ,,’ 

, .  ‘L 

.’ ‘,’ “: 
.’ 

: ‘;, 

‘,, :;’ 

,’ 

:i, 
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, /  

‘.. . , ,  25. Design’ingTraining’Cotirses ,, ‘, 

Following appropriate course development procedures to ensure courses will meet staff needs 
and professional standards; obtaining, examining, and synthesizing all relevant course infor- 
mation; organizing, preparing, and pilot-testing training materials, exercises, examples, or 
simulations that facilitate learning; following appropriate review procedures with subject ma ttq- 
experts and policy advisors; recruiting and preparing instructors; revising training materials in 
response to ongoing course evaluations. :* 

, ; , , ,  , - . > . ‘ , , , ,  

Fails to collect,appropriate.4nforma- 
tion from subject matter experts or 
intended audiences; is unresponsive 
to suggestions or relies on insuffi- 
cient, out-of-date, or inappropriate 
information; overlooks’important 
learning needs or objectives. 

Designs course content that includes 
inaccurate, obsolete, incomplete, or 
irrelevant materials; prepares con- 
tent that is poorly organized, not 
tailored to the audience, or vague, 
allowing inconsistent interpretations 
across classes. 

Fails to incorporate learning tools 
or incorporates those that are irrel- 
evant, contradictory, or inappropri- 
ate for the audience. 

Fails to obtain or ignores subject- 
matter expert or policy advisor com- 
ments, evaluations, or pilot test 
results; allows course content to 
become outdated or unresponsive 
to training needs. 

Recruits instructors who are insuf- 
ficiently qualified or require substan- 
tial training to instruct a course; pro- 
vides instructors with spotty or vague 
information. 

. 
: ,,i ..; ‘,, iiI,i,ii:_:.: ,’ :,,I ;j, 

Collects’ and.. reviews- up-to-date, 
course-related informationfrom sub- 
ject-matter experts and intended,au- 
diences; identifies learning needs 
appropriately. 

Designs courses that meet train- 
ing needs and are well organized, 
current, accurate, and tailored to the 
audience. 

Designs and incorporates learning 
tools and exercises that are appro- 
priate for the target audience and 
relevant to course objectives. 

Makes changes in response to sub- 
ject-matter expert or policy advisor 
review, pilot tests, and evaluations; 
reviews and updates course mate- 
rials. 

Recruits instructors who know the 
subject; provides instructors with ma- 
terials that are clear and complete. 

’ . ’ . 

‘,i’.,, ..!,‘!; J,,/ ;,‘,: “-: ,:::‘.:>,,!i... 

&pertly elicits course-related Jin- 
form’ation andsuggestions that. are 
highly accurate;,current, compre- 
hensive, and creative; skillfully syn- 
thesizes ideas and information, pin- 
pointing critical learning points and 
needs precisely, accurately, and ef- 
ficiently. 

Designs courses with content that 
is focused precisely on training needs 
and learning objectives; organizes 
content logically and effectively, pro- 
gressively building skills and knowl- 
edge with sequential learning points; 
tailors training to audience level, 
experience, and culture; ensures 
content is thorough, accurate, cur- 
rent, and specific, such that inter- 
pretation will be consistent across 
classes. 

Designs and incorporates learning 
tools and exercises that resource- 
fully or innovatively use appropri- 
ate media and techniques, engen- 
der audience interest and involve- 
ment, and complement course ob- 
jectives. 

Adeptly evaluates and reworks 
course materials in accordance with 
subject-matter expert or policy ad- 
visor review, pilot tests, evaluations, 
“lessons learned,” and current in- 
formation such that each course it- 
eration is more responsive, fine- 
tuned, polished, and on-point. 

Recruits highly qualified instructors; 
provides instructors with materials 
that are so thorough, clear, and self- 
explanatory that minimal additional 
guidance is required. 
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26. Developing Functional-and Aesthetic Products and Spaces 

-Enhancing the aesthetic:quality ,and professional ?ppearance,:of, .GAO -.workspace, productions, 
publications, or presentations; coordiha ting i color schemes, contrast, lighting, ba,ckground, .: and 
layout to, create interesting appearance;:designing. office space::to, enhance2 ,its, use; developing 
artwork, illustrations, or photography to convey abstract concepts; .directing,, producing, and 
editing video productions -that communicate effective/y, ensuring 9ha t designs/products meet 
needs of users/audiences and are.: reasonable, given- time., and. resource constraints, 

Prepares d,esigns or products;that ,,, do not.confo’~~ TV ~~jij6r’jsb S~~ci; 

fications, are unrespo:nsive to, cli- 
ent needs, or waste’resources, e.g.: 

- preparesproducts ,or designs th,at 
require significant reworking be- 
fore gaining client acceptance,;,, 

-designs workspace, that is insen- 
sitive to the work-flow or space 
usage needs of the office; 

:  ,  , ,  

-produces artwork ,or.video pro- 
ductions that do not conform to 
job specifications or that use re- 
sources inefficiantly. 

Applies technical or specialized con- 
cepts (e.g., color schemes, contrast, 
lighting, background, decor, physi- 
cal layout) in a manner that is tech- 
nically incorrect, aesthetically un- 
pleasing, or visually irrational; fails 
to integrate, match, or contrast color 
schemes, lighting, and other ele- 
ments; concepts or products lack 
innovation that would improve the 
artistic quality of the end-result. 

Applies, technical or specialized con- 
cepts (e.g., color schemes, contrast-, 
lighting,,background, decor,-physi- 
cal layout) in a manner that is tech- 
nically correct; concepts ,or prod- 
ucts are aesthetically pleasing and 
functional. 

Performs specialized work (such as Performs specialized work (such as 
photography, computer graphics, photography, computer graphics, 
desktop publishing, typesetting, desktop publishing, typesetting, 
scanning, film development, draft- scanning, film development, draft- 
ing, layout, video production, vid- ing, layout, video production, vid- 
eotape editing, duplication, or re- eotape editing, duplication, or re- 
cording)‘improperly; ,products are cording) properly,, thus, providing 
sloppy or unfinished. quality and timely products. 

~repares:~~~igns,i$r~p~,~du,ct~~t~a~ me& ,fSb sp~~cifi~atiori~‘,~h~~se~ 

resources efficiently; productsor de- 
signs require minimal revisjon togain 
client acceptance. . . 

,>:I I’ 

.  .  .  ‘.. 

:  
.’ !i 

1’. ‘, ‘,. 

~~~pares,designSor~~~~ucisth~t 
are hrghlyresponsrve to cltent needs 
and.usesresources in ,a highfyef- 
frcjent manner, e.g.: .( 

..I’ I, .I ‘.. 
:.’ ,- ./ 

7 prepares: products or’designs’that 
are so attractive, workable, and 
polished that client acceptance 
and satisfaction are readily gained; 

- designs workspace that ex- 
pertly.optim,i.zes space usa,ge 
an,d functional.ity; : ,‘, 

- produces artwork or video produc- 
tions that meet all job specifica- 
tions and are cost-effective while 
maintaining an artistic quality. 

Applies multiple technical or spe- 
cialized concepts that enhance aes- 
thetic or technical qual,ity and pro- 
fessional appearance of the 
workspace, product, etc.; coordi- 
nates color schemes, contrast, 
lighting, background, decor, and 
physical layout creatively, forming 
an artistic, interesting, and fully func- 
tional arrangement; combines ele- 
ments innovatively, such that au- 
dio and visual elements are art- 
fully integrated. 

Performs specialized work (such 
as photography, computer graph- 
ics, desktop publishing, typeset- 
ting, scanning, film development, 
drafting, layout, video production, 
videotape editing, duplication, or 
recording) so,skillfully that finished 
products are of the highest qual- 
ity. 
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.,‘. 27; MaititaininQ Security : ‘. 

Enstiring proper. administration of all .security functions; ’ thoroughly conducting security inspec- I 

tibns oi backgrdund ,investigations; .granting:-or adjuditiatihg security,.&arances; requesting or 
initiating background ‘investigations;, ;carefully. ‘following proc&dures ‘for disse’minating, inailing, 
handling, and tracking all classified information; ensuring tha t all: classified - information, cash, 1 
or valuable assets are secured; verifying identification and authorization to access controlled 1 
areas; conducting security briefings and, training; overseeing physical security protective , 

is&x about follotiing procedures 
for, securing ‘classiffed’ matehal; 
special equipment, or cash,; leaves 
such materials unattended, forgets 
to lo&the safe, or disposes ofsuch 
material: im’properly;’ - 

: !,.‘,, 
I’ ., 

. ,  ,,‘,’ Z.8 , : , . -  , . ‘ . ,  I  : , .  

Demonstrates a Sol’iduiiderstand- 
ing ofsecurity processes and pro- 
cedures; follows appropriate proce- 
dures for securing classified or sen- 
sitive materials, special equipment, 
or cash; carefully follows procedures 
for disseminating, mailing, handling, 
and tracking all classified informa- 
tion. 

Pails to check the identity or clear- 
ance of others when ‘needed; may 
allow others accessto.sec,ured ar- 
eas’ without ‘appropriate authoriza- 
t.!ih. ‘, 

, % ‘I 

Effectively checks and verifies the 
identity or clearance of others when 
delivering classified-mail or control- 
ling access to a secure’area. 

‘: 
,I 

Fails to conduct investigations of 
security clearance applicants’ back- 
ground information; failsto investi- 
gat,e thoroughly or does not fqllow 
up’on apparent gaps or inconsisl 
teticies; makes decisions that&s 
based’on incomplete or4naccurate 
informatiori~ 

Effectivefy’or completely conducts 
background investigatiqns that pei- 
mit so’und decisions about appli- 
cants’ clearances; makes decisions 
that aresupported by information. 

.,, /, 

Inspects the workplace in a cursory Effectively inspects the workplace 
fashion, ignoring areas that are in- being alert to areas that could contain 
convenient to access; overlooks security violations; notices and docu- 
security violations or fails to ensure ments security violations and fol- 
correction. lows up to ensure correction. 

Performs specialized security tasks 
incorrectly; makes mistakes or fails 
to catch them. 

Performs specialized security tasks 
properly and in a timely manner. 

” ..’ ‘j’ 

digorously follows~procedures for 
securing classified material; spe- 
cial equipment, and cash; is always 
alert and watchful when charged with 
security of material, never leaving 
such materials unattended or un- 
secured. 

Is meticulous about checking and 
verifying the identity and clearance 
of individuals before deliveringclas- 
sified mail or allowing access to con- 
trolled areas; always refuses oth- 
ers access to secured areas with- 
out valid,proof of authorization. 

Investigates security clearance ap- 
plicants’ background information thoi- 
o’ughly; is keenly attuned to secu- 
rity implications in information; picks 
up on any aspect of’background that 
suggests potential security threat 
and follows up iyith additional in- 
vestigation; makes decisions that 
are supported by complete and 
accurate information. 

Expertly inspects the workplace thor- 
oughly, accessing and examining 
even inconvenient or out-of-reach 
areas; is alert to all aspects,of the 
work environment that signal existing 
or potential security violations and 
problems and follows up to ensure 
immediate correction. 

Executes highly specialized secu- 
rity activities skillfully, with expert 
precision and accuracy. 

12l99' : 
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‘28...Muman Capital Operations 

Performing specialized work in support of staffing, position. classification; external recruitmerit,’ I. I,“, 
retention, automated personnel. and, pay processing, or employee relations and benefits (awards, “. 
grievances, adverse actions, etc.); providing expert guidance and assistance. to both managers i, : ,.: 
and staff in support of human capital operation&. ’ ‘. :-’ 

,, ,’ ,, 5’, :,i,: : : ::.I’ 

necessary to determine the duties 
and responsibilities requice,d,by a 
job; develops,inaccurate position de- 
scriptions; .does not adequately 
assess virhether a position can sup- 
port the assigned grade and series. 
r 

‘. ( , 
: 

I 
!?appropriately’selects job, elements 
or defines qualifications to defineate 

’ a job’ announcement; competitive 
examination or. applicant hriefing, 
or words them.boorly; fails to iden- 
tidy appropriate quality ranking factors 
or develop crediting plans such that 
the applicant pool is inadequate and 
many des,erving and qualified ap- 
FIrcants are not considered;, when 
Interviewing, collects incomplete or 
inaccurate information about ‘a 
candidate’s background so that an 
informed assessment of his or her 
potential cannot be made. 

ing.accu.rate, complete; and current 
information; develobs a position de- 
scriptionthat accurately describes 
the job and ‘an evaluation statement 
that supports the assigned grade 
and series. 

Selects appropriate job elements 
and clearly defines qualifications 
that accurately describe a, job an- 
nouncement or competitive exami- 
nation; identifies quality ranking fac- 
tors or develops crediting plans to 
select qualified individuals; interviews 
a position candidate about job-rel- 
evant information so that a.sound 
assessment of ‘his or her potential 
can be made. ” 

, 

cgllecfing.acc,Clr,ate, complete,:,and 
current~information;~eff~ectively~ih- 
tegrates this information to devefop 
a position. description,,‘that’cle,arly, 
concrdely,,and accurately describes 
the targeted,position; carefuIlyconT 
sidersposition requirements token- 
sure that the position fully suppor.ts 
the assigned grade and serie,$ 
innovatively tailors position descrip- 
tions for physically challenged or 
other special needs personnel. . 

Selects’highly appropriate job e&l 
ments and defines qualifications that 
are carefully worded to delineate job 
,announcements, competitive exami- 
nations, or applicant briefings; iden- 
tifies quality ranking factors or de- 
velops crediting plans to ensure the 
selection of highly qualified candi- 
dates; fully prepares for interviews 
with, job candidates; collects job- 
relevant data through interviews, 
background checks, or other per& 
nent screening about the candidate’s 
background to permit a full and in- 
formative assessment of his or her 
potential contribution to‘GA0; en: 
courages an exchange of informa- 
tion with the candidate by provid- 
ing relevant data about GAO. 

1. 
.’ 

: 

‘, 
,- 
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28. Human Capital’operations (Continued) ~ 

Offers poor, untimely, or ambigu- 
ous recommendations to managers 
or supervisors in many essential per- 
sonnel matters (selection, promo- 
tion, transfer; termination, disciplin- 
ary or adverse action; etc.); does 
not’document an acceptable basis 
for subport for personnel- actions; 
fails to provide timely or effective 
guidance and assistance. 

.  

Determines and recommends’de- 
finable actions to take’in selection, 
promotion, transfer, termination, dis- 
ciplinary or adve’rse action, etc.;‘ap- 
plies professional judgement to give 
appropriate consideration to,policy, 
prior practice, and the factual situ- 
ation; provides full documentation 
in support of personnel actions; pro- 
vides effective and timely guidance 
and assistance. 

,  ,’ 

k-rsightfully determines’jand’redom- 
mends fair, valid, and defensible ac- 
, tions to take in a variety of:person- 
nel matters (selection,. promotion, 
transfer, termination, disciplinarysor 
adverse action, etc.); expertly ap- 
plies professional judgment to give 
appropriate consideration to policy, 
prior practice, and the factual situ- 
-ation;‘formulates and weighs alter- 
natives and makes sound decisions 
even in ambiguous; contradictory, 
or unstructured situations; initiates 
appropriate and timely personnel 
tasks and actions and ensures that 
they add value and are fully docu- 
mented; provides comprehensive, 
timely, objective, and effective guid- 
ance and assistance to involved 
parties. 
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29. Developing and Implementing Human: Capital Programs, Policies, and Procedures 

Developing and implementing GAQ human capital programs, policies,, and procedures that are 
responsive to customer needs, consistent with available guidance ,and GAO’S core values, and 
appropriate foi the factual situa’tion; ensuring that GAO officials. and employees understand 
personnel actions, decisions, policies, procedures, regulations, Andy ‘documentation and their 
relevande to particular situatiops.. 

Develops human capital plans that 
do not support GAO’s mission and 
core values and fail t6 anticipate 
GAO’s long-range needs or poten- 
tial changes. 

Formulates specific policies or pro- 
cedures that do not meet current 
needs,, consider future needs, or 
reflect GAO’s core values; policies 
and procedures are’viewed as un- 
acceptable by management. 

Does not request or respond to the 
suggestions or feedback of others 
in the development of policies or 
procedures; ignores available guid- 
ance, resulting in a human capital 
program that is unacceptable. 

Ineffectively communicates policies Answers questions regarding the 
or procedures to both management content of personnel policies and 
and staff who, as ‘a result, fail to procedures for management and 
understand the basis of or the docu- staff; explains the basis and the 
mentation required for personnel documentation required for personnel 
actions. actions. 

Fails to imolement Policies or oro- 
cedures; is slow 0; unable to’ad- 
just resources when required. 

Develops practical human capital 
plans that meet-and.sup’port GAO’s 
mis,sion and core values. 

Formulates specific policies and pro- 
cedures that reflect GAO core val- 
ues and address current and future 
needs; ensures that policies and 
procedures are technically sound 
and accurate and gain management 
acceptance. 

Gathers appropriate information to 
develop technically sound policies 
and procedures; consults available 
guidance resulting in a good human 
capital program.. 

Implements policies and procedures 
appropriately; acts to realign resource 
priorities when emergencies arise. 

Dbvelops highly effective. human 
capital strategic and contingency 
plans that meet GAO’s mission’and 
core values, anticipating. periods of 
transition and obstacles to progress. 

Accomplishes curreht and long-term 
personnel goals by anticipating and 
formulating policies and procedures 
specifically targeted to meet GAO’s 
mission and human capital require- 
ments and reflect GAO’s core val- 
ues; ensures that policies arid pro- 
cedures are logical, realistic, pri- 
oritized, and certain to gain nian- 
agement approval. 

Consults widely for advice on for- 
mulating policies and procedures; 
draws out feedback and suggestions 
from others, both within and out- 
side of GAO; considers all avail- 
able guidance using informed and 
professional judgment to develop 
model human capital programs. 

Articulately discusses the content 
of personnel policies and procedures 
with both management and staff; 
heightens their dwareness of the 
critical nature and impact of these 
policies and procedures; ensures that 
they fully comprehend the rationale 
for policy decisions and the docu- 
mentation required to support per- 
sonnel actions. 

Impl6ments policies and procedures 
in a reasoned, efficient manner, de- 
fining priorities and balancing re- 
sources; acts creatively, resource- 
fully, and quickly to rea!ign resources 
when events arise that could not 
be addressed in any contingency 
plan. 
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30.. Prepariirg ahd .Evaltiating ‘Budget Proposals 

Ensuring that budget and reprogramming’requests and justifications accurately reflect the needs 
of the’ office, are consistent with GAO policies a‘nd procedures, and are. logical, ,thorough, and 
accukte; ensuring, that -proposals incorporate all’ ,needed elements; ensuring accuracy and 
consistency in cost estimation; consolidating multiple budget: requests effectively; organizing 
proposals and justifications into’ easily understood documents for management review and 
approval, 

Demonstrates a lack of knowledge 
or understanding of the GAO and 
federal budget process; overlooks 
important factors or elements that 
should be included in the budget; 
submits budgets that are incomplete; 
fails to consult others on budget- 
related matters. 

Makes rough, unsubstantiated, es- 
timations of costs, with no verifi- 
cation, statistical, or other support; 
relies on out-of-date or inaccurate 
information. 

Fails to detect misstatements or er- 
rors of omission in budget propos- 
als; if consolidating budget propos- 
als, simply merges proposals without 
verifying completeness, adequacy, 
or consistency. 

Prepares budget proposals that’do 
not accurately portray the needs of 
the office and require a.great,deal 
of reworking or rejustification be- 
fore they are acceptable to man- 
agement. 

Demonstrates a solid understand- 
ing of the GAO and federal budget 
process; considers important fac- 
tors or elements for budget prepa- 
ration and gathers relevant data; 
ensures that budget proposals in- 
corporate complete information and 
justifications; asks for and consid- 
,:ers.budget-related data from other 
staff and units. 

Gathers current information and pre- 
pares accurate estimations of costs. 

Identifies and corrects problems in 
budget proposals; consolidates mul- 
tiple requests and proposals effec- 
tively and ensures consistency 
across units. 

Prepares accurate budget justifica- 
tions and proposals for management 
in a timely manner. 

Demonstrates an expert knowledge 
of the GAO and federal budget pro- 
cess; studies all relevant budget 
material and anticipates future needs 
by gathering data on forthcoming 
plans; ensures that budgetpropos- 
als incorporate all elements; elicits 
relevant information from other staff 
members or units; deftly synthesizes 
and balances information from all 
sources, ensuring every need and 
requirement is considered and ad- 
dressed. 

Prepares precise estimations of costs 
obtaining the most recent cost es- 
timates from customers; incorporates 
carefully considered adjustments for 
inflation and allowances for probable 
price increases. 

Skillfully recognizes and corrects 
misstatements or errors of omission 
in budget proposals; is highly effec- 
tive when consolidating budget re- 
quests and proposals of multiple 
units, ensuring that data are con- 
sistent across units and that iden- 
tical items are not duplicated. 

Prepares budget justifications and 
proposals that reflect the needs of 
the office; submits proposals that 
are so logical, thorough, and accu- 
rate that management acceptance 
is gained with little or no question- 
ing. 
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:31. Preparing Firyhcial Records/Accounts 

Carefully following policies, procedures, and regulations for processing transactions;, ensuring 
that billings ,and costs are accurate and allowable; ensuring that accounts are balanced, up- 
to-date, and accurate; comparing expenditures against. budget amounts to identify potential 
overruns and excesses; tracking down and following up on problems; informing others about 
account status; preparing summary budget data reports or Mings that are accurate, well 
organized; and sufficient/y detailed and inform.ative for management. 

Reviews vouchers, .billin’gs; or fi- 
nancial recordsshurriedly, in a,cur- 
sory fashion; overlooks miscalcu; 
lations or .fails to note that impor* 
tant information is missing before 
certifying or authorizing payment; 
processes items that should have 
been withheld; authorizes payments 
or costs that are not allowable. 

.’ 
‘,, :r 

Checks vouchers,. billings,‘.&d;fi- 
nancial records for actiuracy; com- 
pleteness, and “allowability” before 
certifying or authofizing payment; 
identifies errors and problems, dis- 
cussing problem vouchers with su- 
pervisor in a timely and accurate 
manner; follows up to ensure cor- 
rections. 

,. 

Makes errors or does not check cal- Performs calculations accurately; 
culations; fails to catch mistakes; checks calculations; finds errors in 
is not able to locate errors.in ac- accounts that do not balance; uses 
counts that do not balance; fails to current technology, where appli- 
use current technology, where ap-’ cable, to maintain account recon- 
plicable. ciliations and generate reports. 

Enters information in ledgers inac- 
curately or carelessly; allows records 
to become outdated and inaccurate. 

Enters information in ledgers or 
records accurately, in a timely man- 
ner; checks work carefully before 
forwarding to supervisor for review 
and approval. 

Fails to check account status for 
an extended period of time, result- 
ing in overruns that could have been 
curtailed or excesses that could 
have been reprogrammed. 

Keeps up-to-date. on the status of 
accounts by reviewing reports or 
systems on a regular basis. 

‘,’ 
> : ; ; .  ‘. ,,s,, 

Scrutinizes vou’chers, 
‘..‘i 

billings, and 
financial :records. carefully before 
certifying.or authorizing payment; 
catches all errors and problems and 
persistently follows up to ensure 
correction; when confronted with 
unusual vouchers or billings, goes 
to extraordinary lengths to gather 
key information needed to discern 
whether costs or payments are rea- 
sonable and allowable. 

Makes calculations that ‘are vi&- 
ally error-free, using current tech- 
nology, where applicable; double- 
checks accuracy and recomputes 
calculations that “look wrong’!; de- 
vises highly efficient procedures for 
cross-checking calculations; tracks 
down even hard-to-find errors in 
accounts; uses current technology 
effectively and efficiently for mul- 
tiple purposes. 

Maintains records or ledgers that 
are so up-to-date and accurate that 
correct and complete financial 
records and reports are readily avail- 
able at any time; puts extra effort 
into checking own work to assure 
completeness and accuracy. 

Stays abreast of all aspects of ac- 
counts, meticulously comparing ex- 
penditures against budgeted amounts 
to identify present or potential over- 
runs and excesses; immediately 
identifies need for reprogramming 
of funds and takes prompt and ef- 
fective corrective action. 
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31. Preparing Financial Records/Accounts (Continued) 

ProvjdWnaccurate or incomplete 
information to vendors; waits an un- 
reasonable period of time before cor- 
recting vendor payment problems. 

Is lax about following appropriate 
financial reporting procedures; 
chooses to disregard or ignore pro- 
cedures without consulting super- 
visor. 

Provides summary budget,data re- 
ports that are inaccurate, incom- 
plete, or so poorly organized that 
management cannot follow them. 

Informs vendors and~adthorizjhg of- 
ficials of problems, appropriate pro- 
cedures, and other information in 
a timely and accurate manner;ziden- 
tifies potential solutions. 

Follows financial reporting proce- 
dures; consults with supervisor as 
necessary. 

Prepares accurate, complete sum- 
mary budget data reports or lists. 

Provides:accurate,comprehensive; I 
consistent, and current information 
to vendors and authorizing.officials; 
follows up20n delinquent or over; ; 
paid accounts promptly; persists in 
vendor negotiations or communicar 
tions until all problems are resolved i 
in the best interests of GAO; at the 
first sign of problems, involves su- 
pervisors in review and approval. 

Meticulously complies with ail fi- 
nancial reportina procedures: aooro- 
priately identifies situations.requir- 
ing departure from standard proce- 
dures and clears such departures 
with supervisor and relevant parties.’ 

Prepares summary budget data re- 
ports or lists that are accurate, well 
organized, and complete; reports ex- 
ceed management needs and pro- 
vide all needed information. I 

I 
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32. Soliciting, Negotiating, Writing and Monitoring Procurement lhstruments 

Providing high quality procurement services to GAO units; ensuring efficient and economical 
procurement of high-quality services and materials; adhering to contracting/purchasing policies, 
procedures, and regulations; specifying contracting needs and objective evaluation criteria 
thorough/y, c/ear/x and accurately; determining and justifying type of procurement; evaluating, 
or assisting in evaluating vendor/contractor proposals and capabilities and cost estimates; 
monitoring contractor’s work to ensure high-quality and timely task accomplishment. 

Neglects, or js careless or lax about 
following~proourement policies, pro- 
cedures, or regulations; employs pro- 
curement procedures that are’sua- 
ceptible to challenge by the super- 
visor or offeror/contractor. 

Demonstrates a solid understand- 
ing of the procurement process for 
soliciting, negotiating, writing and 
monitoring procurement instruments; 
follows appropriate procurement poli- 
cies, procedures, and regulations. 

Prepares procurement contract re- 
quirements that are unclear or sub- 
stantively deficient; clarification, 
major reworking, or multiple solici- 
tation amendments or contract 
modifications are needed for appro- 
priate solicitation processing or 
contract performance. 

Relies on limited, inaccurate, or un- 
confirmed information when select- 
ing or negotiating with contractors 
or vendors; relies heavily on own 
judgment or lacks objectivity in con- 
tractor selection; obtains contracted 
services or products that are un- 
economical or of poor quality. 

Reviews cost proposals in a cur- 
sory fashion, overlooking miscal- 
culations, irregularities, or inconsis- 
tencies with contracting regulations. 

Processes the defined contracting 
needs and communicates them 
clearly and accurately in solicita- 
tion documents, SOWS, or task or- 
ders; identifies and correctly deter- 
mines objective evaluation criteria; 
appropriately determines and jus- 
tifies the type of procurement; pre- 
pares task orders or SOWS that are 
correct. 

Obtains and verifies cost and ca- 
pability information from multiple ser- 
vice or product sources for nego- 
tiation and selection; applies pre- 
defined selection criteria appropri- 
ately; efficiently selects contractors 
or vendors who provide services or 
products of high quality at a rea- 
sonable cost. 

Analyzes and identifies inaccura- 
cies, inconsistencies, and irregu- 
larities in cost proposals and cost 
estimation procedures. 

Demonstrates,expert knowledge’of 
the procurement proc.ess for s,olic- 
iting, negotiating, writing and moni- 
toring procurement instruments; dp~ 
erates in accordance,with all.pro- 
curement policies, procedures, and 
regulations, rigorously checking all 
procedures to ensure adherence and 
appropriateness for the type of con- 
tract; ensures that procurement pro- 
cedures easily withstand challenge. 

Thoroughly describes contract needs 
and objective evaluation criteria; pre- 
pares task’orders or SOWS that are 
logical, complete, and precise so 
that only minor, if any, changes or 
clarifications are required. 

Thoroughly investigates alternate 
service or product sources; collects, 
verifies, and assesses information 
about contractor or vendor perfor- 
mance, financial responsibility, and 
pricing, documenting the findings; 
elicits others’ judgments of contrac- 
tor capabilities; obtains top quality 
contracted services or products as 
economically as possible. 

Thoroughly analyzes and verifies 
the accuracy of cost proposals and 
cost estimation procedures; isolates 
even complicated and obscure ir- 
regularities, inaccuracies, and in- 
consistencies with contracting regu- 
lations, often identifying savings. 
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32. Solicitin,g, Negotiating,.Writing and Monitoring Procurement Instruments (ConSinued) 

casually or inadequately; allows con; 
tractors &vendors-to operate with, 
insuffici’ent4nformatiot-r; failqto pro- 
vide prompt feedback onset-vice or 
product quality; allows products or 
services to deteriorate or remain 
substandard without taking correc- 
tive action. 

, ,  . ,  

andcosts to ensure high.quality.and 
timely taskaccomijlishment; iden- 
tifies deficiencies and alerts ‘con- 
tractor or vendor about problems.in 
a timely’manner; following up to en- 
sure corrective action is taken. 

,’ 

vices, progress, and costs, continu- 
ally reviewingwork oibroducts;for 
quality.and timeliness; keeps con; 
tractors and COTRs informed’about 
relevant details; communicates.de- 
ficiencies promptly, specifically, And 
constructively, resolving problems 
and preventing’recurrence; persis- 
tently folloinrs up to ensure service 
or product excellence and timeliness. 

.,. 
‘/ ’ ‘. 

., ., 

. 
,’ ‘,. .,;, ,. 

: 

I/ 

8 
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33. Developing. and Maintaining Information Resdurces. 

Enhancing accessibility of GAO collections, references, archives, and information; ensuring that 
materials are cataloged, abstracted, indexed, filed, or archived accurately and correctly; 
determining the correct citation entry and format for bibliographies, legal references, and other 
cited documents; compiling bibliographies, legislative histories, and other information aids; 
thoroughly tracking legisla ticw; maintaining accurate data bases. 

-. - 
I : : ” ,/ ,, s , ,, 

Fails to catalog; abstract index file, 
or archive, materials or.‘makes et-1 
rorswhen doing so.and. rarely cor- 
rects them; allows reference mate- 
rials or tools to become outdated 
or incomplete; overlooks incorrect 
or incomplete entries. 

: :  , “ .  ‘:. : , ,  j’ ,‘-..::‘i . t  , -a  1: 

Ensures that mater&s are cataloged 
a.bstr,acted;, i’ndexed;~ filed, o.r 
archived accurately. and completely, 
allowing easy retrieval; verifies that 
citation entries are correct. 

Performs a cursory, ineffective, or 
slow search when compiling infor- 
mation or reference aids; fails to in- 
clude key sources even when they 
relate to a common subject; fails 
to locate copies of sources included 
in the information and reference aids; 
does not use the correct reference 
format. 

Follows established procedures, per- 
forms an effective search, and in- 
cludes relevant sources when com- 
piling bibliographies and information 
aids; uses the correct format. 

Designs, develops, or maintains in- 
formation reference systems (e.g.. 
archives, references, catalogs, in- 
dexing systems, computerized da- 
tabases) poorly, making it difficult 
to access GAO collections or ma- 
terials; does not maintain informa- 
tion systems adequately, resulting 
in incomplete, inaccurate, out-of- 
date, or inconsistent databases. 

Designs, develops, or maintains in- 
formation reference systems (e.g., 
archives, references, catalogs, in- 
dexing systems, computerized da- 
tabases) that are organized, accu- 
rate, current, and complete. 

Does not follow established proce- Follows established procedures 
dures when compiling legislative his- when compiling legislative histories 
tories or other extensive informa- or other extensive information 
tion sources; does not ensure all sources; ensures all required docu- 
required documentation and mate- mentation and materials are in- 
rials are included; compilations cluded; completes compilation on 
takes longer than expected. time. 

‘.3*’ c . ,  . ) , ,  ‘.I .’ (  , *  i‘-,;, 

Ensures,that8all materials,arecata,- 
loged, abstracted,“indexed;;filed, or 
archived accuratelyand completely, 
allowing easy retrieval;< modifiesref- 
erencetools.to reflect new holdings; 
carefully checksentriesinreference 
tools to make sure they are accu- 
rate, persistently tracking down 
possible errors. 

Uses exceptional research skills to 
perform a thorough and effective 
search for all relevant sources to 
be included in a bibliography or ref- 
erence aid; locates copies of even 
difficult-to-find sources included in 
the information and reference aids 
when applicable; applies the correct 
format. 

Designs, develops, or maintains in- 
formation reference systems (e.g., 
archives, references, catalogs, in- 
dexing systems, computerized da- 
tabases) that are so well-organized, 
current, and complete that GAO col- 
lections and materials are highly ac- 
cessible. 

Uses research skills efficiently and 
competently to perform an exhaus- 
tive search when compiling legis- 
lative histories or other extensive 
information sources; promptly en- 
sures all relevant documentation and 
materials are included; and com- 
pletes compilation in less time than 
expected. 
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33. Developing and Maintaining information Resokces (Continued) 

l&s to. track legisl,ation thorough,ly; 
performs oniy’infrequent, cursory 
searchesof legislative(databases; 
fallsbehind when tracking legista- 
tion ,or provides out-of-date~~nfor- 
mation to requesters; .overlooks 
amendments,. legislative history, or 
analogous statutes. 

P 
.’ 

:T~cks,leg/~~~t~~~~ap~~~~~i~~~ly,,scdn- 
ning’legislative databases; follows 
legislation tracking and,. is able, to 
provide,accurate, timely information 
to requesters. 

Traclis’legi~!~~,~~~:f~~roljg~ly,~~~~rch- 
ing legisfatrve databases; stays cur- 
rent on legislation tracking, thus is 
able.to quickly provide the most up- 
to-date information,to requesters.. 
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‘: 34.,Filing and -Organizing 

Organizing, labeling, and filing logs, diskettes, tapes, files, books, magazines, loose-leaf 
services, ‘etc.; filing and organizing’ materials in ways that enhance, their accessibility; fi/ing 
and retrieving information prompt/fi accurate/y, and completely: 

1_ 

_’ 

Places materials in the wrong lo- 
cation or takes an excessive amount 
of.tirrie to file, organize, shelve, etc., 
materials. 

Allows materials to become so dis- 
organized or cluttered that informa- 
tion is inaccessible; uses storage 
space inefficiently; fails to properly 
mark materials; discards materials 
inappropriately. 

Is unable or requires excessive as- 
sistance to retrieve information for 
others; takes an unreasonable 
amount of time to retrieve even the 
most basic materials; retrieves in- 
formation inaccurately. 

Fails to develop an office system 
to organize materials; develops a 
system which others are unable to 
understand; fails to establish an in- 
formation tracking system or devel- 
ops a system that is ineffective. 

8 , . I  

Places materials in the correct Io- 
cation within established’ time 
frames. ” ” 

Keeps materials organized and 
marks them promptly; uses stor- 
age space efficiently; ensures that 
materials are retained appropriately. 

Retrieves accurate information for 
others in a reasonable time frame, 
requiring minimal supervision or,as- 
sistance. 

Develops a system to organize ma- 
terials that is straightforward and 
easy to use; establishes a system 
to track information adequately. 

.., 

Uses the:filing; shelving,‘etc.;system 
adeptly;,is so skillful ,inorganizing 
materials that information is quickly 
returned to its proper location., ‘-. 

: 
Carefully organizes materials so that 
information is highly accessible and 
storage space is used optimally: 
clearly and promptly marks all ma- 
terials; takes great care to appro- 
priately retain materials, discarding 
all extraneous materials. 

Retrieves information for others in 
the ,most expeditious manner; lo- 
cates unusual and difficult-to-find 
sources with .ease; ensures all in- 
formation is accurate, current, and 
complete. 

Develops a system that is so or- 
ganized; up-to-date; and convenient 
to use that others can readily find 
information; establishes an informa- 
tion tracking system that is orga- 
nized, accurate, thorough, and vir- 
tually fool proof, yet requires a mini- 
mal amount of time to maintain. 
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35. Typing/YVord.Pro.cessing 

Producing error-free,. neat,,. and. attractive L final copy, using materials and format that rqf3et 
particular task requirements;. asking for. clarifications or additional instructions when needed 
to ensure accuracy and high quality; using word processing software packages effectively to increase 
efficiency of work. 

Types final copy mat is unattrac- 
tive or full of errors; types very sloWly 
or‘types quickly, but haphazardly; 
requires excessive supervision when 
typing or word processing; fails to 
check own work to ensure accuracy. 

,’ 
.,-,, 

Uses only the most basic functions 
available it-r word processing soft- 
tiare, thus.performs word process- 
ing tasks in an inefficient, convo- 
luted manner. 

Uses incorrect style, ,format, or 
material; uses own judgment rather 
than.consulting the author or apr 
propriate manuals when uncertain 
about the correct style or format, 
resulting in errors. 

Produces inaccurate’ or unprofes- 
sional transcriptions; fails to check 
the spelling of unusual words or 
names when transcribing, relying 
instead on personal judgment. 

Types text, correspondence, tables, 
andgraphs with speed ,and accu- 
racy; checks own work, finding and 
correcting errors. 

I’ 

Is knowledgeable about word pro- 
cessing software,‘producing mate- 
rials efficiently and effectively. 

Uses the proper and correct style, 
format, and material when typing 
or word processing; consults appro- 
priate manuals; asks for clarifica- 
tion or additional instructions when 
a typing or word processing assign- 
ment is unclear. 

Produces clean and accurate tran- 
scriptions. 

Typesall :materials :.quickfy,,.,and 
neatly,-preparing final copy that is 
attractive and.erroi-free,:even When 
under time pressure; ch,ecks work 
carefully, attending to the content 
of the material being typed and bring- 
ing all obvious errors to the atten- 
tion of the author; identifies and cor- 
rects all errors neatly .and *legibly; 
usesreference materials and tools 
(e.g., computerized spelling check, 
dict,ionary) adeptly to ensure accu- 
racy. 

” 
Is exceptionally adept,and-efficient 
inthe use of word processing soft- 
ware; streamlines document pro- 
cessing by applying a variety of ad- 
vanced as well as common soft- 
ware functions. 

Uses correct style, format, and proper 
materials, even when confrontedwith 
uncommon requirements that de- 
viate from standard guides; consults 
appropriate manuals when uncertain 
about the correct style, format, or 
materials; clarifies assignments and 
seeks additional specific instructions 
when neede.d, thus preventing er- 
rors and delay. 

Prepares transcriptions that are neat 
and error-free; checks the spelling 
of all unusual words or names when 
transcribing. 
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: 36. AkcessinQ and Updtitihg~Cohputer. Files 

Keying, entering, searching, retrieving, or correcting data files accurately’ ,and completely; 
performing routine computer file management activities, e.g., backing up, deleting, copying, 
,printing, etc. .’ 

Eht~rS” a~ta:“intij~kd’n;iI;uter iiies 

slowfy, or enters data quickly,“but 
haphazardly, making numerous ‘mis- 
takes; fails to proof data entry or 
overlooks errors when doing so; takes 
no acti,on to ensure computer files 
are c,omplete and accurate. 

Is unobservant or careless when 
manipulating computer files; acci- 
dentally deletes files; fails to verify 
thatfiles have uploaded or down- 
loaded completely; overwrites im- 
portant files when copying. 

Loses track of computer files; fails 
to save or back up computer files; 
wastes computer storage space by 
failing to delete unneeded computer 
files; forgets to label or loses track 
of files. 

Handles computer hardware, dis- Handles computer hardware, dis- 
kettes, or tapes carelessly or reck- 
lessly, causing damage; makes no 

kettes, and tapes properly; promptly 
reports hardware malfunctions so 

effort to report hardware malfunc- they are corrected within a reason- 
tions; fails to store diskettes in a able time frame; stores diskettes 
safe location. in a safe location. 

Wastes computer resources by using 
inefficient or incorrect procedures; 
fails to log off or turn off computer 
system, ignoring computer security. 

.  I ,  ii , ; :  .‘, 1.’ ,,. ., 
Enters data,into’computer’fil’es’with 
speed and accuracy; proofs data 
entry, finding and correcting errors. 

Manipulates computer files properly; 
uploads, downloads, deletes, or 
transfers files using proper meth- 
ods. 

Keeps computer files organized; 
saves, backs up, and labels files 
regularly and appropriately. 

Uses computer resources efficiently; 
logs off or turns off computer sys- 
tem in order to ensure security. 

I  ,‘.,,‘, ‘;, ‘,,_ ,*: .  ‘,_ ,_ *; ’ ‘: “ .  . ,  

Entersall data Into computer’fites 
quickly, with virtn’ally no errors; 
double checks data entry carefully, 
catching all errors; notices when’data 
is missihg or “looks wrong” and takes 
steps to ensure computerfiles are 
complete and accurate; makes cork 
rections to computer files quickly 
and accurately. 

Is extremely conscientious when 
manipulating computer files; takes 
extra precautions to ensure that ex- 
isting computer files are not over- 
written unintentionally and only ob- 
solete files are deleted; uploads or 
downloads data carefull,y,‘verifying 
that movement of computer, files 
within the system is complete an,d 
accurate. s 

Maintains computer files in an or- 
derly up-to-date fashion, ensuring 
all files are s,aved, backed up ap- 
propriately,. and current; keeps files 
so well-organi.zed and properly la- 
beled that others can,readily’ gain 
access to shared files. 

Handles all computer hardware, dis- 
kettes, and tapes carefully and 
knowledgeably; takes immediate 
corrective action to report hardware 
malfunctions and follows through to 
ensure correction; stores all diskettes 
in a safe, ‘clean location, labeling 
them clearly. ‘, 

Plans and implements highly effi- 
cient procedures to use computer 
resources (e.g., archiving old com- 
puter files, deleting unneeded com- 
puter files); is keenly aware of com- 
puter security, logging off or turn- 
ing off computer system at the end 
of the day to ensure security. 
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36. Accessing and Updating Computer Files (Continued) 

Produces printed c?pies ofScokputer 
files that are incomplete or inacpu: 

Produces printed copies of computer 
fil’es that ,are correct and $omrj!&, 

Prc+ces aqtx+e, comp!ete, timejy, 

rate. 
and well-label+ printed copied, pf 

,‘. !. cotipytdr filf+. 

,’ 
‘_, 
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37. Coyputer Programming .’ 

Applying knowledge;,of software and computer languages to design or modify @fici,ent, error- 
free computer ,programs;. organizing databases and writing database management programs; 
ensuring that programs meet both design and time requirements of .users; interprehng system 
and compiler messages; correcting errors in syntax and logic, debugging and testing programs. 

/ f ,. , ,. ,,: 
Demonstrates, a lack of knowledge 
of programming lang,uages.,or da- 
-tabase.managementsoftware; uses 
languages or typesof software that 
are inappropriate for the situation. 

: 
.::, 

Writes programs that contain many 
errors and waits for users to find 
problems; relies excessively on oth- 
ers to cprrect even routine types 
of problems; writes programs that 
waste computer time or memory. 

Fails to learn about user needs; pre- 
pares programs that are technically 
correct but do not meet the needs 
or requkements of the users; pro- 
duces programs that have to be 
rewritten or reworked substantially 
for user acceptance. 

Sets up data entry fields or begins 
entering data without thinking about 
how the database will be used; sets 
up databases that have to be rede- 
signed; fails to check on accuracy 
of data entry, thus, database errors 
go unnoticed. 

. % ,  
, , , ‘ . , ”  1 . .  

~Is.know!@geable’about programming 
and software and, se,lects.th,e~ ap- 
.psopriate language or-softwarefor 
a given situation. i 

; 

Writes programs that operate effi- 
ciently and are user friendly; tracks 
down and corrects bugs and errors 
in computer programs. 

‘/ 

Prepares programs that are respon- 
sive to users’ needs and require: 
ments. 

Sets up databases in an organized, 
appropriate fashion; checks on the 
accuracy of data entry. 

Fails to test software or tests soft- 
ware haphazardly and as a result, 
problems go unnoticed; fails to docu- 
ment software tests in enough de- 
tail for later use.’ 

Tests software and catches prob- 
lems; fully documents software 
tests. 

; ., 
Its proficient’:‘in programming; .lan- 
gu,ages; selects’the, programming 
lang,uage, database, management, 
or spreadsheet ,softwarethat will use 
computer reso.urces. (elq.,, CPU time, 
memory, storage) most efficiently 
and perform functions most effec- 
tively for the problem at hand. 

Writes programs that are of the high- 
est possible technical quality; writes 
programs that are maximally effi- 
cient and virtuaHy.error-free; uses 
debugging tools skillfully; interprets 
system and compiler messages 
adeptly; tracks down and corrects 
errors in syntax, and .logic, quickly 
and proficiently; tests programs) at- 
tending carefully to accuracy. : 

Designs and writes programs that 
are highly responsive to us,er needs 
and requirements; elicits user con- 
cerns and needs for both design an,d 
time requirements; makes sugges- 
tions that enhance ,output ,quality; 
adds features that enhance user- 
friendliness and professional appear- 
ance; readily gains acceptance of 
users. 

Sets up and organizes databases 
such that the accuracy, efficiency, 
and completeness of subsequent 
analyses and data tracking and re- 
porting are enhanced; takes extra 
steps to ensure database accuracy, 
performing diagnostic analyses to 
check for anomalies or inaccura- 
cies in data entry. 

Tests software and programs thor- 
oughly, with keen attention to po- 
tential problems; documents tests 
precisely so that errors or problems 
can be pinpointed and eliminated. 
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38.Operating,Testing, andMaintaining Systems grid Equipment, 

Operating and maintaining sophisticated equip~t!Mandsy~tem~;‘inBtalling equipment and q&em&; 
perforniing. routipe ch&ksLteqts on eqtiipmen t; deve/ofi!ng a s tra t.Ggji for isola ting :equipment failures; 
diagnbsirig &rid pinpointing: malfunctions; taking corrective, actions’ ae needed. ’ 

Operates boptiisticated equipment 
or systems carelessly, without re- 
gardto th’e importancoof each con- 
trol or adjust.ment; fails to prepare 
equipment properly for a job; doss 
not make appropriate adjustments 
or set controls properly; overlooks 
problems or needed adjustments 
during operation. 

or systems properly; prepares equip- 
‘mentappropriatoly fbi aspocific job; 
sets controls and mounts; adjusts, 
loa’ds, or aligns‘.components’ ‘ahd 
parts properly, making adjustments 
as needed during operation. 

Assembles, repairs, or installs equip- 
ment or systems incorrectly; ignores 
or does not understand assembly 
or installation instructions; fails to 
check specific components for proper 
operation; leaves equipment or sys- 
tems inoperative. 

Assembles, repairs, or installs oquip- 
ment or systems correctly; follows 
assembly or installation instructions 
appropriately; leaves equipment or 
systems in good working order. 

Is unable to track down the source 
of equipment or system malfunc- 
tions, even when the problem is 
commonor recurring; does not check 
manuals orcall “hot line”‘numbers 
to diagnose thetproblem. 

Locates the source of routine or 
typical equipment or system ‘mal- 
functions readily; refers to reference 
materials as needed; finds the 
sources of unusual equipment or 
system problems. 

Allows equipment to run out of sup- Keeps equipment in proper working 
plies, become dirty, or fall into dis- order; regularly checks equipment 
repair; lets equipment or system re- batteries, fluid levels, etc.; performs 
pair needs go unattanded for too routine maintenance; follows through 
long, resulting in disruption and delay to ensure proper equipment or sys- 
while repairs are made. tem repair. 

.a~~~~~~~h~~~~~.s~~~~i~~t~~~,~~~~p~ 

mentor systems expertly; prepares 
equibfi&iffb;r @&&,j (S&d of&d- 

justs controls, andmounts;‘adjusts,, 
alkjns,‘o’r’loads all co’mponents or 
parts), in a manner that is techni- 
cally ‘correct, appropriate for the 
situation, and balanced across dif- 
ferent components; anticipates and 
makes appropriate adjustments 
during operation; detects and cor- 
rects operational problems with 
speed and’efficien’cy. ” 

,) 

Assembles, repairs, or installs equip- 
ment or systems such that it is in 
the best possibla working condition; 
reads and interprets assembly or 
installation diagrams or instructions 
correctly; takes extra steps, test- 
ing all components, to ensure proper 
operation. 

Pkr’points the source of equipment 
or system malfunctions, even when 
the problem is novel or complicated; 
acquires and examines information 
about the problem and equip’ment 
or system; acquires and examines 
diagnostic information; systemati- 
cally eliminates potential failure 
sources, narrowing in on the prob- 
lem with each step; develops novel, 
efficient approaches to diagnose 
problems; 

Maintains equipment in the best pos- 
sible working condition, keeping 
equipment clean, lubricated; cali- 
brated precisely, and well-stocked 
(e.g., with good batteries, proper flu- 
ids); performs tests and checks on 
equipment regularly; vigilantly main- 
tains equipment so that major break- 
downs are anticipated and pre- 
vented; takes prompt action to en- 
sure equipment or system repairs 
are completed quickly and correctly, 
minimizing disruption and delay. 
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Chapter 3 

Performance, Appraisal Materials for 
Secretary GS-318 And ‘Office ,Automation 
Clerk/Assistant GS-326 Positions :. 

Reauired 
Pekormance 
Dimensions 

All ‘employees must be rated on these dimensions: 

1. Teamwork and Interpersonal Relations 
2. Service Orientation 
3. Work Orientation and Producti& 

All supervisory employees must be rated on this dimension: 

4. Supervision 

Menu of 
Performance 
Dimensions 

1. Teamwork and Interpersonal Relations 
2. Service Orientation 
3. Work Orientation and Productivity 
4. Supervision 
6. Filing and Retrieving 
6. Typing, Word Processing, and Verifying 
7. Reception and Conveying Information 
8. Handling and Processing Materials and Mail 
9. Purchasing and Maintaining Supplies and Equipment 
10. Scheduling and, Coordinating 
IA. Travel Administration 
12. Setting Up and Maintaining Forms, Tables, and Summ~ 

Reports 
13. Dictation 
14. Composition 
15. Budget and Finance Assista&e 
16. Personnel-Related Activities 
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1. Teamwork and,lnterpersonal Relations 

Establishing constructive and harmonious working relations with. customers, both internal ,and 
external, and coworkers; treating them with courtesy, tact, and respect; collaborating and working 
effectively and cooperatively. with customeis and coworkers; effectively interacting ,in teams 
and maintaining focus ori group goals;. working to resolve disagreements aild conflicts or 
negotiating to arrive at consensus; contributing to a work environment that encourages open 
and constructive communications. This dimension relates to performance in several areas, 
‘including reception, supervision, scheduling and coordinating, and person&l-related activities. 

Treats customers and/or coworkers 
with djscourtesy and-lack of respect; 
is intolerant ‘of others”needs, per- 
spectives, duties, and.responsibili- 
ties; ignores requests for assistance 
from otheremployees, thus dam- 
aging the cooperative atmosphere 
in the work group; avoids ,working 
with others to resolve problems, 
seldom cooperates, and often causes 
friction between individuals or work 
units. 

Re,plies angrily tb a verbally ibu- 
sive individ.ual and is rude to cus- 
tomers and/or coworkers who criti- 
cize the product received; displays 
a demanding, rigid, hostile, or di?- 
tant attitude when, dealing with cus- 
tomers and/or coworkers; allows per- 
sonal feelings toward others to af- 
fect the efficiency of the office; fails 
to contribute, or contributes i? ways 
counterproductive to a work envi- 
ronment that encourages open and 
constructive communications. 

Reacts to ‘feedback with hostility 
and defensiveness; attempts to shift 
blame or responsibility for mistakes; 
displays indifference or sullen op- 
position to suggestions from super- 
visor. 

Fails to support cooperative projects 
or those chosen by group consen- 
sus, putting own interests ahead of 
the group’s; does not perform a fair 
share of the team’s work or partici- 
pates in team activities in ah un- 
productive manner, failing to abide 
by group decisions; has difficulty . . 

Works tiell with customers and 
coworkers and others treating them 
with courie&y’&id respeci; adju& 
to different workivg styles, ap- 
proaches, or perspectives. 

Maintains composure when dealing 
with difficult and demanding cus- 
tomers and/or coworkers; consid- 
ers the needs of others and avoids 
unnecessary conflict with custom- 
ers and/or coworkers; contributes 
to a work environment that encour- 
ages open and, constructiye com- 
munications. 

Is receptive to constructive criticism; 
does not react defensively when 
receiving feedback; considers steps 
to improve performance. 

Works cooperatively and supports 
team endeavors; abides by group 
decision or final authority; acts as 
a team player, demonstrating dedi- 
cated effort to the team’s work. 

Goes out of the way to work effec- 
tively with c,+&m,ers and cowork- 
ers to resolve problems; asking ‘for 
their input, and working to address 
everyone’s cqncerqs; constructively 
works 10 maintain positive relations 
even where goals, ,cultures, back- 
grounds, or values differ from their 
own., 

Is unusually.patieni, concerned, and 
courteous when dealing with cus- 
tomers and/or coworkers even in 
frustrating, difficult, or provocative 
situat:ions; remains pleasant and 
calm even when dealing’with tin- 
gry or difficult people; effectively 
defuses anger* by allowing customers 
and/or coworkers to vent their frus- 
trations and then addressing their 
concerns; leads by example in cre- 
ating and maintaining a work envi: 
ronment that encourages open and 
constructive communications. 

Listens closely to constructive criti- 
cism, accepting it gracefully and re- 
sponding with improved performance. 

Actively promotes team endeavors 
by providing valid input and con- 
structive feedback and ensuring a 
productive and regular exchange of 
information; sets an example of 
professionalism by successfully ne- 
gotiating disagreements, reaching 
consensus, and supporting group 
decisions. 

recognlztng role as a team prayer. 
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,. 2, Service Orientation 

Eliciting and attending to the job-related needs, requests, feedback, and concerns of customers, 
both ‘internal and external; clarifying requests for service; providing accurate;, thorough, ,and 
prompt, information, products, explanations, or referrals to others; balancing. the needs of the 
customer and the work group or ‘organization; demonstrating commitment to GAO’s core values 
(Accountability-carrying out tasks and. assignments efficiently, e,ffective/v, and economically; 
Integrity-ensuring that ‘work products and services. are professional, objective, fact-based, fair, 
and @lan.ced; Reliability-providing products :and services that are time/K accurate, useful, .and 
c/ear); informing bthers ,of the status of, their’ rebuests; anticipating i&&s to exbedite ,‘thi? ;‘. 
protiision ,, of :serV/ces; being respdnsitie’ and’ accessible;: ,, 

,’ , 
j ,T ” 

,‘. ‘, .,.I’ 

Is unwilling or inaccessible when 
asked to provide explanations, ser- 
vice, or advice to others; does not 
volunteer to provide information or 
referrals, even when the customer 
is faced with an obvious difficulty. 

Willingly provides explanations and 
service to others; makes appropri- 
ate referrals. 

Does not clarify requests for infor- 
mation or service or negotiate how 
needs can best be served given 
practical constraints on time and staff 
availability. 

Properly questions customers to 
clarify their specific needs and ne- 
gotiates how these needs can best 
be met. 

Demonstrates a lack of understanding Demonstrates a solid understand- 
‘or commitment to GAO’s core val- ing and support of GAO’s core val- 
ues when responding to requests for ues when responding to requests 
services or information. for servjces or information. 

Provides information, products, or 
assistance that is inaccurate, incom- 
plete, or outdated. 

Provides information, products, and/ 
or assistance that is complete and 
correct; seeks to ensure that the 
customer understands the informa- 
tion provided or obtains the service 
and/or products needed. 

Is neither helpful nor cordial when 
interacting with clients; fails to calm 
or reassure confused, frustrated, or 
demanding customers; demonstrates 
a negative or unhelpful attitude. 

Is pleasant when greeting or assist- 
ing others; deals with difficult and 
demanding cu’stomers politely; 
maintains a positive attitude. 

Conveys full accessibility, willingly 
providing explanations, service, and 
advice to others, even when busy; 
refers customers to those whocan 
provide the most prompt and knowl- 
edgeable response. 

Is especially helpful in carefully 
clarifying the request and negoti- 
ating a variety of alternative solu- 
tions; is keenly aware of constraints 
on time, cost, and staff availabil- 
ity. 

Demonstrates a dedicated commit- 
ment ,to GAO’s core values in pro- 
viding services or information.’ ’ 

Provides thorough, accurate, and 
current information and assistance 
to others; provides requested prod- 
ucts and/or superior service, con- 
scientiously taking extra steps to 
ensure that the customer fully un- 
derstands the information provided 
or obtains the service and/or prod- 
ucts needed. 

Is cordial and highly professional 
when greeting or assisting others; 
remains calm when dealing with 
difficult or demanding customers, 
acknowledging their concerns and 
frustration and assuring customers 
that their needs will be addressed; 
leads by example by setting and 
encouraging a positive attitude. 

(Continued on Next Page) 
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.2:Service Orientation.(Continued) 

;, .,I. ,, .‘I 
.’ ‘, “‘. ,’ 

” > 

:+ . ..‘.. .,“+ “’ , ,,. 

/. 

‘serVic& appropriately., ‘I 

and other special re@irem&-tts ,of 
tl%cubt&ner glid’persist,er;itl):fol- 
lotis’ijp.to+nsure that they are m&t; 
is exp&t at b&lancing human caci- 
fal matters; products; and services. 

/ 
,/ 
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3. WotkOrientation and Productivity. , 

Recognizing and understanding the conditions and constraints in the work setting and adapting 
to get the work done; focusing efforts on achieving optimum productivity by completing assigned 
tasks thoroughly, accurately, and on time; helping others even when busy, keeping others apprised 
of the status of work; understanding and supporting GAO’s core values (AccountabiMy-carrying 
out tasks and assignments efficiently, effective/y, and economical/y; Integrity-ensuring that work 
products and services are professional, objective, fact-based, fair, and balanced; Re/iabi/ity- 

Fails to manage own’ work’ ‘effe& 
tively; turns in incomplete work 
assignments; is easily distracted; 
works on less important tasks be- 
fore high-priority work; delays in- 
forming supervisor of late or incom- 
plete work assignments until dead- 
line has passed. 

Reluctantly takes on additional work 
or refuses to do so; pretends to be 
busy to avoid work; fails to adapt 
to changes in skill or work require- 
ments, which adversely affects his/ 
her work product; will not use new 
and more efficient procedures or 
technologies. 

Demonstrates a lack of commitment 
to GAO’s core values in perform- 
ing the job. 

Puts personal or social activities 
ahead of getting the job done; shows 
up late or misses staff meetings; 
does not inform supervisor of planned 
leave/absence; discourages open 
communication. 

/. . ,. , ; % : i ‘y:, ,, I, .,.. +:a:: :_ I 
, 

,: ;_, ” : 

Manages own work; pIa& and or- 
ganizes work before starting; com- 
pletes assignments and performs 
duties as assigned within established 
time frames; clarifies assignments 
and seeks additional instructions 
when needed. 

Accepts additional work assign- 
ments; helps coworkers as time 
permits, demonstrating a dedicated 
effort; keeps others informed of work 
status; uses new and more efficient 
procedures and technology. 

Understands and supports GAO’s 
core values in carrying out work. 

P.uts in the time and effort needed 
to effectively accomplish work; at- 
tends meetings on time and actively 
participates when appropriate; con- 
tributes to a work environment that 
encourages open communications. 

. ,  

Independentlimatiages ‘own work; 
prioritizes work assignments and 
individual duties so that important/ 
urgent tasks are completed first; 
recognizes importance of timeliness 
and relationship of his/her work to 
the work of others. 

Actively pursues additional respon- 
sibilities and requests challenging 
or unusual assignments; actively 
seeks suggestions from supervisor 
on ways to improve individual work 
performance; leads by example and 
works diligently to develop new and 
more effective ways to accomplish 
work, and implements new uses of 
current technology; maintains a high 
level of effectiveness despite dis- 
tractions in the office. 

Demonstrates a dedicated commit- 
ment to GAO’s core values in all 
aspects of work. 

Goes out of the way to help others 
who need assistance; willingly pro- 
vides explanations, service, or ad- 
vice and ensures that the informa- 
tion offered is fully understood; 
assists others with their work, when 
necessary, to meet urgent needs; 
actively promotes a work environ- 
ment that encourages open com- 
munications. 
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_,. /:. ‘-..4. Supervision .:” : 

Assigning work to others and coordinating completion of work; fairly monitoring and reviewing 
performance of others fo//owing established performance standards; providing time/v balanced 
and constructive feedback, coaching, and counseling; documenting performance deficiencies 
when necessary; coordinating work, overtime, vacation, and other schedules; conducting 
orientation on office procedures and providing on-the-job training to support staff; leading by 
example, adhering to equal opportunity and merit principles in staff decisions. 

,  , .  x . I  ; .  , .  Ij \ I ’ ,  

.&signs ticrk to cthers ‘Cjthotit iei 
gard to the’complexity of ttie work 
or the skills of the staff or is reluc- 
tant to delegate work at all, desir- 
ing to perform all important work 
individually; ignores daily activity 
planning, resulting in last-minute and 
random assignments to other sup- 
port staff; does not balance priori- 
ties (e.g., puts training of newer staff 
ahead of completing priority typing). 

Does not take time to help other 
staff improve their skills; gives 
sketchy, difficult-to-understand in- 
structions to other employees; does 
not monitor performance, following 
established performance standards; 
does not provide feedback or pro- 
vides feedback that is untimely, un- 
balanced, and not helpful; ignores 
an employee who asks for assis- 
tance in overcoming performance 
deficiencies. 

, .  . ,  /  ~ i. ,’ .  I ,  

Assigns work to subordinates; fully 
and effectively utilizes staff; teaches 
new staff administrative require- 
ments and procedures; answers 
questions on assignments and pro- 
cedures, schedules staff for train- 
ing, considering work priorities and 
schedules training during slack 
periods; follows equal opportunity 
and merit principles in decisions 
regarding staff; provides on-the-job 
reinforcement of newly learned 
knowledge and skills. 

Deals with other employees in a 
professional manner; properly ob- 
serves work performance and prod- 
ucts of subordinates; provides 
timely, balanced, and constructive 
feedback on how to perform tasks 
correctly, and how to improve per- 
formance; offers and explains the 
rationale for suggestions; maintains 
a work environment that encourages 
open and constructive communica- 
tions. 

., 

‘: ;,,-: .A)’ ;‘i:, -e ~ ;; 

Leads by example demonstrating 
a’tho’roughun’derstan‘ditig of,cffice 
needs andWork brioriti‘es when as; 
signing work to subprdinates; strictly 
adheres to equal opportunity and 
merit principles in decisions regard- 
ing staff; takes initiative to meet 
with supervisor to prioritize work or 
resolve disputes on work priority; 
expertly utilizes staff, considering 
skills, abilities, and personal pref- 
erences of subordinates when mak- 
ing work assignments; monitors work 
progress to assure timely comple- 
tion and makes changes in assign- 
ments as necessary; proactively 
considers needs of office by mak- 
ing arrangements for work cover- 
age during his/her absence or ab- 
sence of other employees; provides 
subordinates with cross-training to 
cover for other employees. 

Conscientiously reviews work prod- 
ucts of subordinates; monitors per- 
formance skillfully, applying estab- 
lished performance standards; prq- 
vides continuous coaching and gives 
instructions when new situations 
arise at work; provides timely, bal- 
anced, and constructive feedback, 
providing clear and explicit steps 
for employee to take in correcting 
performance deficiencies; promotes 
a work environment that encourages 
open and constructive communica- 
tions. 
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5. Filing and Retrieving, 

Maintaining files and records. according ‘to GAO regulation+;. classifying, coding, and placing 
materials in files, including automated files, and maintaining file indexes; maintaining a follow- 
up tickler file; searching. for; retrieving, charging out materials, and observing security measures 
for classified or confidential material; purging file materials according lo disposal .schedu/es. 

: 

I I 

, . ,  ,_. 

Alfows file material to ac,cumu!ata 
indefinitely and allows logs; racords, 
and files to become out-dated, ie- 
sulting in incomplete files, and 
making the retrieval and tracking 
of informatibn difficult or impossible; 
files material without checking:con- 
tent, date, or sequence,resulting in 
improper placement of material in 
files. 

Fails to retrieve files in,a timely 
manner; retrieves improper mate- 
rial; cannot find requested file(s). 

Does notcomply with GAO records 
management guidelines whe’n es- 
tablishing filing system or file head- 
ings or when transferring or disposing 
of records; fails to follow procedures 
for handling classified or confiden- 
tial material. 

Does not update computer files with 
hard copy changes, resulting in in- 
correct output. 

.__ 

.Keeps up ,with filing,daily;,attaches 
working copies or ,drafts td the:fi- 
nal record’to.document the.history 
of itsdevelopment; cross-references 
files to facilitate retrieval of. items 
by cther’people; informs staff that 
files are being put in an inactive 
status or transferred.. to federal 
records centers. : ,. 

Promptly retrieves relevant files ihen 
requested; retrieves documents from 
files for updating a,nd attaches a 
notation to facilitate action. 

Complies with GAO records man- 
agement guidelines when establish- 
ing files and disposing of records; 
follows correct procedures when 
securing and destroying classified 
materials. 

Updates all copies of computer files; 
carefully saves and backs up files; 
maintains ahd attaches an updated 
directory qn each PC disk to facili- 
tate locating documents. 

,i .,.. ,,. 

Takes .initiative. to assu,re, thatfil- 
,ing systems, are always,hp+o-date; 
files materMs expeditiously,. and 
keeps staff informed qf.changes in 
file systems and/orfiling instruc- 
tions;.maintains dupljcate copies of 
distributed,materials incase mate- 
rials are,,lost or misfiled .in ,cther 
offices. 

Can readily retrjave, all requested 
fite items from any established fita 
system; asks probing questions to 
persons requesting filed materials 
to ensure prompt retrieval of the 
items. 

Demonstrates a thorough, under- 
standing of the importance of GAO 
records management guidetines and 
expertly carries out responsibility 
for those guidelines, carefully main- 
taining, releasing, and destroyin,g 
file materials; strictly follow,s and 
helps to ensure that others follow 
procedures for securing or destroying 
sens’itive materials. 

Develops and maintains a computer 
filing system that serves as a model 
to others, where computer files are 
always up-to-date, well- organized, 
and easily retrievable by self and 
others; proactively assists others 
with file storage and retrieval, trans- 
ferring model filing practices. 
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6. Typing, Wo’i-d Prot2essing, and Verifying 

Using a personal computer/software or typewriter‘ to prepare correspondence, memoranda, .and 
reports from various kinds of dr#t content; dictation,- or voice recording; creating tables, graphs, 
charts, and standardcoffice fbrms based on data supplied by others; verifying written or typed 
material for completeness and correct spelling, gramma< punctuation, format, content, and/ 
or proper enclosures or attachments; verifying for conformity with GAO style and procedures. 

Prepares copy as written with mis- 
spelled words.or prepares material 
that is unclear without seeking clari- 
fication; prepares final copy contain- 
ing srrors even after,copy has been 
returned by supervisor for correc- 
tion a second or third time; returns 
“corrected” copy to supervisor with 
errors that were ,not in the prior draft; 
completes only part of typing as- 
signment by deadline and turns:in 
incomplete work with many errors 
or,misses deadline for priority as- 
signment without notifying the re- 
quester of the delay. 

Uses incorrect word processing 
commands that cause later editing 
and format problems; does not use 
current technology to prepare docu- 
ments. 

Does not proofread material; prints 
out,lengthy report products without 
making corrections; releases reports, 
correspondence, and forms with 
missing material or errors. 

,l . ,  

Accurately prepa’radmaterials from 
draft and handwrittencopy; obtains 
clarificationfrom author,!as neces- 
sary; prepares product disks follow- 
ing established procedures; and 
produces a final copy with few er- 
rors; uses appropriate reference ma- 
terials to assist in the preparation 
of typed materials; establishespri- 
orities with customer and negotiates 
deadlines. 

Uses current technology effectively; 
develops workable ways to use 
computer technology. 

Proofreads material for accuracy and 
completeness; uses spell check on 
typed documents, and corrects er- 
rors. 

‘. 

Is unusually quick and accurate,when 
inputting .data from draft, handwrit- 
ten copy, or-voice recording; reli- 
ably prepares copy inproper GAO 
style and format; rarely makes er- 
rors and checks self for accuracy, 
even uhder time pressurss;~ iride- 
pendently detects:errors in content, 
format, legal citations, protocols, 
and alternate spellings; appropriately 
seeks approval before making ma- 
jor changes. 

Expertly applies current technology 
to streamline and expedite docu- 
ment processing efficiency; refor- 
mats documents in a proficient 
manner, producing error-free prod- 
ucts. 

. 

Carefully proofreads and verifies 
materials; detects and corrects er- 
rors; checks questionable items for 
supervisor’s attention; work is rarely 
returned by reviewing officials. 
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.,j’3:Reqepti~n and Conyeying, Infqrmation.. 

Receiving and screening vis[tors and directing them to the,appropriate person’ or office ,or.providing 
information.as,requesteq; ar?swering.ahd screening teleph,on,e Cal&taking and +eliyering messages, 
following up. .on messages, or providiqg 4nformation2s -authoFized;.‘serving .as a ,liaison between 
the supervisor and subordinates by, relaying instructions and obtaining information and data. 

I 

,: 

I ‘$ I’ ‘$’ 

to their needsi’provides inaccurate 
information when”responding. to 
questions. j ” : ” 

., 

When answering the telephone, does 
not expand on greeting;,ask call- 
ers to identify themselves, or ask 
the caller to state, the reason for 
thecall; places a caller on hold before 
giving the caller a chance to respond, 
does not return,to the caller to in; 
form them of the status; or routes 
the call inappropriately or incorrectly; 
records incomplete messages or, 
takes messages but does not pass 
them on to,the intended,person or 
forgets to post the message or for- 
ward it to’voicemail until the fol- 
lowing day. ‘, 

‘, I’ 

Is often difficult to understand and 
requires several attempts to explain 
what is,meant; frequently causes 
some degree of confusion in com- 
municating with others; gives only 
yes or no answers to questions from 
others, even though elaboration 
would clarify an issue. 

.A?te~~~~o,:~~,:~.~~~~~sl~~~~~~~~B~,~~~~~~~ 
tars; asks questions to determine 
visitors’ needsbefore referring to 
$itiother person; ghiesLaccurate di- 
rections orinform’atioh to visitors; ,. /j.( ,, : ,,.“.:.... . . ‘, :,,: :I., ‘. 
Whenansw,ering the telephone., 
states unit title and name~aridasks 
about nature of the call; asl&enough 
questions, of callers to determine 
how their call,should be routed; lis- 
tens to customer’s entire complaint/ 
question without cutting the caller 
off; checks the locator file and pro- 
vides the caller with an alternate 
phone number or voicemail and 
pertinent information forreaching 
individuals hot present.’ ,’ 

., ,Y _‘, 

Communicates clearly; seldom has 
to clarify for others what is meant. 

,. 

,a;lt.r~atike:-~~~ritaCts’,b~‘s-~urce~;’~f 

:information’to visitors when abpro- 
priate. 11/ <_ ,’ : ,“‘, ,, t 

., ,,I” ._;,./ -’ ,, :;, ,, 

RdePtly handles incoming/outgoing 
calls, skitlfully routihg calls and using 
,the’voicemail system effectively and 
efficiently; politely listens tocaller 
concerns, reflects callei’s”feelirigs; 
asks’ctarifyin’g q’uest,rons: tb calm 
situations, ‘and promises. ‘to take 
action, and’, if‘necessary; brings it 
to the supervisor’s attention; dis- 
plays poise and maturity when han- 
dling emotion-charged calls; pre.- 
pares and maintains a list of’& 
swers to frequently asked questions 
to minimize~inconvenience to call- 
ers. 

Willingly provides information and 
explanations to others and is care- 
ful to ensure the requester fully 
understands the information offered. 
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8. HandlingAnd Processing Materials and, Mail 

Receiving and reviewing incoming mail atid materials and:distributing, if; preparing and packaging 
materials for mailing, arranging for couriers and special de/itierH andsigning for receipt ,of mail; 
duplicating; collating, hole-punching,, binding, or stapling documents, :or otherwise preparing 
materials for distribution. .‘. 

, ,  
‘/ 

Does not’sort, or de&r’ krcoming 
mail until the following day; 
missorts mail and/or delivers mail 
to the wrong person or location; 
which causes a delay in respond; 
ing to sender; places incoming mail 
in pile on desk ,for staff to sort 
through; mails,material at the wro,ng 
postal rat,e; signs forcourisr pack- 
ages without checking postage, 
which .may result in GAO paying 
inappropriate courier fees. 

:,;” :,;” ( ..: .‘, ;i.f ;- . . ( ..: .‘, ;i.f ;- . . 

Drsttjbutes~ mail and ,&her materi- Drsttjbutes~ mail and ,&her materi- .L, I .L, I 
als to, proper addressee(s) as it is als to, proper addressee(s) as it is 
received; ,mai!s mater@1 according received; ,mai!s mater@1 according 
to GAO procedures and at the proper to GAO procedures and at the proper 
postal rate; checks courier rec,eipts 
to confirm prepayment before signing 
for receipt of material, 

I 

., ‘,, 

,.‘, 

When handling confidential or set-r: Fol’lows GAO procedures for pro- 
sitive material, overlooks or side- cessing confidential mail and sen- 
steps -established. procedurss. sitive materials. 

:, 

,’ 

‘. ,l’L -,,:, ‘, ; 
‘5, ” 

Conscientiously proc’esses i.ncom- 
ing andoutgoing mail; checks in- 
coming mail to identify high-pri- 
ority, sensitive, or anticipated items 
and hand delivers to addressees 
to ensure a timely response; routes 
priority mail to another indivjdual 
in authority and provides an sx- 
planation of needed action ,when 
the.addressee is not present; r,e- 
arranges personal work schedule 
to ensure that all ,outgoing mail is 
processed in time for pickup or 
mailing deadline(s). 

Carefully monitors confidential mail 
and sensitive materials; verifies 
the identity of recipients when 
delivering mail; notes when con- 
fidential mail has been inapbropri- 
ately opened and reports this to 
supervisor; is meticulous .about 
ensuring that all mail, and distri- 
bution procedures are followed. 
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9. Purchasing and Maintaining SUpplies htid Equipment 

Oi-dering and verifying .receipt of office supplies oi ,equipment, Using stock. catalogues, 
requisitions, and puichasing procedui-es, and. di&tributing to individutils; taking inventory of stock 
on hand, niaintaining records, and monitoring usage of suppliesAnd equipment. 

,o ,, ,< 

$ 
I 

I 3 I ‘: $ 

PaiJs to,,monitor supply’ invento,ry; 
continues to .order tt$e~dame:&ran~, 
tity of a supply item even though it 
is being used mot&or less. than in 
the past: ’ 

Does not follow up on supplies list 
posted on supply cabinet leaving 
staff without basic items;,does not 
order critical supplies of equipment 
far enough in advance; runs out of 
necessary supplies, which interferes 
with staffs timely completion of work. 

Keeps an inaccu,rate or incomplete 
list of the kind or quantity of sup- 
plies that were ordered and received. 

’ 

j\?a&!.t+-g,;s, Prover. s~w3l.y of fre: /, .8’$$ ,, ,w .““,T; , P ,.,” 
quently usedand, expendable $ems; 
organizes supply cabinet so that 
supplies!are,easily‘fouhd’and uti- 
necessary items’are not ordered; 
cleahs and conducts routine main- 
tenanceonoffice equipment; calls 
for seniice’titien office equipment 
breaks down. ( ,,, ‘. 

.’ 

Plans ahead in ordering supplies, 
cohsidering the i’mpact on office 
operations and asking’staff ni’em~ 
bers about their supply ,needs;. prop- 
erly fills out requisitions for needed 
supplies, obtains needed signatures, 
and picks up supplies;‘orders Sup- 
plies for unit and follows through 
to get needed supplies. 

Counts incoming supplies and ma- 
terials to ascertain that the quan- 
tity ordered was received; informs 
the supervisor of ‘shortages or 
overages in the material received. 

,>: 

Takes personal ,initiative to estab- ‘i(&fi$4&;:&f@$ii& ,~$~$f?,ijr~d&ssf 

regularly inventories supply and 
equipment needs; monitors supply 
usage and’ adapts to changing 
needs; accepts responsibility for br- 
dering supplies for unit or orders 
special supplies to avoid shortages. 

Proactively projects future supply 
needs; carefully considers special 
supply needs for upcoming projects 
and orders needed quantity in ad- 
vance. 

’ 

i: /, 

Carefully monitors incoming sup- 
plies or equipment; checks invoices 
to verify that materials or supplies 
ordered were correctly delivered and 
charges were accurately recorded; 
takes added steps to personally 
resolve any discrepancies. 
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10. Schedyling. dnd ‘Coordinatin,g I, 

Maintaining the supervisor’s appointment calendar;. scheduling ‘and making arrangements, for 
meetings, conferences,, and, ceremonies;: con&ning and reconfirming schedules with ’ other 
individuals and groups; acting in the name ,of, the’supervisor to coordinate ,office- business’ and 
to make arrangements; preparing meeting agenda and,handouts; following up on meetings and 
conferences to remind participants of required’ actions. 

,-, ,-, ,: ,;; ::, ,: ,;; ::, 
Schedu(es appointments without Schedu(es appointments without 
recording: the information’~on the recording: the information’~on the ,., 1,, ,. ,., 1,, ,. 
apppintment calendar; mixes up. in- apppintment calendar; mixes up. in- 
structio,ns .from supervisor and structio,ns .from supervisor and 
schedules events ,in ‘wrong se- schedules events ,in ‘wrong se- 
quence. 

; :  

,’ _, 
:  

. :  :  ‘/ !  

Gives outside parties insufficient 
notice or inaccurate information 
about administrative arrangements; 
schedules too little time on calen- 
dar for length of conference/meet- 
ing. 

‘/ ‘% 
‘,, 

Schedules a meeting without reserv- 
ing or confirming the availability of 
a conference room; schedules con- 
ference room that is tqo small.for 
the number of participants speci- 
fied.by supervisor. 

.  , .  . t ,  .  , .  . t ,  
‘,! j :  ‘,! j :  . - :  *:’ :  . - :  *:’ :  

, .  , ,  , .  , ,  :<:. . .  I , ! . (  :<:. . .  I , ! . (  

M(akes adm!nrstr,ative arrangements M(akes adm!nrstr,ative arrangements 
that meet requirements; schedules that meet requirements; schedules 
appqintments, meetings, and interT appqintments, meetings, and interT 
views ?with’ other parties; explains views ?with’ other parties; explains 
refevanf~details; confkms admjnis- refevanf~details; confkms admjnis- 
trative arrangements and res,olves 
scheduling problems; provides copies 
of backgro,und.:materiaf.,as appro- 
priate;, reconfirms apporntments; 
carrieseach scheduling assignment 
throughto completion., .’ ~, ,. ,, 
Assists staff members .in arrang- 
in,g a meeting with outside parties.. 

,.I, 

1, 
: 

. .’ 
oakes proper arrangements for 
meeting or conference rooms; ap- 
propriately prepares meeting room; 
gathers materials prior to the meet- 
ing as necessary. 

, :  . (  , , t  *  !  

Coriscientjo;slymaint~~~s a cc& 
plete and accurate’calendar of the 
supervisor’s appointments and meet- 
ings; provides supervisor with a daily 
summary of each day’s meetings; 
schedules and coordinates all meet- 
ings, speaking engagements’, and 
other.administrative arrangements, 
leaving no loose ends;, inde,pendent,ly 
follows up supervisor’s~appointments 
without explicit instructions. 

Thoroughly coordinates all~admk+ 
istrativearrangements with.outside 
parties well in advance of the meet- 
ing; gives detailed, complete, and 
accurate information; follows up’to 
ensure that arrangements are un- 
derstood and adequate; provides 
needed’materials in advance.. 

Personally oversees arrangements 
for conference rooms; assures that 
supervisor’s specific needs or re- 
quests are met; inspects room, fur- 
niture, and equipment in advance; 
arranges for proper placement of 
furniture and equipment. 
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-’ 11,. Travel Administration. 

Making travel arrangements, &cluding transportation,, lodging, and other reservations; .picking 
up tickets and cash. advances; preparing, travel orders .and, travel .vouchers; reviewing travel 
requests for compliance with #regulations and making ,recommendations on, disposition. to the 
supervisor; monitoring travel and per diem expenditures against budgets and informing.,. the 
supervisor of variances. 

Makes travel arrangeme@sthtit are 
incorrect, incompl,ete, or arenot time- 
or cost-efficient; mixes up instruc- 
tions from supervisor or does not 
obtain all needed information :to 
prepare a timely travel order resujting 
in staff member having to use per- 
sonal funds; miscalculates cost for 
travel resulting in traveler using, out- 
of-pocket mdney for expenses. 

Prepares err&eous travel orders or 
forms that must be redone; submits 
incomplete travkl orders or Iravel 
forms, which result in delays in,pro- 
cessing; may delay completiqn of 
travelforms until balances are de- 
linquent and travel service follows 
up. 

Fails to promptly post expenses and 
obligations in travel records result- 
ing in unreliable travel records. 

Makes proper a,nd’?imelytravel atA 
rangements (transportation, lodging) 
for staff; in the absence of. a staff 
member, makes alternative travel 
arrangements, when necessary, and 
notifies staff, member .of ,any 
changes. 

: 

Prepares, and reviews,travel orders 
and travel forms for compliance with 
regulations; corrects mathematical 
computations; tactfully brings errors 
to staff members’ attention. 

Tallies travel forms periodically to 
determine available travel funds; 
enters travel orders and forms into 
records system on schedule, result- 
ing in an up-to-date travel budget. 

/  

Makes comprehensive travel ar- 
rangements, .often on. very short 
notice and,with little or nb guidance; 
arrang& for all travel logistics- 
makes traysportation and !gdging 
reservations; obtains ticket(s),and 
travel advance(s); prepares itiner- 
ary for supervisor; identifies and 
coordinates special requirements for 
international travel, including per 
diem, exchange rates, and coordi- 
nation with overseas offices. 

, 
Prepares ,travel’ orders and. travel 
forms that are .consistently accu- 
rate, timely, and in accordance.with 
office regulations; confirms travel 
data; when preparing orders, expe- 
dites travel order preparation by 
setting up and maintaining staff 
records of addresses, phone num- 
bers, and transportation, lodging, 
and.departure time preferences; upon 
traveler’s return, obtains all travel 
documentation;,promptljl prepares 
vouchers; verifies accuracy of math? 
ematical calculations prior to sub- 
mitting the form; attaches all rel- 
evant documentation prior to sub- 
mission. 

Sets up and maintains travel records 
to track expenses, obligations, and 
outstanding funds that are always 
up-to-date and accurate; provides 
supervisor with frequent updates on 
budget status. 
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12. Setting Up and Maintaining Forms, Tables, and Summary Reports 

Designing,’ formatting, or maintaining forms; tabies,. and reports for administrative. record keepinb 
and tracking; using computer software packages br mantial &l/s ,to C&ate forms,’ tab/es, gi-aphiti 
displays, and reports; verifying ,for accuracy and producing or printing final products; compiling, 
coding, and entering data in, prescribed format into, manual records or automated systems; 
verifying, recording, and entering time and attendance data. 

Prepares a .chart, form, or report 
based on out-of-date ‘information; 
omits data fro’m a table, chart, graph, 
or report that should have been in- 
cluded; gathers information for.a 
report without verifying or document- 
ing the source; accepts as correct 
a number in a sourcereport even 
when it is out of proportion to other 
data. 

Is very slow when keying or enter- 
ing data; makes many errors; does 
not proof work before submitting it. 

Prepares time and attendance 
records improperly or inaccurately 
causing delays and errors in data 
entry; does not check for complete- 
ness or adherence to guidance or 
does not verify job codes and leave 
categories; processes records or 
electronic files before approval by 
an approving official. 

Accurately takes data’ in one form 
and converts it into,an,other format 
and uses data.to’develop charts or 
reports; follows guidance on data 
entry project, asks for clarification 
when necessary, and follows each 
step in a specified procedure when 
entering data; inputs data for man- 
agement tracking report; extracts 
data from an automated database 
using appropriate query techniques; 
produces neat and timely products. 

Sets up and enters data on forms, 
charts, and reports using appropri- 
ate computer software; takes care 
to enter data in correct data fields 
or columns; corrects any errors made 
by others; verifies own work or has 
another employee verify input/out- 
put. 

Properly monitors and processes 
time and attendance records, check- 
ing for completeness and adherence 
to guidance, and verifying job codes 
and leave balances prior to process- 
ing; submits records or electronic 
files to approving official within 
established time frames. 

Designs and develops new forms 
or reports that capturejob or office 
information and facilitate Rhe.review 
or com,parison of information and 
highlight trends or problems; rede- 
signs forms or reports to expedite 
data,entry or,improve the quality 
of reports; independently introduces 
new information to a report to help 
interpret the,information. 

Sets up and enters data on forms, 
tables, or reports quickly and ac- 
curately; expertly applies spread? 
sheet software; contributes signifi- 
cantly to report preparation and data 
entry so as to relieve supervisors 
of routine work. 

Efficiently monitors and processes 
time and attendance records, de- 
tecting and correcting errors; vigi- 
lantly checks records for complete- 
ness; verifies codes and computa- 
tions; brings errors to staff mem- 
bers’ attention; makes necessary 
changes before submitting records 
or electronic files to approving offi- 
cial. 
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13. Dictation 

Taking dictation from an individual or at’ a meeting or conference to produce correspondence, 
summaries, or reports or, to. mark a calendar in shorthand for. confidentiality. 

Takes. dictation so slowly;):that 
speakei;~is’colisintl~“intlSi.interrupted for 
clarification of what was said;takes 
inappropriate level of dictation for 
the situation (e.g., takes di,ctation 
using less detail than required, re- 
sulting in a sketchy transcript); takes 
dictation at a meeting or conference 
without recording the speakers iden- 
tities. 

Transcribes shorthand notes into.a 
letter or memorandum that contains 
errors and therefore does not make 
sense; transcribes dictation usjng 
incorrect spelling, punctuation, or 
grammar; does not check work to 
assure that material transcribed 
correctly matches the information 
provided. ih 

Takes dictation .or ,notes with ;,few 
errbrs;~transc&es’ dictatio’n effec- 
tively andin a timely manner;. takes 
dictation. of interviews and assists 
with preparation of final work pa- 
pers. / 

Transcribes letters, cdrrespondence, 
or interviews with accurate punc- 
tuation, spelling, and grammar. 

Ta~~~~~~rn~rehensiy~:djctation or 
notes, rarely making errors; promptly 
transcribes d,ict,at\cn to ensure corn- 
ptete and.accurate presentation of 
the information; researches informa- 
tion from other sources, as indicated 
by the dictation, to provide a com- 
plete and accurate final product. 

Proficiently transcribes letters or 
correspondence from dictaphone or 
voice recording without error; prop- 
erly identifies speakers; produces 
error-free products for immediate 
signature or distribution. 
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14. Compbsition 

Composing. letters or lmemoranda- based on. gen&aHnstructions or,-a prior szimple; responding 
in writing to routine requests to communicate atiministrative -information; to stati, to schedule 
meetings, or to keep the supervisor informed about the status of work. 

.  . ,  .i’,.‘.,, 

Composes Written’broducts that are 
unclear, provide iriaccurateinforma- 
tion, or do not adequately capture 
the issues; pr&ares tirjtten@-od- 
ucts (memo, letter, thank-you note, 
etc.) using improper grammar; pun& 
tuation, or spelling, or including in- 
accurate addresses or dates. 

/  ,  / ,  , , .  

Composes written products that are 
grammatically~coirect and ,require 
few revisions; considers tho’infor- 
mation needs of audience beforo 
drafting written products for super- 
visor; properly uses prior correspon- 
dence or articles as models when 
composing written material, makes 
necessary changes, and obtains 
signatura on “written products as 
appropriate. 

. 

‘, $ :1 ;  I  ,;i 

Independently composes various 
tiritten’products (e.g.,,memorahda, 
acknowledgement letters, transmit- 
tals for reports, etc;) that are com- 
prehensive; cl&at-; succinct, gram- 
matically correct, formatted prop; 
erly, and signed without revision; 
composes written products draClving 
on pertinent information and reflecting 
supervisor preferences, ton& and 
style; summarizes,technical or ad- 
ministrative,subjects in a manner 
that is easily understood; indepen- 
dently determines vJhen to add in- 
formation to a written -product to 
clarify the intended message, and 
improve the final product. 
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15. Budget and, Finance‘ Assistance 

Maintaining budget oi .other financial records., (e..g+ petty cash fund). either manually of. on a 
computer; posting entries, comparing or reconciling records. br reports,, and preparing summaries 
or reports on the current ,status of accounts; .keepihg the ,supervisor, informed of variances 
in accounts; using a computer or calculator to perform mathematical or statistical calculations. 

I I 

_. /; 
,Ma.lnt@rjs btirAg& ‘&c~~cjs’ tiiai ar&, 
out-of-date and unreliable when 
tracking expense’s, obligatioris, And 
outstanding funds;’ mak&r&gular 
posting errors; records accounts 
payable under outdatkd account 
numbers; &-M-s figures in the wrong 
columns; ‘deducts ati expense from 
one account when it should’be d& 
ducted from another account; en- 
ters a credit as a debit; comput& 
incorrect totals; m’akes mathemhti- 
Cal errors in counting or disbursing 
money; approves an invoice for 
payment without verifying that the 
merchandise was received. 

disb~rs&ments;‘votich&s, orother 
transactions to. ledger or financial 
tracking system aS soon as they 
are received; updates, account 
records accurately and in a timely 
manne’r reports shortages or 
overages in cashiaccounts on hand; 
prepares estimates of expenditures 
by budget’category for sup&visor. 

thorijugh,, ‘and ‘error-free ,budg& 
records, which track Texpenses, 
obligations, and outstandingfunds; 
maintainsactive accounts in a com- 
pletdly current statlis so that the 
current balance is available at all 
times for all accounts; reports dis- 
crepancies and impropet-tiansac- 
tions immediately to supervisor; 
takes personal initiative to develop 
more effective procedures for posting 
or recordkeeping. 
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16., Personn’el-Related.Activities _. 

Maintaining records pertaining to GAO &mployees, :inclirding creating arid updating ‘unit personnel 
files and completing and: transmitting forms to Person&$ distributing information, and answering 
employee questiovs about employee &nefits, deadlines for submitting,paperwork, etc.; receiving, 
checking, and ltigging employee applications, or ,assisting employees with filling out personnel- 
related forms. 

, ,  2. :  , .  

Provides inaccurate personnel-re-, 
lated information or posts out-of-date 
notices. 

Puts off filing documents in person- 
nel file; places documents in the 
wrong employee file or wrong sec- 
tion of the file and, as a result, staff 
cannot rely on the information in 
personnel files. 

Transmits personnel forms to the 
wrong processing organization, 
which results in delays or errors in 
employee’s paycheck; sends origi- 
nal copy of personnel form and does 
not keep a backup copy. 

: , ; I ; . . - , , ;  . :  !  5. (_. : ,  ‘.j I :  _! :j, 

Keeps .~niti~taff’informed,of-perSon- 
net-related events;, complies &ith 
GAO ,policy, in. communications 
concerning personnel matters; rec- 
ognizes change in <employee sta- 
tus and takes appropriate steps to 
assure that Personnel updates the 
official records; and distributes cop- 
ies of personnel records t,o,other 
units as required. 

Maintains personnel files; makes 
changes to employee personnel 
records when observed or notified 
of the changes; files materials in 
order most often used. 

Fills out personnel-related forms and 
makes appropriate distribution; re- 
tains copies for unit records. 

‘,,. 
_/:; ; t :  

Serves. as an expert source of ,inJ 
fo*rmation ..:on. personnel-related 
matters and goes.out of the way to 
provide complete,and accurate in? 
formation on personnel issues; po: 
litely and accurately responds to 
questipns; takes all necessary steps 
to provide prompt information; seeks 
information from personnel experts 
or locates k-rformation from other 
sources, if necessary; follows up 
on inquiries $,o ensure that the re- 
quester is thoroughly satisfied with 
information provided. 

Responsibly controls all personnel 
files; recognizes the importance of 
prompt and accurate filing of em- 
ployee records and ensures that all 
files are accurate and completely 
current; conscientiously controls files 
for confidentiality. 

Reliably reviews and processes 
personnel forms promptly; ensures 
that forms include all necessary in- 
formation; corrects all discrepancies 
or errors prior to submission of forms. 

r 
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Chanter 3 

Performance’ Appraisal Materials for 
Wage System (WS) Positions 

Required 
Al’ 

PerformaWe 
Dimensions 

1. Teamwork and Maintaining Work Relationships 
2. Service Orientation 
3. Persistent Work Effort 

All supervisory employees must also be rated on this dimension: 

4. Evaluating and Developing Others 

Menu of 
Performance 

1. Teamwork and Maintaining Work Relationships 
2. Service Orientation 
3. Persistent Work Effort 

Dimensions 4. Evaluating and Developing Others 
5. Planning a Job 
6. Scheduling and Planning 
7. Administrative Activities 
8. Processing Paperwork 
9. Checking and Handling Documents 
10. Basic Numeric Operations 
11. Operating a Computer 
12. Following Proper Security Procedures 
13. Inspecting Materials, Equipment, or Structures 
14. Taking Inventory 
15. Handling Materials 
16. Installing and Repairing Hardware 
17. Installing, Troubleshooting, and Repairing 

Mechanical/Electromechanical Equipment 
18. Operating Presses and Binding Equipment 
19. Operating Photographic/Lithographic Equipment 
20. Operating Motor Vehicles or Motorized Equipment 
2f. Planning, Preparing, and Serving Meals 
22. Routine Cleaning and Maintaining 



-  - .  

‘.. 



1. Teamwork and Maintaining Work Relationships 

Establishing constructive and solid interpersonal relationships with customers, both .inter- 
nal and external, and coworkers; treating others with courtesy,. tact, and respect; working I’.: 

with others;’ working,cooperative/y to resolve diq+greements; contributing to a-work envi- G ,. 
ronment, that encourages open and:honest communication; effective/y interacting in teams 
and maintaining focus on group goals; abiding by and supporting group decisions. 

.Treats customers, and~,,c,oworkers 
with discourtesy or disrespect;‘is 
not tolerant of others’ needs, per- 
spectives, duties, or responsibili- 
ties; does not support Equal Em- 
ployment Opportunity. 

Treats customers, and coworkers 
with courtesy ‘aiid’respect~wo~rks 
well with customers and cowork- 
ers; adjusts to different working 
styles, approaches, and perspeo- 
tives; supp,orts’Equal Employment 
Opportunity. 

Becomes angry or defensive when 
dealing with difficult or demand- 
ing customers or coworkers; re- 
fuses to listen to others’ frustra- 
tions, making them even more 
angry. 

Is reasonable and calm when deal- 
ing with angry or difficult customers 
and coworkers. 

“l 

Becomes angry or defensive when 
criticized. 

Accepts criticism without becoming 
defensive. 

Misses or arrives late to meetings; Attends meetings on time, listens to 
does not participate or is disruptive. others and contributes as appropriate. 

I li 

Does not work with customers and 
coworkers to resolve problems; is 
uncooperative or causes friction be- 
tween individuals or departments; 
fails to contribute, or contributes in 
ways counterproductive to a work 
environment that encourages.open 
and honest communication. 

Works effectively with customers 
and coworkers to resolve problems; 
contributes to a work environment 
that encourages open and honest 
communication. 

Fails to support cooperative projects 
or those chosen by group consen- 
sus, putting own interests ahead 
of the group’s; participates in team 
activities in an unproductive man- 
ner, failing to abide by group deci- 
sions; has difficulty recognizing role 
as a team player; does not per- 
form a fair share of the team’s work. 

Works cooperatively and supports 
team endeavors; abides by group 
decision or final authority; acts as 
a team player demonstrating dedi- 
cated effort to the team’s work. 

Treats customers and:,co.worke,rs 
hith ‘b(ihiii; s;eRs to”~fid&rst~nd 

and demonstrates respect for oth- 
ers’ needs, pempectives, and, re- 
sponsibilities; davelope construc- 
trve working relationships with oth- 
ers; furthe,rs Equal, Employment 
Opportunity. 

I 
Remains pleasant and ,calm when 
dealing with angry customers and 
coworkers; allows others to vent 
their frustrations or anger, then ef- 
fectively addresses their concerns. 

Is constructive and helpfull’ even 
when criticized; remains calm and 
does not become defensive when 
criticized. 

Attends staff.or other meetings ,on 
time; participates actively, contrib- 
uting ideas, soliciting input from 
others, and acknowledging others’ 
valid points and good sugge,stions. 

Works effectively with custqmers 
and coworkers to resolve problems, 
asking for their input and working 
to address everyone’s concerns; 
leads by example in setting a work 
environment that encourages open 
and honest communication,. 

Actively promotes team endeav- 
ors, reaches consensus, and sup- 
ports group decisions; sets an’ 
example of professionalism, fair- 
ness, and support. 
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2. Service Orientation 

Answering questions accurately and givhg correct, prompt, .*and helpful information to others; 
informing customers, both infernal and external, of the, status of their requests; referring 
customers ‘to appropriate persons; suggesting ways to do work more. efficiently; demonstrating 
commitment to GAO’s core values (Accountability-carrying out tasks and assignments 
efficiently, effectively, and economically; Integrity-ensuring that work products and services 
are professional, objective, fact-based, fa’air, and balanced; Reliability-providing products or 
services that are time/~ accurate, useful, and clear). 

1 . ,  

Fails to respond or takes an un- 
reasonable amount of time to re; 
spond to requests for information; 
provides inaccurate information to 
customers and coworkers; fails to 
look up information or contact other 
resources to obtain the answer; 
demonstrates a negative or unhelp- 
ful attitude: 

Responds to requests and provides 
accurate and helpful information 
to customers and coworkers; main- 
tains a p’ositive attitude. 

Demonstrates a lackof understanding 
or commitment to GAO’s core val- 
ues when responding to requests for 
service or information. 

Demonstrates a firm understanding of 
GAO’s core values when responding 
to requests for service or information. 

Does not keep customers and 
coworkers informed of status of 

Keeps customers and coworkers 
informed of delays or changes that 

projects, requests, etc. occur. 

Fails to refer callers and visitors or 
refers’them to inappropriate people 
or units. 

Does not suggest ways to improve 
work efficiency or quality or makes 
suggestions that are obviously ir- 
relevant or unworkable. 

Refers callers or visitors to the 
appropriate people or units. 

Makes suggestions to improve work 
efficiency. 

Takes whatever steps are needed 
to respond to requests and pro- 
vide’minfoimation accurately and 
promptly; provides accurate, cur- 
rent, and helpful information to 
customars and coworkers; persis- 
tently looks up information or con- 
tacts other resources when nec- 
essary to respond to requests; 
leads by example in setting and 
encouraging a positive attitude. 

Demonstrates dedicated commit- 
ment to GAO’s core values in pro- 
viding service or information. 

Takes extra steps to keep custom- 
ers and coworkers informed of the 
status of projects, requests, etc.; 
promptly ensures that problems are 
addressed quickly and efficiently. 

Refers callers or visitors to the 
most appropriate people or units to 
resolve problems; follows up to 
ensure that callers and visitors 
obtain requested information or 
service. 

Actively searches for and suggests 
practical, economical ways to do 
work more efficiently and effectively. 
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3. Persistent Work Effort 

Working effective/y under deadlines or time pressure; helping others with tasks, even. when 
busy; putting in whatever effort is needed to get the job done; understanding. and supporting 
GAO’S core. values (Accountability-carrying out tasks and assignments efficiently, effective/y, 
and economically; Integrity-ensuring that work products and services are professional, 
objective, fact-based, faaifi and balanced; Reliability-providing products and services that are 

I time/x accurate,; useful, and clear); using current technology where applicable; following through 
on tasks’ or assignments until they are finished. 

Works on lower priority tasks ahead 
of more important work. 

Does not work effectively under 
deadlines or time pressure, becom- 
ing so stressed that he/she has 
great difficulty completing tasks 
by deadlines. 

Does not exert the effort needed Gets the job done, demonstrating 
to get the job done; will not use dedicated effort; applies new and more 
new and more efficient procedures efficient procedures, using current 
or technologies, where applicable. technology, where applicable. 

Demonstrates a lack of under- 
standing or support for GAO’s core 
values when performing tasks. 

Leaves tasks half-completed; does 
not follow through on tasks or as- 
signments until they are finished. 

Does not help coworkers or re- 
quest additional work, even when 
not busy; often stretches tasks out 
or takes extra breaks. 

Works on high-priority tasks first; 
Shifts from- iYq,rking on lower p+ 
ority tasks when higher priority work 
is assigned. 

Completes tasks under deadlines 
or time pressure. 

Understands and supports GAO’s 
core values in carrying out tasks. 

Follows through on tasks or as- 
signments until they are finished. 

Pitches in to help coworkers. 

Prioritizes work and works on high- 
priol’ity tasks, first; quickly, stops 
working on lower priority tasks or 
arranges for someone else to com- 
plete the tasks when faced with 
higher priority work. 

Works effectively under deadlines 
or time pressure, remaining calm 
even under severe pressure and 
completing tasks effectively within 
the allotted time frames. 

Willingly puts in whatever effort 
is needed to get the job done, sac- 
rificing personal convenience when 
necessary to accomplish objec- 
tives; works to develop new, more 
effective ways to accomplish work 
and, implement new uses of cur- 
rent technology, where applicable. 

Demonstrates a commitment to 
GAO’s core values in aH aspects 
of work. 

Persistently sticks with all tasks 
or assignments until they are fin- 
ished accurately and completely. 

Leads by example, pitching in to 
help coworkers, even when busy, 
and requesting additional work 
when not busy. 
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4. Evaluating and Developing Others 

Providing, input- for position descriptions; interviewing- job applicants effectively; adhering to equal 
opportunity and merit principles in, staff decisions; leading by example and. teaching .others how 
to do a job; motivating employees; dealing with. employee suggestions, complaints, and grievances; 
assigning work and setting priorities and deadlines for others; fully and effeCtive/y utilizing staff; 
observing and monitoring work progress of, other people; informing subordinates of work 
performance standards; evaluating the job performance of subordinates, fairly applying established 
performance standards, and conducting timely informal and formal performance appraisalssessions; 
counseling employees on work-related matters and providing constructive feedback; explaining 
personnel actions and procedures to subordinates; recommending, initiating, or documenting personnel 
or personnel-related actions. 

d h ” ,) ,, ,.’ ,.. : _, I. ;I,., ,,I 

Provides inaccurate or incomplete 
information for job descriptions. 

Does not interview applicants ef- 
fectively; puts applicants on the 
defensive, asking inappropriate or 
illegal questions; is biased or un- 
professional; ignores equal oppor- 
tunity and .merit principles when 
making decisions on staff. 

Provides minimal or ineffective on- 
the-job:training; using vague or 
confusing, instructions, technical 
terms, or jargon that employees 
do not understand; lets employees 
“sink or swim.” 

,’ 

Does not acknowledge or address 
subordinates’ suggestions, griev- 
ances, or concerns. 

. , , ,  .’ 

Provides appropriate input for job 
descriptions. 

Properly interviews applicants, ask- 
ing job-related questions; follows 
equal opportunity and merit prin- 
ciples in making decisions regard- 
it-@ staff. 

Provides effective on-the-job train- 
ing, clearly explaining tasks and 
procedures. 

Acknowledges subordinates’ sug- 
gestions, grievances, and con- 
cerns; maintains a work environ- 
ment that encourages open and 
constructive communication. 

Provides accurate and comprehen- 
sive input for job descriptions; en- 
sures that job descriptions are up- 
to-date and reflect duties accurately. 

.’ 
Interviews applicants in a highly 
,effective mannerl puts applicants 
at ease; asking job-relited ques- 
tions and probing to understand 
relevant skills and experiences; 
remains objectivb and’ professional; 
strictly adheres to equal dpportu- 
nity and’ .merit principles in mak- 
ing decisions regarding gtaff. 

Provides timely and highly effec- 
tive on-the-job training, walking 
employees through procedures 
step-by-step, explaining tasks thor- 
oughly andzin terms that employ- 
ees quickly understand, and an- 
swering questions directly and 
succinctly. 

Acknowledges and’discusses sub- 
ordinates’suggestions, grievances, 
and concerns, working closely with 
them to resolve problems effec- 
tively and implement improvements; 
promotes a work environment that 
encourages.open and constructive 
communication. 
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4. Evaluating and,Developing Others (Continued) 
7 

“(.,’ ;_,i 

‘). 
II, z*:+, 

<, :, ;..k’,ps ,‘.’ )’ “...” / ‘j ;,” 

Does not attemptto. mot/vate,;em. 
pl.oyees ‘or’is demot!vating; does 
not provi,de feedback or prowdes 
feedback that IS’ untimely arid/or 
only negative; does not recognize 
or praise good work; is overly criti- 
cal, .demanding, or authoritative;. 
deals tiarshly or unconstructively 
with performance problems. 

Provides vague directions;“does 
not set -priorities and .deadlines 
when assigning tasks. 

Fails to check with others to en- 
sure work is on schedule. 

Evaluates others’ job performance 
ignoring or inappropriately apply- 
ing established standards, and con- 
ducts performance appraisals un- 
fairly and/or untimely or lets per- 
sonal feelings affect judgment. 

Does not follow proper personnel 
procedures (e.g., fails to document 
personnel-related actions, does not 
follow proper procedures when 
initiating personnel actions). 

,‘,,‘,, . I  , I , ;  
!‘s. 

‘, \:,y, .1:,, 

Prqvides .tim,ely fe,e,d,,back, and 
praises good,woik; deals v&h per: 
formance problems timely and ap- 
propriately. ,. ‘, I 

:  ‘,’ 

Provides clear directions and sets 
deadlines when assigning tasks. 

Routinely monitors or observes the 
work progress of others; fully and 
effectively utilizes staff. 

Evaluates others’ job performance 
applying established standards; con- 
ducts performance appraisal sessions 
fairly, timely, and accurately. 

Follows proper personnel procedures. 

’ . 1 . 

1. w, 
i.‘. ., :‘:4 

‘I .;’ :‘!,$.:‘., :,7 ” “‘; ;,,;, I“ !: .,, ,,, .$‘.“,, I.., 1 

Inspires others, ,effecti~~!y;:r?pi~?t- 
ing,gmglbyees typwi.$y ,con- 
structive, tjmefy, and balanced feed- 
back,recognrzing,and~prarsrng.good 
work, and setting realistic,, challetig- 
ing goals; deals constructively and 
tjmely with performance problems, 
providing coaching or suggestions 
on ways’to improve. 

Provides clear and concise direc- 
tionsj’ensuririg that others under- 
stand tasks and objectives; sets 
priorities and deadlines when as- 
signing tasks. 

Monitors or observes the work 
progress of others closely; fre- 
quently checks with others to en- 
sure work is on schedule and that 
problems are quickly addressed. 

Evaluates others’ job performance 
objectively, expertly applying es- 
tablished standards, and prepares 
performance appraisals that are 
fair, timely, and accurate; stresses 
strengths as well as areas of weak- 
ness, discussing specific steps to 
improve performance. 

Rigorously follows proper personnel 
procedures (e.g., documents person- 
nel-related actions, initiates personnel 
actions according to procedure). 
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5. P!anning a Job ’ : 1 

Carefully reading work orders, route sheets, or specifications; developing comprehen&ve and 
effective plans and schedules for completing a job; accurately determining materials, too/s, stafc 
or special steps required to complete the job. 

Overlooksor’misundeistands writ- 
tenL.instructions (e.g:, workorders, 
route sheets; specifications);’ re- 
q$res extensive’assistance in plan: 
n,iiig a job,' :::: 

\ 

Approaches~ work without a plan 
for accomplishing a job; overlooks 
steps and fails to identify the staff, 
tools, and materials most appro- 
priate for job accomplishment. 

‘Properly’follotis tiiitten instructions 
on tiork orders, route sheets; or 
specifications; requires,‘minimal 
clarification or assistance’fro’m 
others. 

Lays out jobs correctly; identifies 
needed staff, tools, and materials. 

Expertly and independently”applies 
written instructions on’work.orders, 
route sheets, specifications. 

,’ 
~ 

Plans and lays out jobs appropri- 
ately even when special setups are 
required; correctly anticipates and 
identifies all staff, materials, and 
tools needed to complete,the job 
effectively and efficiently. 

: 

: .,, 
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6: Scheduling:and Planning 

Developing crealistic and effective schedules for accomplishing tasks;. scheduling dates. :or times 
for meetings, deliveries; installations, or repairs in a time/y manner,. accurate/y estimating needed 
resources.N.’ ,: .’ 

Is inattentive, ,to the. urgency -or 
importance of. an ,activity,, schedr 
uling low priority work before more 
important or urgent-activjties.; 

.I .,” <, _, 
Over- or underestimates” ‘the 
amount of time needed for activi- 
ties; missing or overlooking im- 
portant steps. 

,“. ‘r 
_.o ’ : 

Fails to schedule activities or 
meetings, or .schedules them at 
inappropriate times;:caus,ing dis- 
ruption,. inefficiencies:; and waste 
of resources. : 

‘, 

Over- or underestimates the labor, 
equipment, and other resources 
needed to accomplish a job. 

.,. 
I ‘. 

.., 

Schgdules, activjties: taking intq!ac: 
count their lrnportance or,~priority. 

: ’ 

Allows reasonable time frames for 
activities; includes major steps. 

Prepares a manageable schedule Expertly schedules activities or 
of activities or,meetings, so that meeti.ngs, in a sequence that is 
activities or meetings are accom- efficient, minimizes disruption, and 
plished effectively’ and efficiently. uses resources economicajly. 

Makes sound estimates of labor, 
equipment, or-other .needed .r,e- 
sources; incorporates critical details. 

(’ 

Is;keenly ,aware of :prioritieswh.en 
schedul,ing activjties so that :ur- 
gent,or .important.:activities are ,per- 
formed promptly. 

Sets realistic and manageable time 
frames for, activities ,anticipating 
problems that might arise; incor- 
porates all necessary steps and 
significant details. 

Accurately estimates the labor, 
e.quip,ment, or other resourc.es 
needed to accomplish a job; takes i 
all relevant information.and steps 
into account. ‘, 
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7. Administrative,Activities 

Recomtiending types of equipment or Vehicles to be purchased, monitoring costs to stay within 
budget; controlling access and keys to various storage locations’; adjusting work priorities when 
problems arise; monitoring time and leave usage; supervising an office, faci/itx or function. 

Recommends equipment or vehicle 
purchases,that,are unlikely to meet 
existing needs :or ‘will exceed ‘the 
budget. 

Does not monitor costs; runs over 
budgetand out of funds. 

). 

Does not adjust work priorities when 
problems arise; proceeds as origi- 
nally planned. 

Fails to keep track of administra- 
tive work, allowing too many people 
to take vacation at the same time, 
losing track of keys or access to 
storage areas, etc. 

‘Makes sound recommendations 
about types of equipment or ve; 
hicles to be purchased. 

; ,, q ” 

Monitors costs to stay within budget. 

Adjusts work priorities as problems 
arise. 

.( 

, I  

Effectively monitors administrative 
functions, keeping track of time 
and leave usage, access to stor- 
age areas, etc. 

Makes sound; well-informed recom’- ~ 
mendations about types ~of equip- 
ment or vehicles to be purchased 
that .will meet, existing and: future 
needs in a cost-effective manner. 

Keeps ‘a close eye on all costs to 
stay within budget, quickly identi- 

/ 
/ 

fying potential shortfalls or 
overages and making all neces- 
sary changes promptly. 

Anticipates workflow problems and ’ 
takes steps to ensure smooth work 

I 

flow; immediately adjusts work pri- 
~ 

orities when problems arise to as- 
sure timely work accomplishment. 

: 

Stays “on top” of all administra- 
tive functions, monitoring time and 
leave usage to ensure adequate 
staffing, maintaining keys and 
security of storage areas; imme- 
diately notes and addresses all 
problems. 
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8. Processing Paperwork 

Maintaining appropriate level of supplies oycmaterials; filling- out proper forms’ completely ancf 
accurately, ensuring that rec,ords, files, ,or logs are accurate and, up-to-date; routing or sen,ding 
paperwork to ,appropriate persons; preparing, and submitting accurate reports on work volume; 
tracking down the status of jobs or files. 

Misreads charts, tables;or~directo- 
ries, obtaining inaccurate informa- 
tion; fails’to, lookfor information. 

Obtains correct information from 
charts, tables, or directoriesi ” 

Fails to fill out forms, work volume 
reports, logs, or supply ‘orders, or 
fills them outincorrectly; omits im- 
portant signatures or information. 

Creates a backlog of paperwork 
by failing’ to process papers in’ a 
timely manner. 

Lets paperwork get disorganized 
and outdated; asa result, has diffi- 
culty tracking down the status of a 
job or task. 

Allows the unit to run low or out 
of necessary supplies. 

Fills out forms; work volume re- 
ports, logs, or supply orders cor- 
rectly; includes important details. 

Processes and routes paperwork 
in a timely manner. 

Keeps paperwork organized and 
current; tracks down the status of 
a job or task in a timely manner. 

Checks and reorders supplies 
regularly. 

Qurckiy identifies all appropriate 
charts, tables, or directories ,and 
obtains the correct information from 
them. .I 

Fills out all forms, work volume 
reports, logs, or supply’ orders 
accurately and completely, ensur- 
ing that all needed signatures, ap- 
provafs, and information are included. 

Processes and routes paperwork 
promptly and efficiently. ‘5 

Stays “on top” of paperwork;‘keeps 
records that ‘are so accurate, or- 
ganized, and up-to-date that the 
status of a job or task can be readily 
tracked at any point in time. 

Checks existing and anticipated 
supply needs against current stock, 
ordering needed materials and en- 
suring appropriate levels are main- 
tained at all times, 
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9. ChecKing~and’Handling Documents 

C&efuUy photocopying, collating, ,-hole-punching;: binding,‘, or disposiqg of materials; coding or 
Iqgging informa tiori accurately; carefully and accurately zopying or transferring information from 
‘dne document to another; carefu//y checking’ work for accuracy and completeness. ,I 

Transfers; codes,,or fogs infor,m.a- 
tion .incorrectly (e.g., transfers 
numbers into the wrong place on 
a form). 

. /  

Cver.looks mistakes,,,.fail/ng., to 
catch errors before the work, is 
passed on. , , e 

Checks work, catching and correct- 
ing errors. .; 

Prepares copies and hole-punched 
or bound documents that look 
sloppy (e.g., are not aligned or 
clear); pages are. out of order. 

Prepares copies and hole-punched 
or bound documents properfy.’ 

Overlooks proper security and pro- Disposes of documents (e.g., 
cedures, when disposing of docu- shreds, burns) according to proper 
ments (e.g., shredding, burning). ! security and safety procedures. 

T , . .  j ,  , ,  , , ,  i / , .  i ‘ . ,  

Codes; Sloigs, or. transfers inform.a: 
tibri accurateiji. 

‘I ;  .,.;-----v 

Is”unlusual!y qujck~ and accurate; 
codes,; log’s, or transfet;s”~nforma- 
tion in an err,or-free ‘manner. ,, 

.’ 

Has a’$oodeyeY for detail, meticu- 
lously double-checking work and 
detecting and correcting all errors. 

Prepares copies and hole-punched 
or bound documents that are of the 
highest possible,quality (e& are clear, 
legible, and aligned prdperfy), :, 

Is highly conscientious and knowl- 
edgeable about ,disposing.of docu- 
ments (e.g., shredding, burning) 
according to proper security and 
safety procedures; effectivefy in- 
structs others in proper procedures. 
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1.0. Basic’Numeric Operhtions 

Adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing numbers accurately; perfonning’calculations using a formula. 

” 

:  . ,  ) . . ,  i , , ‘ .  ‘.‘..‘,‘,, ( ,  ‘,: , ‘ ,Z,” 

Makes errors in simple cafcula- 
ficns; fails to notice ,,mistakes. , 

Requires excessive supervision’to 
work through simple formulas. 

Does not use calculator or add- 
ing machine functions appropriately; 
makes many mistakes and does 
not, detect them. 

,’ ‘. 

, , . .  ,j I-,’ “ ,  . . , \ ; .  i”” , :  :‘. . , .  i. :.i ‘(, ‘.,S, , !  

Adds,, subtract’s, ‘multiplies and 
divides numbers accurately, check-’ 
ing ‘calculations and correcti’ng, 
those that are incorrect. ’ 

Follows formulas correctly, requir- 
ing guidance only’ on difficult or 
unusual formulas. .’ 

Uses calculator or adding machine 
functions correctly. 

. . 

I, 
,.; ..,;. ; ” *; ‘,. / ,, . ,,, 

~akes’-;;~ul’;tions iadditio;“;&i 

traction; ;m,ultiplicatidn, divi’sibn) 
that are virtually ‘error-free;‘&?& 
fully dbuble. checks accuracy:’ 

Uses and follows formulas correctly, 
in a step-by-step fashion;‘uses,‘even 
difficult and complex formulas’v.$h 
little or no guidance. ” 

Makes full, use of arithmetic fun& 
tioris of calculator or ‘adding ma- 
chine; uses functions correctly and 
efficiently. 

t 
,. 
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,, Il. Operating a Computer 

Maintaining and, managing computer, files; keying, entering, correcting; I and verifying inform4 tion 
in computer records, files, or databases; printing computer files or reports; sending and receiving 
E-mail, telex, or other computerized messages. 

::. ,. ‘; 
l-fas, difficulty oerformrng :routine 
marntenance,(e.g~;,copyr.ng, @rint- 
in’g, deleting) of cqrtjp’uter files, 
records, or databases; makes er- 
rors or performs activities in an 
overly .complicated ‘and inefficient 
manner. 

Effectively performs routine main- 
tenance (e&j., copying,. p’rtnting, 
deleting) of co,m’puter’files, records, 
or databases: 

Makes many errors or is very’slow 
when keying or entering data. 

Accurately keys or enters data. 

Makes mistakes when sending or Effectively sends and receives 
receiving E-mail or other comput- E-mail or other computerized 
erized messages; fails to note and messages; notices and corrects 
correct mistakes. mistakes. 

Keeps ,a(l combuter files, records, 
or datad;age8’u’p~to-date and w’ell 
organized by regularly and effec- 
tively maintaining (e.g., copying, 
printing, deleti,ng) files. 

Is unusually quick and accurate when 
keying or entering data; verifies the 
accuracy of work, and corrects aIt 
errors. 

Sends and receives’E-mail or other 
computerized messages promptly, 
effectively, and efficiently; quickly 
notes and corrects all errors. 
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12. Following,Prdper Security,Procedures 

Verifying the ‘identity or cletirance of, individuals; maintaining the security of classified or sensitive 
matbrials, ,sljecial equipmizmt, or cash. ’ 

., 
Forgets 

.,..,, -. 
or fails i0 check :the iden- 

tity ,or: clearance of others wh;en 
delivering mail, or controlling ‘a 
secure area. -, 

. 

Is lax about following procedures 
for securing sensitive or classi- 
fied material, special equipment, 
or cash; frequently leaves such 
materials unattended. I 

i 

1. ,j ,’ ‘li., i 88 , ;  ) ,  . .  ~” ‘.. . ,  , , , /  s ,  

Checks the identity or, clearance 
of,others when delivering mail or 
controlling .a securearea.: 

‘_ 

Follows appropriate procedures for 
securing sensitive or classified 
material, special equipment, or cash; 
rarely leaves materials unattended 
or unsecured. 

, ,  , .  

Is always meticulous about check- 
ing and verifying the identity or 
clearance of individuals before de- 
livering mail or allowing, access 
to controlled areas. I, 

Rigorously follows procedures for 
securing classified or sensitive 
material, special equipment, or 
cash; is always alert and watch- 
ful when charged with security of 
material, never leaving such ma- 
terials unattended or unsecured. 

, 
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13. lnspectitig Materials, EqiApmknt, or Structures 

Carefully inspecting and assessing, condition of incoming shipments, equipment,’ parts, ,struc- 
tures, or used property; conducting security or. safety inspections; locking down..,or unlocking 
property or equipment. 

Overlooksdamage, defects, faults, 
or inade’quacies in .shipments, 
equipment;’ parts, structures, or 
property;’ fails to notice obvious 
problems. 

_. 
,’ 

Fails to lock down’or unlock equip- 
ment or locks down equipment 
improperly or insecurely. 

Inspects the workplace in only a 
cursory fashion, ignoring or over- 
looking areas that are difficult or 
inconvenient to access. 

l’dentifies damage, defects, faults, 
or inadequacies ,in shipm’ents, 
equipment, parts, structures, or 
property. 

Locks down or unlocks equipment 
properly. 

Inspects the workplace, checking 
areas carefully. 

Is unobservant; does not notice 
aspects of the work environment 
likely to present safety or secu- 
rity hazards; fails to ensure that 
hazards or violations are corrected. 

Does not obtain or improperly ob- Properly collects samples of ma- 
tains samples of materials. terials, following safety procedures. 

Notices safety and security prob- 
lems in the work environment and 
follows up to ensure correction. 

Identifies all damage: defects, 
faults, or i’iadequacies~ in ship- 
ments; equipment parts, structures; 
or property, even if not apparent 
at first glance or quite difficult to 
discern. : 

3,’ 

Locks down or unlocksequipment 
securely and safely; double-checks 
to ensure equipment is secure. 

Inspects the workplace thoroughly, 
accessing and carefully examin- 
ing even ‘inconvenient or out-of- 
reach areas. 

Is alert to all aspects of the work 
environment likely to present safety 
or security hazards (even aspects 
not readily noticeable) and follows up 
to ensure all violations and potential 
hazards are promptly corrected. 

Collects samples of materials safely 
and meticulously from appropri- 
ate places. 

E 

ii 
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14.Taki,nQ inventory 

Taking careful inventory of: property, supplies, or’ equipment’ on a. ,routine basis; carefully 
inspecting goods ‘or supplies’ received for proper quantity and quality. .I : 

,! / .’ 

- ,  j . , , ; , .  c ‘x:‘. _,.( . , ; :  . I  ,:,-:’ ]‘..,:; :‘“, ( !  

Fails to notice wh,ether ~goods or 
supplies ‘are receivedT in ‘correct 
quantities or are of poor ‘quality. 

‘. 
2 

Identifies, counts, or records inven- 
tory items inaccurately; makes 
~‘bajlpark” estimates of quantities 
instead of counting. 

, . t  ‘,/ “ , . ; ‘ : ‘ . ‘ , ;  I . . , ’  I .  

Checks goods or supplies received 
for correct,‘puantity and qualrty. 

: 

Identifies, counts, and records in- 
ventory items accurately. 

, / , , . ,  I ( . ,  , ,  :  , ;  , , , .  , .  ; , ,  .  .  ^ >. 

Examines g,oods and supplies 
a$nst vouchers ‘meticulously ‘to 
ensure correct qua&y; checks 
quality of items carefully. 

Inventories all property or equip- 
ment precisely and thoroughly, 
double-checking to ensure counts, 
records, and identification, codes 
are accurate and com’plete, 

’ 

,” 

,.’ 
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15, .Handling Materials 

Safe/y and efficient/y moving or carrying objects; operating material ,handling equipment (e.g., 
handtrucks, tubs, dollies,, hand-lift trucks, stevedqres) safely and effective/y; handling ,a// incoming 
and outgoing mail and materials to ensure proper and prompt packaging and distribution. 

, . ;y( ’  ‘?i,’ ,’ 

f-fandles he8avy.,objects care,!e&ly, 
overjqokin,g safer ways to”move 
material; rnjuree ,self or’damages 
objects. 

,’ 

I i. 

Operates material-handling equip- 
ment improperly; does not know 
proper methods of use or the func- 
tions of levers, buttons, etc. 

Wraps, packs, or crates materials 
ineffectively and inefficiently; does 
not wrap materials sufficiently to 
prevent damage or does not tape 
boxes shut adequately. 

Weighs, sorts, counts, or files mail 
or materials’slowly and inaccurately. 

Marks, stamps, or labels mail and 
materials slowly or uses the wrong 
stamp or label. 

Picks up or delivers’mail or other 
items too slowly, falling behind 
schedule; delivers items to the 
wrong person or place. 

1,. 

Handles’,, heavy objects or.uses 
mater/al~handling’equipment’safely 
and carefully. 

Operates material-handling equip- 
ment properly and demonstrates 
knowledge of equipment operation. 

Wraps, packs, or crates materials 
securely. 

Weighs, sorts, counts, or files mail 
or materials promptly and accurately. 

Marks, stamps, or labels mail and 
materials properly. 

P.icks up or delivers mail, packages, 
or equipment in a timely manner; 
delivers items to the correct per- 
son and place. 

ld’~iglil,~:~n~~~~nti~us:~iid Lf&jr- 

minded ,when handling heavy ob- 
jects or operating material-handling 
eauipment: takes extra steos to 
avoid personal injury and, damage 
to material. 1’ 

Is highly skilled in an,d knowledge- 
able about the operation of mate- 
rial-handling equipment; instructs 
others effectively in proper met,h- 
ods of use. 

Wraps, packs, or crates materi- 
als in a highly effective and effi- 
cient manner; carefully ensures that 
materials are secure in crates-or 
boxes, that space is used efficiently, 
and that wrapping is sufficient. 

Is unusually quick and accurate 
when weighing, sorting, counting, 
or filing mail or materials; quickly 
identifies all errors. 

Marks, stamps, or labels mail and 
materials correctly and efficiently, 
ensuring the most appropriate la- 
bel or stamp is used. 

Stays on schedule, delivering or 
picking up mail, packages, or equip- 
ment promptly; conscientiously 
delivers materials to the correct 
person and place. 
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:  I  16. Installing and Repairing Hardware : ‘. 

Carefully reading or drawing diagrams, ,b/ueprints, or designs; effective/y:“assemb/ing, ‘insta//ing, 
repaidrig, and maintaining ‘systems, equipment, or other materials;, performing general building 
maintenance; properly’ finishing, painting, or repairing furniture, walls, or ‘other surfaces; erecting, 
anchoring, or bracing sheetrock, partitions, or’ other materials; covering work areas, equipment, 
or property to protect them. 

Misinterprets, or inaccurately 
sketches, technical assembly or 
installationdiagrams or blueprints, 
or requires ,excessive assistance 
to understand drawings or to draw 
diagrams. 

Assembles, installs, or repa:irs 
hardware carelessly; overlooks 
safer ways to work; injures self 
or damages hardware, cr 
workspace. 

Incorrectly assembles, repairs;.,or ink 
stalls mechanical systems (e.g., locks) 
or hardware (e.g., fumiture,kickplates, 
walls); leaves aioti incomplete or in 
poor working condition. 

.’ . 

Finishes, refinishes, or paints sur- 
faces poorly; takes shortcuts that 
result in,rough surfaces, blemishes, 
streaks, or drips. 

Overlooks or fails to follow up on 
problems when performing routine 
building maintenance; takes an 
excessive amount of time to re- 
s.olve maintenance problems. 

Interprets. or sketches asse’mbly 
or,installation diagrams or blueprints 
correctly, with little,.assistance. 

Assembles,.-installs, or repairs 
hardware safely and carefully. 

. 
,’ 

Correctly assembles, installs, or 
repairs mechanical systems (e.g., 
locks) or hardware,(e.g., furniture, 
kickplates, walls), leaving hard- 
ware in proper working order. 

Finishes, refinishes, or paints sur- 
faces properly. 

Performs routine building mainte- 
nance properly and promptly. 

I, ,” ,^. 

~!ndepe,nd.ently interprets or 
sketches as,sembly or instaljatjon 
diagrams or< blueprints correctly, 
.understandjng, all specrfrcations, 
codes, and dimensions. ;,, 

Is hjghly conscientious and safety- 
minded when installing or repair- 
ing hardware; takes extra steps 
to avoid personat injury and dam- 
age to ‘material o.r workspace. 

,‘, ‘.‘, 
Correctly and precisely assembles, 
repairs, or installs mechanical sys- 
tems,(e.g., locks) or,hardware (e.g;, 
.furniture, kickplates,.,walls)such 
that. it is in the best possible work- 
ing condition; tests sturdiness and 
working condition, ensuring that 
job is complete and effective. 

Finishes, refinishes, or paints sur- 
faces such that they are of supe- 
rior quality (e.g., smooth and free 
of blemishes, streaks, or drips). 

Performs all routine building main- 
tenance properly and meticulously; 
notes and corrects all problems 
quickly and effectively. 
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17. Installing, Troubleshooting; and Repairing Mechanical/Electromechanical Equipment 

Effectively Jnstalling, troubleshootingj repairing, or .maintaining- electromechanical, electronic; or 
mechanical systems and ‘equipment; determining cabling, wiring, and’ power specifications for 
equipment, or systems; testing equipment or systems;. planning lock ,.systems, making keys, 
or resetting combinations; on, safes, vatilts, etc. “.. :. ‘, 

Misinterprets or inaccurately 
sketches technidal’,equipment dia- 
grams ‘or blueprints; requires ex- 
dessive’ assistance, to’ understand 
diagrams. .,, 

Overlooks safe ways to work with 
Bledtrical or mechanical devices. 

Has difficulty isolating the*source 
of routine equipment malfunctions; 
requires excessive time, supervi- 
sion, or assistance. 

Installs, repairs, maintains, or 
mo’difies electrical or mechanical 
devices incorrectly; leaves a job 
incomplete or equipment in poor 
working condition. 

Interprets. or, sketches technical 
equipment diagrams’correctly, with 
little supervision. 

Installs and repairs electrical or Is highly conscientious and safety- 
mechanical devices safely and 
darefully, ,following proper steps. 

minded when working’on’mechani- 
cal or electrical devices. 

Finds the source of equipment mal- 
functions within a reasonable time 
frame and with littl,e assistance. 

Tracks down and isolates the 
source of even atypical or diffi- 
cult equipment malfunctions 
quickly, and correctly. ‘, ,.‘, 

.! 

Correctly installs, repairs, maintains, 
or modifies electrical or mechani- 
cal devices, leaving equipment in 
proper working condition. 

Corredtly and .precisely installs, 
repairs, maintains, or modifies 
electrical or mechanical devices; 
tests all equipment to ensure 
proper and effective functioning, 
leaving equipment in the best pos- 
sible working condition. 

’ Independently interprets or sketches 
technical’ equibment-,diagrams’or 
blueprints correctly; understands 
and correctly determines-all spebi- 
fications, codes, and dimensions. 
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18. Operating Presses and.Binding Equipmdnt I I, : ” 

,Operating presses or binding equipment safe/y, and effectively’ setting,. adjusting; or. aligning 
controls or parts; installing, mounting, loading, or replacing .parts or .components;, ensuring 
presses or binding equipment are. ‘in good working order by performing routine, maintenance 
and cleaning; inspecting work (e.g., sample pages) to ensure quality.: 

C.ver!ooks,safety procedures,when 
operating.presses.or binding equip,- 
,ment,, causing injury to, self and/or 
damage to equipment o,r materials. 

I _. .,. ; _, ,,+i’l :.., ,, v-,. 1 .,ll‘i” :v,: 

Follows appropriate safety proce- 
dures when operating, presses’or 
binding equipment.. ., _, 

Operates presses or binding equip- 
ment improperfy; does not know 
proper method of. use, the func- 
tions of controls, etc. 
I’ ,, 

Operates presses or binding equip- 
ment properly and demonstrates 
knowledge of the equipment ,and 
how it functions. 

Fails to prepare presses or bind- 
ing equipment properly for.,a job 
before starting; fails to adjust or 
set, controls,,properly for the job; 
overlooks problems or needed ad- 
justments during operation. 

Prepares presses or bindirrg equip- 
ment appropriately for a job; sets 
controls and mounts, adjusts, loads, 
or aligns components and parts 
properly; makes adjustments. as 
needed du,ring operation,. 

..’ ,’ 

Fails to check quality of printed 
products before proceeding with 
production; does not notice incor- 
rect page sequencing, misaligned 
pages, or smeared print; produces 
materials that do not adhere to work 
orders. 

Checks, inspects, and corrects 
page alignment, sequencing, for- 
mat, and clearness of print; pro- 
duces quality printed materials. 

Allows presses or binding equipment Keeps presses or binding equip- 
to run low on fluids, become dirty, ment in working order; checks fluid 
or be in need of major maintenance. levels, lubrication, etc. 

Is highjy cqnscientious ands,afety- 
mjnded’tihen operating presses, or 
bi,nding. .eq’uipment; takes e&ha 
ste’ps to ,avoid peison,al injury or 
damage to material. , . 

Is skilled in and highly knowledge- 
able about the correct operation 
of presses or bind/rig equipment; 
instructs others effectively in proper 
method of use. , 

Quickly, efficiently,, and correctly 
prepares presses or binding equip- 
ment for production; sets or ad, 
justs controls and mounts, adjusts, 
aiigns, or loads all components or 
p,arts correctly before starting .a 
job;’ double-checks all settings 
before production. begins; antici- 
pates and makes all appropriate 
adjustments during operation. 

Is meticulous about checking and 
inspecting the accuracy, format 
quality,,page sequencing, and clear- 
ness of printed products and cor- 
recting problems earfy, before fi- 
nal production; produces materials 
that adhere to work orders, and are 
of the highest possible quality. 

Maintains presses or binding equip- 
ment in the best possible working 
condition; keeps equipment clean, 
lubricated,’ and filled with appro- 
priate fluids. 
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lg. Operating ,PhotographicALithographic.Equipment 

Operating cameras, photbgraphic equipment;. or platemakers properly; ensuring high quality prints 
or. negatives by adjusting ,and ,setting controls :and conditions;. performing’ routine. cleaning and 
maintenance to keep equipment in. proper working condition;. using a variety of techniques to 
expose or develop film; rworking with negatives; carefully inspecting and correcting flaws. 

, 

Overlooks safety procedurss8when 
‘operating,:photograph’ic ‘or lith.o- 
graphic equipment, causing injury 
to,self, and/or damage to; equip- 
ment or materials. 

Operates photographic or lithographic 
equipmentimproperly; does .not 
know,proper method of-, use, func- 
tions of controls, etc. 

Fails to properly prepare for pho- 
, tography; film development, or 
platemaking; fails to adjust, light- 
ing or exposure properly; destroys 
film during development or has to 
repunch masking sheets repeat- 
,edly before .work is ,acceptable. 

Overlooks defects in negatives or 
masters; fails to correct problems; 
as a result, produces work that looks 
‘sloppy or requires correction. 

Allows cameras, photographic equip- 
‘ment, or platemakars to become dirty 

Keeps cameras, photographic equip- 

and badly in need of maintenance. 
ment, or platemakers in working 
order. 

Follo,~s appropriatesafety. proce- 
dures v\ihen operating photographic 
or lithographic’equipment. ‘. 

Operates photographic or lithographic 
equipment properly, demonstrates 
knowledge of the equipment and how 
it functions. 

Prepares.appropriately for photog- 
raphy, film’development, and plate- 
making; sets controls and makes 
adjustments properly. 

Checks or inspects negativesand 
masters for defects and makes 
corrections within a reasonable time 
frame. 

Is’highly consciontious,an’dsafety- 
minded w’hon- operating photo- 
graphic’or lithograph@ equipment; 
takes’extra steps’to avoid personal 
injury or damage to material or 
equipment. 

‘Is’skilled in and highly knowlsdge- 
able about photographicor Iitho- 
graphic processes and equipment 
and can instruct others properly 
and adeptly. 

Prepares for photography, film 
development, or platemaking me- 
ticulously and properly; adjusts 
lights, copyboard, etc.; effectively; 
sets controls, makes adjustmsnts, 
and mixes chemicals such that 
negatives or prints will be of the 
best’ possible quality and size; 
develops and exposes film and 
punches or cuts out masking 
sheets efficiently and effectively. 

Is’ meticulous about checking or 
inspecting negativss’and masters 
for defects and correcting flaws 
promptly; produces negatives, 
prints, and masters that are of the 
highest possible quality. 

Maintains cameras, photographic 
equipment,’ or platemakers in the 
best possible working condition; 
keeping glass and exterior clean, 
performing routine equipment main- 
tenance, etc. 
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-20. Operating’ Mbtor Vehitiles or Motorized Equipment 

Operating’ motorized vehicles properly and safely, chauffeuiing or shuttling people in motor 
vehicles; complying with all traffic safety rules and regulations; following the most direct route 
and adjusting route according to road conditions, clearances, or restrictions; performing minor 
emergency repairs to motor vehicles while en route; keeping vehicles in good working condition; 
prompt/y informing proper persons about problems with vehicles or equipment. 

‘, ‘. 

Drives carelessly; violates traffic 
laws. ‘( : : 

Has difficulty operating motorized 
vehicles or equipment properly 
,(e.g., cannot operate manual trans- 
missions, has difficulty operating 
a forklift). 

Does not chauffeur effectively, failing 
to open doors for passengers, driving 
recklessly, stopping abruptly, etc. 

Uses indirect routes and does not 
adjust route as necessary for con- 
struction, road conditions, or traf- 
fic; does not always reach desti- 
nation on time. 

Cannot or does not perform minor 
emergency road repairs. 

Neglects to perform routine vehicle 
and engine maintenance; vehicle 
is in disrepair (e.g., low on oil, 
coolant, windshield wiper fluid). 

Fails to inform proper persons about 
problems or accidents with vehicles 
or equipment; fails to complete and 
file the proper paperwork document- 
ing an accident. 

Drives safely; adheres to. traffic 
laws. ,’ 

Operates motorized vehicles or equip- 
ment properly demonstrating knowl- 
edge about their functioning. 

Chauffeurs people effectively, driving 
safely, braking smoothly, etc. 

Maps out and follows a direct route; 
considers traffic in planning route. 

Performs minor emergency road 
repairs effectively. ’ 

Performs routine vehicle and en- 
gine maintenance (e.g., checks oil, 
coolant, windshield wiper fluid, tires) 
properly. 

Informs proper persons about prob- 
lems or accidents with vehicles 
or equipment; completes and files 
paperwork reporting an accident 
in a timely manner; addresses 
problems in a timely manner. 

,  .  ;  

Is highly conscientious and safety; 
minded-when operating motor ve- 
hicles, driving safely and Ydefen- 
sively;” complies with all traffic laws. 

Is skilled and highly knowledge- 
able about the correct operation 
of motorized vehicles or equipment; 
instructs others effectively in proper 
operation of motorized vehicles or 
equipment. 

Chauffeurs people graciously and 
effectively, opening.doors for pas- 
sengers, driving safely, braking 
smoothly, etc; maintains a highly 
professional appearance. 

Maps out and follows the most,di- 
rect and efficient route, consider- 
ing and adjusting route as neces- 
sary for construction, road con- 
ditions, or traffic; arrives at des- 
ignated destination early. 

Performs all minor emergency road 
repairs in a highly effective and 
efficient manner; is highly re- 
s.ourceful in dealing with emer- 
gency repairs. 

Keeps motor vehicles in best pos- 
sible working condition at all times 
(e.g., regularly checks oil, cool- 
ant, windshield wiper fluid, tires). 

Promptly and effectively fixes or 
informs proper persons about all 
problems with vehicles or equip- 
ment ensuring all problems are 
quickly and properly addressed; 
promptly notifies proper persons 
and files accurate, timely reports 
on accidents involving vehicles or 
equipment. 
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i 21; Planning, Preparing, ,and~Serving Mea!s .‘. 

Planning menus effectively; purchasing groceries and supplies; coordinating food preparation; 
preparing food; setting tab/es properly and decoratively; serving food or beverages properly and 
efficiently; storing food and other supplies in an organized and sanitary manner; cleaning dining 
and kitchen areas; washing and polishing dishes, kitchen utensils, silverware, etc. 

( )  , ,  / : ,  .y  :‘,’ .  .  .  , . . :  , ;  

F?lans’menus~or:develops:recipes 
that are,unappetizing, insensitive 
to special :distary ‘needs, or un- 
reasonable given ,the budget... 

Does not maintain a well-stocked 
dining facility; runs out of ingredi- 
ents or supplies; allows stores to 
become disorganized or unsanitary. 

Overlooks safety procedures when 
cooking; cuts, burns, or injures self. 

Prepares and cooks food in a way 
that is unappetizing or unappealing. 

Has difficulty coordinating food 
preparation; selections sit an un- 
due amount of time before being 
served or are not ready when they 
should be. 

Selects inappropriate utensils or 
sets the table incorrectly (e.g., 
places dessert forks or soup 
spoons in the wrong place); may 
set the table in a way that looks 
sloPPY* 

Is inefficient or inattentive when 
serving food or beverages (e.g., lets 
dishes remain on tables after guests 
have finished eating, refills glasses 
only when guests request it). 

;.’ , .  I , ,  ,  ‘. , )  

Plans menus and develops recipes 
that are appetizing and reasonable 
given budget limitations. 

Maintains appropriate levels of gro- 
ceries and supplies, keeping foods 
organized and stored properly. 

Takes safety precautions when 
cooking. 

Prepares and cooks food that is 
appetizing. 

Coordinates food preparation so that 
selections are ready at the appro- 
priate time. 

Selects appropriate utensils and 
sets the table in a neat and at- 
tractive manner. 

Is efficient and polite when serv- 
ing food or beverages; removing 
dishes after guests have finished 
eating. 

,’ ;  ,  !  ’ , ,  ‘< ‘; 

Plans menus and develops recipes 
that are highly nutritious, appetiz- 
ing, creative, sensitive to special 
dietary needs, and within budget. 

Maintains a well-stocked dining 
facility; has all necessary groceries 
and supplies on hand, stored, and 
organized in a proper, sanitary 
manner. 

Is highly conscientious and safety- 
minded when cooking; uses knives 
and equipment carefully, taking 
extra steps to avoid injury. 

Prepares and cooks food that is 
attractive, appetizing, and appeal- 
ing; prepares meals that taste ex- 
cellent and are presented in a very 
attractive manner. 

Adeptly coordinates food prepa- 
ration so that all selections are 
ready at precisely the right time. 

Selects the most appropriate uten- 
sils and sets the table meticulously 
(e.g., places silverware in the 
proper place and, selects the ap- 
propriate type and size of bever- 
age glass); sets an interesting, at- 
tractive, or festive table (e.g., folds 
napkins in unique ways, arranges 
attractive table decorations). 

Is highly efficient, gracious, and 
attentive when serving food or 
beverages (e.g., clears dining tables 
as guests finish eating each course, 
keeps beverage glasses filled); is 
gracious, yet unobtrusive. 
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21. Planning,. Prbparing,.a& Serving Meals (Continued) 

Fajls to,clean ona routine basis, 
allowing t,he. kitchen’and dining fa- 
cilities, utensils; silver, etc.,, to 
become dirty. : 

,. 

Keeps the k,itch,en,and dintng,.facili- 
ties clean and sanitary: 

, I\?aintai,ns the, kitchen and,;dining 
facilities ‘in-a dk&rate, clean; and 
sanitary condition; cleansand pol- 
ishes kitchen ,surfaces, :dusts .din- 
ing areas, and washes dishes and 
utensils promptly and thoroughly. 

‘. 
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22:Routine Cleaning and Maintaining 

Cleaning glass, furniture, floors, or carpets; keeping tools and equipment in working order; 
disposing of dangerous materials. or chemicals according to regulations; reporting building 
maintenance problems; cleaning up work area after completing a job. 

I I 

Allows tools and equipment to be- 
come dirty and in need of repair. 

.I 

Leaves work areas dirty or does not 
clean properly. 

Overlooks safety considerations Disposes of dangerous materials 
when disposing of dangerous ma- properly, complying with safety 
terials or chemicals. procedures. 

Fails to report building maintenance 
problems. 

Reports building maintenance prob- 
lems in a timely manner. 

Keeps tools and.equipment clean 
and in working condition. 

Cleans work areas properly. 

Keeps all tools and equipment spot- 
less and in the best possible,work- 
ing condition (e.g., cleaned, lubri- 
cated, sharpened, etc.). 

Is exceptionally neat and tidy, even 
while working; cleans work areas 
thoroughly. 

Is highly safety-minded when dis- 
posing of dangerous materials or 
chemicals, carefully following all 
proper procedures. 

Notices, reports, and follows up on 
all building maintenance problems 
promptly, ensuring that problems are 
quickly and efficiently addressed. 
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Chapter 4 

Preparing the Appraisal Form for kSS 
Staff 

The rater should ensure that all necessary information is entered on 
GAO Form 247 (performance appraisal for APSS staff except Secre- 
tary GS-3i3; CR&e Automation Clerk/Assistant GS-326); ,GAO Form 
247a (performance appraisal for Secretary GS318, Pffice Automa: 
tion Clerk/Assistant GS326); or GAO Form‘ 247b (performance 
‘appraisal for Wage System employees). (See appendix I.) GAO b. 
Forms 247, 247a, and 247b are available on the LAN. .., ‘. * : 

, ! 
Instructions for completing the three parts of each of the forms follow. :’ 

I , 

Part A: The rater should complete Part A following the instructions on the 

Administrative form. Please note that if the ratee provides comments on the ap- 

Information 
praisal, the box in item 11 should be checked and the ratee’s com- 
ments attached to the performance appraisal. 

Part B: Block 1ratee statement of contributions is optional and should be 

Ratee Statement of provided in block 1 or as a separate attachment by the ratee. If a 

Contributions and 
separate attachment, the statement should not exceed 1 % pages. The 
ratee statement of contributions provides an opportunity for the ratee to 

Rater’s Summary highlight examples of his or her performance, work products or accom- 

Comments 
plishments, or any other information that he or she believes the rater 
should consider. A ratee statement of contributions should be submitted 
before Part C of the performance appraisal is completed by the rater. 

Block 2-the rater provides a summary narrative covering perfor- 
mance and major accomplishments as well as a dimension-specific 
assessment of the ratee’s performance for any dimension rated other 
than Meets Expectations in block 2. 
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Chapter 4 
Prepa$ng.the Ap&isd Form fix L&PSS Staff 

‘part c: ; i ’ ‘,,, 

Performance ” 
J.n Part C, the rater provides information on the ratee’s performance 

.. during the’ appraisal period. The three required performance dimen- 

Apyiraisd.’ Summae 
sions appear on the, form> and cannot be deleted. At the beginning of 

She& ,: ..’ ‘, 

the performance period,. the rater should identify the additional 
performance *ensions on :ymch the ratee will be assessed and 

‘,,,i,, i select them from the pull .doyn menu on the form. If the ratee is a 
supervisor, ‘dimension 4 must also be selected. At rating time, using 
the appropriate performance standards, the rater evaluates the 
ratee’s performance in the relevant job dimension, using one of the 
five performance levels: (1) Unacceptable, (2) Below Expectations, 
(3) Meets Expectations, (4) Exceeds Expectations, and (5) Out- ” 
standing. Performance standards and guidance for evaluating 
performance are detailed in chapter 3. 
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Appendix I 

APSS Performance ‘Appraisal Forms 

. .I ., _ .._ 

., ‘1,‘. ,.‘, ..,,. ,,a : ” ,,f. I’ 

.. ‘ 

United States ~ener~‘A&d&& dffice 

Performance Appraisal for ‘. 
Adrninistrative Professional and 
suppofl Staff (APSS) 

Part A. AdminIstratIve Informatlon. Fill in items 1 through 7 at the beginning of the rating p’eriod; items 8,9a and b at 
the progress review(s); and items 10 and 11 for the official appraisal. If item 11 is checked, attach the rate& comments. 

1. Name ” 
,. 

3. TltMSerles 

2. Rating Perlod 

From: Mo.Nr. To: MoSYr. 
4. Grade 

.’ 

5. Dlvlslon/Office 

6. Date(s) Expectations Set 7a. Ratee’s lnltlals b. Rater’s initials 

6. Date(s) of Progress Review(s) 9a. Ratee’s lnltlals b. Rater’s lnitlals 

10. Signatures 
I 

. . Name (typed) Grade Signature , Unit Date 
., _., 

a. Rater 
., ‘, ,., 

b. Reviewer 
I I I I 

c. Ratee 

11. Check box if ratea’s comments are attached. III 

Note: This is a three part form. Part A contains administrative information. Part B contains any ratee statement of 
contributions and the rater’s summary and dimension-specific narrative. Part C contains the performance dimensions for 
GS (except 318/326) positions. Include only the dimensions that were discussed at the time expectations were set and/or 
revised. 

0PR:Pem GAO Form 247 (Rev. 12199) 
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., 
APSS Performance t$ppraisaj Forms ‘,. ,. , 

. . , .  , . , .  ,  , ,  

. ,  . ,  ,  , .  ,  , . , _  ; ,  ‘.” 

‘, . , .  

Part C. General Scheduk (G!$ (ixcepi 338/326) Pbformance Appraisal Summary Sheet. 
Instructions: After reviewing the relevant dimensions and standards and assigning the final rating, enter the number 
in the box at the right corresponding to the rating chosen using the guide provided. 

Pbformance’Ratlng Guide: i iUnacceptable; 2 = Below Expectations; 3 = Meets Expectations; 
,-e : ,+ = Exceeds Expectations; 5 = Outstanding 

Required Perfbrmince Dlmensions 

1, Teamwork and Interpersonal Behavior ,’ _(‘. ‘, ’ * 

2. Service, Orientation 
: . 

.,.,,. ,- .’ ~ 

i. .  , I  . . I ’ ,  , .  

3. individual Work Productivity ,’ 

Additional Perfoimanos Dimensions (Select desired dimensions from the pull-down list) 

GAOForm247(Rev.12/99) 
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APSS Performanke Appraisal Forms 

L. 

‘, . I  . ,  .  

United States G&en& Ac&&ng Office 

Performance Appraisal for 
; Administrative Professional and 

A SUDDOti Sk& c,hmSSl 
Se&eabry (GS-3189, 

/ 
,&ice Automation ClerW 

Part A. Administrative Information. Fill in items 1 through 7 at the beginning of the rating period: items 8. 9a and b at 
the progress review(s); and items 10 and 11 for the official appraisal. If item 11 is checkedl&ach the ratee’s comments. 

1. Name 2. Rating Period 

From: Mo.Nr. To: Mo.Nr. 
3. TltlalSeriee 4. Grade 

I 
5. DlvlsionlOffioe 

6. Date(s) Expectations Set 7a. Ratee’s lnltials b. Rater’s lnitlals 

6. Da!(s) of Prog!ess Review(s) 

I 

9a. Ratee’s InMals b. Rater’s Initials 

10. Slanatures 

Name (typed) Grade Slgnature Unit Date 

a. Rater 

b. -Reviewer 

o. Rates 

11. Check box If ratee’s comments are attached. 0 

Note: This is a three part form. Part A contains administrative information. Part B contains any ratee statement of 
contributions and the rater’s summary and dimension-specific narrative. Part C contains the berformance dimensions for 
GS-318/326 positions. Include only the dimensions that were discussed at the time expectations were set and/or revised. 

0PB:Pers GAOForm247a(Rev.12/39) 
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APSS Performance Appraisal Forms _ 

Part 6. 
8.. 

Rate Statement of Co$!bUtions and Rat$r’s Symmiijy ‘and Dltn~nsi,on+eoific Narrative 

1. Ratw Statement of Contrlbutlons (optional) ..!‘I 

- 
4 

2. Rater’s Summary (requikd) and Dimenslon~Speciflo Narrative (as required) 

Pi!ge 2 GAO Form 247.3 (Rev. WSB) 
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APSS Performancet Appraisd~Ftirms “’ : 

, . ( .  . ,  !  :  

‘, 

.,j _ . , ,  1. _ . .  .  L ,h - ”  _, “ , . ,  \ .  . :  

‘; 

/ &~~d~k&aty (GSk’s‘j, biiice.Auibmation:ClerljAssisiHnt (G&k%) Performance Aipraieal Summary Sheet. 
Instructions: After rebiewing the rekvant dimensions and standards and’akiigninb the final rating, enter the number 

I in the box at the right corresponding to the rating chosen using the guide provided,. 

lPqrformance, Rativg Gyi$x : 1 =.lJnacceptable; 2 = Below Expectations; 3 = Meets Expectat!ons; 
4 = Exceeds !Zxpectations; 5 = Outstanding 

Requlre~,Perform,a~c+i DiOsnsioiis’ , 

1. Teamwork and Interpersonal Behavior 
.: ; ,/’ 
s 

.‘. 
.// : 

2. Set& bhentation 
“. :, , ,I’ .: : i. , ,,; < ‘. ;/ ‘” 

:. J 

3. Work Orientation and Productivity u 

Additlonal Performance Dimensions (Select desired dimensions from the pull-dowii list) 

Page5 GAOFmm247a(Rev.12/99) 
>.: 
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APSS Pkrformance. AppraisJ, Forms’ : , 

,. 
.. 
, 

I  I  

.,. 

-~ 
‘0 hited States’Benerkl iicCountiig O&ice 

GAO, Performhke Appraisal for 
&lministrati;Te Professional and ..I,, 

i Support .Staff (APSS) 
Wage System 

Part A. A~ml,nlstratlve Information. Fill in items 1 through 7 at the beginning of the rating period; items 8, 9a and b at 
the progress review(s); and items 10 and 11 for the official appraisal. If item 11 is checked, attach the ratee’s comments. 

1. Name ” 2. Rating Perlod 

3. TltlelSerles 

,5. DlvlsionlOfflce 

IFrom: Mo.Nr. To: MoJYr. 
4. Grade 

6. Date(s) Expectations Set 7a. Ratee’ilnitlals b. Rater’s Initials 

8. Date(s) of Progress Review(s) 9a. Ratee’s lnitlals b. Rater’s Initials 

10. Slgnatures 

Name (typed) Grade Signature Unlt Date 

a. Rater 

b. Revlswer 

o. Ratee 

11. Check bo,! If ratee’s comments are attached. Cl 

Note: This is a three part form. Part A contains administrative information, Part B contains any ratee statement of 
contributions and the rater’s summary and dimension-specific narrative. Part C contains the performance dimensions for 
Wage System positions. 
revised. 

Include only the di,mensions that were discussed at the time expectations were set and/or 

0PR:Pers GAO Form 247b (Rev. l&99) 
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APSS Performantie Appraisal ~Fknins 

Part B. Rake Statement,of Contributions and Rater’s Summary and Dimension-Specific Narrative 

1. Ratee Statement of Contributions’(~ptional) 

2. Rater’s Summary (required) and Dimension-Specific Narrative (as required) 

Page 2 GAO Form 247b (Rev. 12I99) 
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